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UK trustees 
;. ':... ~•~·· . .. ,·. ,,.,...~ ... ~- ~' .·, .. may select·;,., 
I , ~ ·ne,v:· president 
i ·by tlrls fall 
l lly RICHARD WILSON 
, Stal! Writer 
I ' • • 
LEXINGTON, Ky: ...:. The University of 
}:entuck"y board o! trustees may be ready to 
i name a new UK president early this fall, 
i Chairman Foster Ockerman Sr. said y.ester• 
:day. . .; . . . ' . 
i Re also said the presidential search com• 
'mittee Is likely to reduce the pool of 77 
. applicants and nominees now under consid• 
· eratlon for the post to about a dozen con-
, tenders at Its June 12 meeting. 
l He said interim President Charles T. 
, Wethington Is among the nominees. 
: Ockerman, a Lexington lawyer, also said 
; he was not disappointed that only 91 people 
: applied or were nominated for the UK posL 
"I tblnk the quality is of greater Importance 
· than the numbers, and I think we have ex-
' cellent quality and a representative nl!Ill-
. ber," he said, ~~-- ; - - -- · _; · :._, 
Fourteen applicants or nominees declined· 
to become candidates, Ockerman said. 
Ockerman's comments came In· an ·im• 
prO:mptu news conference after the 10-mem-
i ber search committee met behind closed 
i doors for about an hour yesterday. 
UK had 185 applicants or nominees for 
tbe·presidency in 1986 when a search panel 
began seeking a successor to then-President 
Olis Singletary, who retired. In early 1987, 
the trustees chose David Roselle as pres!• 
denl Roselle resigned the post last year to 
become president of the University or Dela• 
w8re. rr::~ ',.- ' . ;;:-,- -... l f.·· · -
I Ockerman said that the,· current search 
committee of UK trustees, faculty and one 
student would continue to accept additional 
~ames from the public or committee mem-
bers for, consideration for the presidency. 
But -he said there was no concentrated ef• 
fort to expand the pool ''The committee 
. ."\!, • ,,:,;;•_:,.,>, l,..,· ► •;A'••~•l•:'.~\t.".!_..,p,.,:•,, 1 
fully understands that they, or any-
body, has a right to place any other 
name before the committee at any 
lime within a reasonable period that 
-the committee has authority to act," 
Ockerman added. · 
· He said he did not know to what 
number the search panel might fi-
nally reduce the contenders before 
beginning interviews. Ockerman 
said he hoped the committee--could 
make a recommendation to the full 
board of trustees by late August or 
early September, and !_hat the trust-
ees· could then pick a president by 
September or early October. 
While he declined to name any-
, one else under consideration, Ocker-
man said be was ·announcing Wetb-
lngton's nomination because the in-
·lerim president had previously said 
he would make his intentions public. 
He said that Wethington was 
nominated by several sources, in-
cluding some outside of UK. 
Critics of the UK search have con-
tended that Wetbington's appoint-
ment as interim president would be 
a signal lo educators interested in 
the post that he was a front-runner 
for the presidency, and perhaps dis-
courage others from applying. · 
I Wethington, whO previously head• 
1 ed the UK community college sys-
tem, grew up In casey County and Is 
a longtime friend of Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson. All five of the trustees 
named to the search panel by Ock-
erman were either appointed or re-
appointed to the board by Wilkin-
son. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Former trustee Larry Forgy, who 
, led an unsuccessful effort last De-
cember to prevent UK's, Interim 
' president from seeking the perma-
. nenl post, has accused Wilkinson 
: and Ockerman of undermining the 
>- search. · ·· ,, ·, 
1 · Both men have denied the charge, 
· · and Ockerman said yesterday that 
any perception that Wethington bas 
a "lock" on the· UK job bas been 
created by the media. "and ctber 
con\loents other than activities of 
the committee or activities by the 
I board of trustees." 
• The hoard, he added, has directed 
· "a full and complete search, ana 
that's what we're doing." · 
· · • Wethington was an unsuccessful 
finalist In the 1986-87 search. 
Ockerman also said the search 
panel may decide al Us June 12 
meeting whether to hire one of the 
five consulting firms that have sub-· 
mltted proposals to assist the panel 
• 
., l_i,.EX11iGTON HE.RAL_[)::\.EADER;_ LEXINGTON, KY.'. FRIDAY, JUNf:J, 19~0'. 
I. 77:.: -~·'yy•'.:Q'--;,1•1 .,~·111 n··. { f" ;,,; ':".i~S:":.i:: 
, :.. · was riot __ r_ea __ dy to soiind .. a_n. alarm 
. , '·-' . .. about the smaller number.••:. ·< . 
. · •. ,<, • · . • . Another professor -OD ,.the 10-
'o· r· ,, . u K· ,., •, ~~1:,~id:~r~k:i~o;:,~ 11 thing is not the total number but 
. · , ' the quality in the pool." . 
· ;· , ·-. . .,- •: Ockerman, who ( supported 
··p· •, re;. s·1·d· e· nt ::h~-~o~u!~~,!~~~~er:;; 
tant than quantity. '1 thmk we have 
. . . an excellent quality and a repre-
. . " · '· · .. - · ... sentative number." .>' 
F'1eld of co"nt·e·. nd·, e· 'r•'s'"' d··ow·' ·n Ockerman said he did not know [•· • ,·,. . ,. . . . _ why fewer people were·willing to 
' by half from last search, . apply. He repel!ted his commitment 
[ . to ~n open national search. ·· · 
_: By'Jamie.'[ucke·'•"''' .-.,.•·r- . ':1 •·.· · .: ,.,., He blamed the press for creat-
\ Herald-Leader education writer • ·· · ing the perception that the job was 
The University of Kentuclcy has·attra:ct~ Wethington's for the taking. "I 
£ h don't have any knowledge that the 
ewer than alf as many potential candidates · interim president has a lock on it," 
for president as it did four years ago. Ockerman said after the meeting. 
'.fhe pool -~f 77 candidates·· not oniy is Ockernian told the search com-
smaller than last time; it also is considerably mittee that UK had received 91 
smaller than the pool of 141 applicants in nominations and ·applications for 
Murray State University's recent search for a I president. Fourteen of the nominees 
president. >. ·,. ·, . ; withdrew. · .- · • , . 
But UK board chairman Foster Ockerman : : Some of the remaining 77 have 
Sr. said yesterday that the contenders were I ~ot said whether they want to be 
excellent and that he was not worried about the considered for UK. president. 
humber of candidates. · I . Four years ago there were more 
Interim President Charles Wethington was than 200 nominees and applicants 
the on]¥ applicant iden- ,.,-.,..,,,.,.,...,,,....-.,,,- to ·succeed Otis Singletary as UK 
tified yesterday during president. 
the UK search commit- About 160 people agreed to be 
tee's third meeting. considered during UK's last search, 
Ockerman;"' who according to UK board minutes 
also is chairman of the from 1986 and 1987. The search 
committee, said he an- committee evenp.rally recommended 
nounced that Wething- pavid Roselle. , , , 
t9n was seeking the job : Roselle resigned in December, 
"purely because · Dr. · and Wethington was named interim 
Wethington has stated · president.. •. · . . ., · ... ___ .. _ ... 
publicly that when he In other presidential searches 
made the decision it during the last year, Murray State 
would be a public mat- · attracted 141 applicants and Ken-
t6-" · · : · · · ' ·· · · · ' lucky State University attracted 61. 
; . · Wethi~gtoii; . '-' re- Wethington 
1
1 Additional nominees withdrew 
ceived "a number of different nominations,'' from both searches: . : · 
Ockerman said.,, ,. ..• · ·· ' · UK's ·search committee will try 
· Wethington•; ·candidacy probably explains to eliminate all but about a dozen · 
. why there are _fewer applicants, said law candidates June 12, Ockerman said. 
professor Carolyn Bratt, a search committee : . The committee could be ready 
. member. :·,-'.,:;.c:;{~::t·':.',:_•: .• '"':,·- ·.·._;_- ·; : io recommend a ·president in late. 
, UK faculty.leaders had warned thai candi• August or September; meaning the 
· dates would be "scared :' off-' if the interim board · could select a president by 
president'could' seek.the permanent job. October, Ockerman said. ,,_ · "-, 
;,J,_ . ''I assume. there js. s6Ii),lf!i!'5i_tancy because \ The. d(l<ll' ,win remain open tor: 
we have.· a strong mternaJ'candidate." Bratt ' additional· candidates. But Ocker-
,:§/c!_ y~te_rdaylt, ': L., .. )0:t\.'. ·;f; . man said;/'At this.point, we are noC 
"--..- actively trying to increase ,the size 
of the pool.'' · •. • ,; ,- J • .. • .. :::';:, · · -:· 
. · During the. last search, candi:. 
dates were recruited aggressively;,•' 
according . to , members:,. of tna(: 
search co~_ttee, ;:;-./,~ ,1:l'--":: .. 1- .... ,.:.. ~):-,.· 
! '. The vacancy created jiy .:Ro-. -
selle's departure has been advert· 
. ~t ~rdftlJlv?eWtf~~ic1J~~-
• would begin May Ji:dJJ''. , ,:-
' Yesterday, the search committee 
· met behind closed doors for about 
an hour to discuss candidates and 
proJX?sals from .• five consulting 
: finns. . . .,.~ ~!" ~ _ _;_,,-,.y- ';', , . :,_ -~· 
: Ockerman said the committee 
1 would decide June 12 what role a 
coristilting firm should play in the 
searc4 and probably employ one, . 
. Several observers of the· natio~,-
al higher education scene said the 
I candidate pool was smaller thari 
usual for a school such as UK but-
not alarmingly so. :, ·:• ·.,;' -,/·;~ :;.: 
-::., •.1. ",:) '· ~ ;;" 
Robert Gale, an official with the 
Association of Governing Boards of 
pniversities and Colleges_Ln Wash-
mgton, D.C., chuckled and said 
, ''You're kidding," last week wh~ · 
he heard that UK had received 
a_bout 90 nominations and applica: 
hons.· _ .. ' !· -
•' Can~idates might be relu~tarit 
: to. seek the. UK job because they_ 
think Wethmgton has the inside 
track and because they think Ro- . 
selle was driven away by problems 
: with state politics and UK basket-
• ball, they _said. . .. 
. · Gale said 'it.,, took aggressive 
,, recruitment to persuade candidates 
1 to risk the-jobs they.have now by 
, applying for a university presiden-
, cy. "The best candidates seldom 
i come in over the transom because 
.)'.OU run,~1_:,advertisement,''. he said, 
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students are Catholic, said Sister 






by St Catharine College 
By Jamie LucKe 
and Andy Mead 
Herald-Leader statt writer 
ST. CATHARINE - Ken-
tucky's first woman governor will 
become the first non-Catholic presi-
dent of tiny St. Catharine College, 
the school announced last night 
"I'm always looking for an op-
portunity to contribute," former 
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said 
after the announcement "l want to 
help. I want to keep helping Ken-
tucky." 
Officials at the two-year school 
in Washington County praised Col-
lins as an able administrator and 
proven fund-raiser. 
"For what we need right now, 
she was head and shoulders above" 
approximately 20 contenders for the 
job, said Norma Rapier, chairman of 
the board of trustees. "We've got a 
great faculty, but not many people 
know about us. We need more 
visibility. We need to sell our prod-
uct. And we hope she can help us 
with fund raising." 
Collins, 53, was governor from 
1983 to 1987. 
Yesterday's announcement was 
an unexpected twist in the career of 
a woman who also has been Shelby 
County Tobacco Festival Queen, 
Kentucky Derby Festival Queen, a 
junior high school math teacher, a 
small-town dentist's wife, a pros-
pect for vice president of the United 
States and the head of a public 
relations finn. 
At one point while she was 
governor, she was the highest-rank-
ing Democratic woman in the coun-
try. 
As governor, Collins was noted 
most for pushing for awareness of 
education needs and for attracting 
the $1.1 billion Toyota automobile 
assembly and engine plant to 
Georgetown in Scott County. 
Collins will replace Sister Dolo-
res Enderle, who resigned. 
She will take over as St Catha-
rine's eighth president on July 1 and 
will be the first president who is not 
a Dominican nun. Collins is a mem-
As governor, her name was 
mentioned for the presidency of the 
University of Kentucky and she 
was a finalist for president of West-
ern Kentucky University in 1988. 
She has lectured at the Universi-
ty of Louisviile and attended Har-
vard University's Kennedy School 
of Government since leaving office. 
She also has served on numer-
ous boards of directors. 
St. Catharine officials said those 
positions would help Collins spread 
the word about their school. The 
school has been best known recent-
ly as the temporary home of 6-foot-
8 basketball standout Lawrence 
Funderburke, who transferred from 
Lndiana University.-
School officials said they had 
sought Collins for the job. 
St. Catharine was founded in 
1931 on a hilltop about a mile west 
of Springfield. 
The Kentucky Dominicans 
started a convent on the site in 
1822. It burned and was rebuilt in 
1904. 
The school has fewer than 300 
students and graduated 45 Last 
month. About ½ to ¾ of the 
Larry Hayes, who was cabinet 
secretary in the Collins administra-
tion and is a St Catharine trustee, 
helped recruit her for the job. 
H~ said the school needed some-
one who could broaden St Catha-
rine's support beyond Washington, 
Nelson and Marion counties. 
Frank Thompson, another trust-
ee who was on the presidential 
search committee, said religion did 
not play a role in the decisior. 
"We wanted someone with an 
educational background who had a 
demonstrated ability to open doors 
from a financial standpoint, some-
one to take the school to another 
horizon," Thompson said. · 
Rapier, the trustees chairman, 
said Sister Dolores had separated 
the school from the Dominican or-
der when she became president 
seven years ago, so choosing a non-
Catholic was "the next logical step" 
in the school's evolution. 
Rapier said much of Collins' 
work for the school would be in 
Louisvill~and Lexington. She will 
continue to live in Lexington. 
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Former Gov. Collins to head 
St. Catharine College 
By TODD MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
SPRINGF'I£lD, K'y - After two un-
successful ~ fomer Gov. Martha 
Layne Collild~bn 8 college presidency 
last night ...l as she was named to lead 
tiny St Catharine College- in ~ Catha-
rine, Ky., two miles .norti,west of 
Springfield. . • ' 
"I'm delighted," Colttmisaid at a 7:30 
p.m. press conference announcing her 
appointment. 'Tm looking forward to 
the challenge. You're going to see a 
great team effort here at St Catha• 
rine." 
Officials at the two-year, Roman 
Catholic liberal-arts school, meanwhlle, 
said Collins' political and administra-
tive experience, along with her reputa-
tion and fund-raising abilities, made 
her the best candidate to become the 
scbool's eighth president. 
"We have felt we offer a great deal 
here, academically," said Norma Rapi-
er, chairwomao of the college's board 
of trustees and pnadenttal search 
committee. " But we've never had any-
body to sell our product. ... Sbe'U give 
us the vistbilJty that we need." 
Said state Sen. Ed O'Daniel, a Spring. 
field lawyer and member of the col-
lege's board of trustees (and fellow 
Democrat), "Sbe has a very unique 
background, (and) has a very intense 
interest In education." 
He added, "With a private college, 
fund raising Is an important consider-
ation. She has that experience and ca-
pablllty." 
Collins said sbe believes sbe .can help 
improve academics at the college, but 
also that ber polltical contacts and 
fund-raising abilities can help tbe 
school. 
"I think. too, that I•can help with con-
tacts and openmg some doors," sbe 
Said. "There are some people, rm sure, 
who would lite to give to SL Cstharine, 
they just don't know about us yet" 
Collins, who was governor from 1983 
to 1987, was one -or 21 applicants for 
the job. The CUlffllt president. Sister 
ber of Versailles Baptist Church. -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
:-Collins to head· St. Catharine College 
. '' 
Continued from Page One 
'Dolores Enderle, has resigned, ef• 
fectlve June 30. 
- . O"Danlel said that Collins did not 
Initially apply for the "job, but that 
sire Immediately showed Interest 
-when he and college trustee Larry 
Hayes, Wbo was a top aide to Collins 
when she was governor, approached 
her about It about six weeks ago. 
Collins was Interviewed once at 
her office In Lexington and once In 
Springfield over the past several 
weeks by various members of the 
school's IO-member presidential 
search committee. 
She was Interviewed again yester• 
day afternoon on campus by various 
administrative, faculty and search• 
committee groups. But those Inter• 
views appeared to be only formali-
ties, since officials of the board of 
trustees had announced by early 
afternoon that there would be a 7:30 
p.m. press conference with Collins 
after. the board's 7 p.m. meeting. 
Collins, who has a bachelor's de-
gree in home economics, has been 
nominated for presidencies In Ken• 
tucky twice before. 
Bob Davis, a former aide, nomi-
nated her for the presidency of the 
University of Kentucky in 1986. She 
did not become a finalist for that 
job, which eventually went to David 
P. Roselle. 
In 1988, she was a finalist for the 
presidency at Western Kentucky 
University that eventually went to 
Thomas Meredith. Some WKU facul• 
ty members criticized Collins' com• 
parallve laek of research and high• 
er education experience during final 
Interviews there. 
But Sl Catharine officials said 
yesterday they had no qualms about 
Collins' background or abllilles. 
"Since our needs aren't heavy In 
research, the academic require-
ments of this Institution are differ• 
ent from a research Institution," 
O'Danlel said. 
Rapier also cited Collins' expert• 
ences at the University of Louisville, 
where she was a visiting lecturer In 
1988 and at Harvard University, 
where she was a Harvard Fellow 
last year. 
"Being a fellow at Harvard Is no 
slouch," Rapier said. 
Rapier also cited Collins' back• 
ground In dealing with education is-
sues, Including her work In passing 
an education-reform package In 
1985. 
"The whole educational reform 
was started by Martha Layne," she 
said. 
Collins will be the first non-O!tho-
lic and the first lay president of the 
school, which is run by the Ken• 
lucky Dominican Sisters. 
O'Daniel and Rapier said that that 
presents no obstacles to doing the 
job, and that It meshes with the 
changing makeup of the school -
which Is no longer predominantly 
Catholic and enrolls many older, 
non-traditional students and about 
two dozen students a year from Ja-
pan. 
"Martha Layne has the ability to. 
enable the college to broaden Its 
base," O'Danlel said. 
School officials would not say 
what Collins' salary would be. 
She will start her job July 1. She 
said she hasn't decided whether to 
move to Washington County, or com-
mute from her Lexington home, 
which is less than an hour away. 
The Dominican Sisters have been 
operating a school on the Sl Catha· 
rlne campus three miles west or' 
Springfield almost continuously 
since 1839. They were granted a 
charter that year to grant educllonal 
degrees, and operated until 1904, 
when a fire destroyed the school. 
They rebuilt In 1906 and were em-
powered to grant collegiate degrees 
in 1920. The school became Sl 
Catharine College In 1931. 
Originally a women's college, the 
school became coeducational In 
1951. 
It now has 300 students. 
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Centre graduates u:rged to i·mprove s9ciety 
By Siona Carpenter-
Herald-Leader staff writer 
DANVILLE - Mississippi Gov. Ray Ma-
bus yesterday urged 182 graduating seniors at 
Centre College to reject tbe "sanctified selfish-
ness" of the past decade and measure their 
success by public servi\:8-
"As tbe first class of the new decade, you 
should expect more and demand more from 
those who have gone before you and from 
yourselves," Mabus said. 
He called upon graduates to work for a 
''better, stronger, more decent society" by 
contributing time and knowledge to worthy 
causes. . 
Mabus, 40, a Democrat elected in 1987, 
received one of four honorary degrees at the 
ceremony in the Norton Center of the Arts on 
the Centre campus. · 
The school awarded a posthumous honor-
ary degree to A. Bartlett Giamatti, former. 
commissioner of baseball and president of Yale 
University. Giamatti, who died in September, 
was originally scheduled to deliver tbe com-
mencement address. 
Abraham J. Malherbe, a Yale Divinity 
School professor, accepted Giamatti's degree 
and spoke of his former colleague's character 
and diverse interests. Malherbe, a New Testa-
ment scholar, also received an honorary degree. 
· Also honored was George P. Crounse, a 
Paducah businessman and Centre trustee and 
benefactor. 
Among those attending the commencement 
were Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and his wife, 
Martha. 
1n his ad~~said the _self-absorp-
tion that characterized the 1980s was possi\;>ly 
a reaction to tbe proceeding generation of.rapid 
societal change. . 
He said a pew way of thinking was 
developing, He cited the ''bell ringers of liberty 
and justice" in recent world events and prai§ed 
education reform in Kentucky and MississiJpi. 
Mississippi passed an education reform law 
in 1988, Kentuclty's historic education reform 
act became law this year. 
"Two states . . . that for too long did too 
little for education have become leaders in 
education reform," he said.' 
"Southern politicians, whose predecessors 
stood in schoolhouse doors to decide •who 
would get in, are standing in the 
schoolhouse door, but this time to 
open the door wider." 
Mabus also named Mississippi-
ans and Kentuckians who were 
making contributions to society -
from a woman in Mississippi who 
made quilts for babies witb AIDS; 
to the manager of the Centre Col-
lege campus post office. The post 
office manager, Penny Glass, makes 
sure all students receive birthday 
cards. · 
"Each of you in your own way 
can make a contribution," Mabus 
said. 
It was Centre College's 167th 
commencement since it was found-
ed in 1819. 
Special honors at the ceremony 
went to the men's valedictorian, 
Bryan Ellington of Carrollton, and 
women's valedictorian, Gretta Feld-
kamp of Louisville. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURD~Y. JUNE 2, 1990 
Smart schoolchildren honored at WKU 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - More than 400 seventh-graders from 
Kentucky schools were honored yesterday at Western Kentucky 
University for scoring well on college entrance tests. 
Before they were presented with certificates, some scbolarsblps 
and other awards, keynote speaker U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins 
urged the students to continue striving for a solid education. 
Hopkins, R-6th District, also told the children their first goal 
should be to "raise your sights, to succeed and excel In school, and 
In the economy. All of us in this state want you to cllmb all the 
way to the top." 
The ceremony was hosted by the Duke University Talent Identi-
fication Program, which operates In 15 states. 11 lets junior high 
school students in the upper three percent of their classes take the 
American College Test or Scholastic Aptitude Test. 
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tL'bf L to use cash to lure black professors 
~ ;- * • that by providlng Incentives to de-
By-t>,.V(1) CAZARES ■ Waiving the full search proce$ partmentl that hire blacks, ''that 
Staff Writer when a committee and dean agree will not be an excuse." 
• . that a fully quallfled black candl· Swain's plan has the strong sup-
~atversity of Louisville President date Is avaUable. port of the faculty, said Robert 
Qorm}d Swain plans to use cash pay- ■ Assurance by deans that the af. Stenger, a professor In u of L's 
mdms to academic departments and firmatlve-actlon coordinator for School of Law and president of the 
~ incentives thls year to draw each school and college will aggres- faculty senate. 
111~ black teachers to the school. sively participate in faculty search- However, stenger warned that the 
, {r.or L has made special efforts to es. problem won't be solved overnight 
~ruit black faculty members. It The plan would also require that "One of the th.logs that could hurt 
ha$: solicited graduating Ph. D.s in disciplines where blacks are not would be to overtnnate expectations 
ttom other schools for possible ap- well represented, the best black right now and think that somethlng's 
~uitment, and it provides scholar- candidate must be lnterviewed by going to happen in the next couple 
sitp, aid and encouragement to po- the search committee unle$ the of years," Stenger said. "It's a step-
tential doctoral candidates among committee documents that no such by-step process.'' 
black U of L students. candidate ls available; and that any St Id min rity • Stifl, those effo .. ft have not been enger sa O recuitment 
• ._.. fully qualified black candidate be is most succe$ful when encourage-
en~ugb, Swain said In announcing offered the job unle$ an exception ment comes from top adm1n1st:ra-
hb plans yesterday. While black stu- Is granted by the dean and approved tors. The plan may not be embraced 
:ieiit enrollment has increased re- by the university provost. by everyone, he said, but most Will 
ceotiy, the number of black faculty Swain also wants to encourage de- see that it's good for U of L 
members has remained virtually un-
ban partments to identity and hire U of L faces a major obstacle in 
c ged. promising black candidates who that the pools of black Ph. D.s in 
t\le university had an enrollment have completed all the requlre- various netds are very small, a,nd 
of · i.J,180 last fall, including 2,666 ments for a Ph.D. except their dis- most universities want to diversity 
members of minority groups. Of sertatlon. faculties, he said. 
those, 1,985 were black - about 8·6 Other parts of his initiative in- Robert Douglas, chairman of 
percent. Of the 1,650 faculty mem- elude p~lbly increasing the num- U of L's Pan African Studies Depart-
bers, 1J2 were minorities, Including lti t 
J6..b&acks, said Denise Fitzpatrick, ber of teaching-track pos ons a ment, said he hopes swain's plan 
U of L; trying to "grow our own Afri• will betp 
the; school's director of public inf or- can-American faculty" by Identity- · 
matlon. "He has certainly committed him-
The tow number of black profes- ing promising undergraduates from self," said Douglas, who Is black. u of L or other unlversities and en- "It's a bold step." 
son.: was one of the chief concerns g1 th t k graduate de-
of b•lack students earlier this year. coura ng em 
O see But Bruce M. Tyler, a black assis-grees at u of L; providing the best 
In November U of L announced sev- black graduate students with fellow- tant prof~r of hlstory, said U of L 
eral policy changes in response to ships; and repaying a year's worth will never solve its recruitment 
student demands that something be of a black student's financial aid for problems until black candidates are 
done to ease racial tensions after a each year of faculty service at welcomed by the white department 
bl~k freshman alleged racial ha- u of L lf the student accepts a facul- heads who do the hlring. 
raifflient ty appointment after completing a Swain and other administrators 
Swain said yesterday that his plan Ph.D. or post-doctoral studies. mean well, Tyler said, "but you 
should help to further relieve stu- Swain said he would also consider have to remember that departments 
den( unrest. a joint initiative with the Unlversity hire people directly." 
•!t think anything we can do to of Kentucky to provide doctoral Tyler said he believes some facul-
mlStt. the whole University of Louis- education to black graduate stu- ty at U of L may resent the special 
ville a more welcoming and support- dents. attention given to black candidates, 
iviJDStltutlon for minority persons In an interview yesterday, Swain and he fears a backlash - however 
is something we ought to do," he said the plan would be funded indirect - when black candidates 
said. ~ through U of L's Affirmative Action are hired. 
Ketwlcky remains under a feder- Fund, a $200,000 portion of the "When blacks come here they're 
al ~date to end segregation In school's budget. going find people who are hostile to 
hlg!>e' education by adding black "I can't guarantee that everyone them and won't receive the support 
faculty, Swain said. The Council on will like this, but I believe It is nee- of colleagues," he said. , 
Higller Education has adopted an e$ary," Swain said, adding that he Tyler said deali.ng with the pres-
equal-educatlonal opportunity plan generally expects his plan to be sures of teaching and publishing are 
that' requires U of L and all other well-received at U of L difficult without that support, but he 
stale universities to add substantial Swain said he's not sure why sald black prof~rs can persevere. 
n~rs of black faculty members. u of L bas bad little success ln at- Despite his concerns, Tyler said 
H~aaid U of L's own affirmative-ac- tracting black faculty in recent he believes Swain's Initiative Is a 
t1on:p1an contains a similar require- years. good one. 
ment. "The assumption Is that we "There will be supporters and de-
But "In spite of these require- haven't been looking hard enough," tractors," he said. "Hopefully, those 
ments, plans and admonitions - Swain said, adding that he believes people who are supportive wilt win 
and In spite of good-faith efforts - out" 
u of L still lags in Its performance," 
Swain said In his lnltlative. 
Swain said the school's board of 
trustees and its Faculty Senate have LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY .. SUNDAY, JUNE 3. 1990 adopted resolutions supporting the 
appointment of black faculty "as a U f L ts • ti bl ck f lty 
matter of urgent Institutional poll- 0 Se 111C8n YeS On 8 8CU 
cy.'' 
His plan calls for: 
■ Establishment of an African-
American Faculty Incentive Fund to 
encourage academic departments to 
hire and retain black faculty mem-
bers by providing $10,000 for suc-
cessful departments to use at their 
discretion. 
■ A pool of junior faculty posi-
tions to be awarded to departments 
that appoint minority faculty. 
• A fund to be used by schools and 
colleges to find blact candidates. 
WASHINGTON - University of Louisville President Donald 
Swain has established a system of cash payments and other 
incentives aimed at increasing the number of black faculty members 
at the school. 
"My intention is to move us ahead quickly in the next five years," 
Swain said. He said, for example. that he would offer $10,000 to 
academic departments that not only hired black faculty members but 
kept them at the Kentucky campus for a sustained period. · 
Similar programs are under way at other U.S. schools. The 
Louisville initiative represents "a variation on a theme that others are 
using," says Reginald Wilson of the American Council of Education. 
Swain aclmowledged that his "action-oriented presidential initia-
tive," which also includes providing financial support to help 
candidates complete doctoral degrees, was prompted by racial 
tensions on campus. 
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mother, friends said Even when 
she left Smiths Grove to attend 
Western Kentucky University 
where she graduated in l!k-1, ~ 
mother moved to Bowling Green to 
live with her. 
Spare lifestyle cloaked 
frugal journalist's wealth "Her mother was so posses-sive," said 83-year-old Virginia 
Proffitt, Davis' English teacher at 
By Jim White 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
~y CITY - Virginia 
Wood DaV1s grew up in Smiths 
Grove, where the Great Depression 
hit hard. 
There she learned from her 
mother how to live on little wear-
ing patched. clothing and eating off 
the land She maintained this sim-
ple lifestyle until her death in Feb-
ruary. 
But recently, friends and rela-
tives have discovered that while 
Virginia Davis lived like a pauper, 
she had the wealth of a princess. 
. DuJ:ing her almost 40 years as a 
Journalist, working for 13 newspa-
pers mostly in Kentucky and Flori-
da and never earning a paycheck 
larger than $325 a week, Davis 
stockpiled savings of close to 
$400,000. Now, months after her 
death, some of it will finally be 
spent. 
On June 26, the journalism de-
partment of Western Kentucky Uni-
versity, Davis' alma mater will 
receive a check for more ' than 
$250,000. The rest of the estate 
~vis has spread among several 
friends and relatives. 
"She once told me that the mark 
of a life well-lived was how much 
you could leave for other people 
when you were gone. I guess by her 
:· stan~s, she did all right," said 
, Georgia Davis, who lived with Vir-
. ginia Davis for the eight years 
while she edited The McCreary 
· County Record. The two are not 
related. 
The discovery of Davis' fortune 
was a shock to those who knew her. 
Davis, who died of colon cancer at 
the age of 70, chose to live without 
manr of the amenities most people 
~nstder necessities. Aside from her 
1981 F~rd Courier pickup, the value 
of DaV1s' personal effects totaled 
less than $400 when she died 
according to a Circuit Court inven'. 
tory of her estate. 
. And while her friends now ago-
ruze over her seemingly needless 
frugality, Davis always seemed con-
tent, they said. 
When she died, she left behind a 
194-page account of her life, her 
own obituary, instructions for her 
cremation and a will bequeathing 
~.7~1.95, most of which she kept 
m certificates of deposit in several 
Florida banks. Rumors have circu-
lated, however, that Davis might 
have been worth much more. 
Last week, an article that ap-
peared in the Lakeland, Fla, news-
paper, The Ledger, reported that 
some friends speculated Davis' for-
tune exceeded $2.5 million. 
. ''We were just astonished," said 
Jun Taylor, executor of Davis' will 
who said the $2.5 million figure ~ 
inaccurate. "She wasn't supposed to 
have this kind of money. When I 
w~t through her house I kept 
saying, 'Why Virginia, why didn't 
you use a little more on yourself?' " 
Pauline McCall, a longtime 
friend, said, "If you read between Smiths Grove High School. "She 
the lines it's a pathetic situation. guarded that child to a fault Vir-
You have to look at the book ginia was not allowed to have close 
beyond the cover to understand relationships with anybody." 
Virginia." Davis' career as a journalist 
Throughout her life, Davis began in September 1943 when she 
dressed simply, usually wearing was offered a reporting job at the 
boots, pants, a man's work shirt Henderson Gleaner-Journal, where 
and a trademark cap. Georgia Davis she took home $24.75 a week. She 
said she ate peanut butter sand- was a feminist, and saw herself 
wiches unless something else was pioneering for women in a male-
offered to her. She collected many dominated profession. Other em-
of her belongings from dumpsters. pl_oyers included the St Petersburg 
And she saved everything _ from Tunes and the Kingsport (Tenn.) 
old newspapers to the vegetable oil Times-News. 
used to package canned goods. "She's the only person I ever 
. "Sh~ _never wasted a thing," knew who studied the dictionary " 
said Wilham Chambliss a second Proffitt said. ' 
cous~ an~ one of Davis', two living In 19'n, she took a job as 
relatives. She would write me Jet- managing editor of The McCreary 
ters on anything she could find Co~ty _Record in Whitley City. She 
~use she didn't want to buy re~ed 10 1985 and was diagnosed 
stationery." with cancer two years later. She 
Indeed, Davis seldom bought returned to Tampa for treatment 
anything. Her clothes often ap- and died Feb. 1. 
peared to ~ second-hand; she cut During her career, Davis won 
her own hair; and she would accept several awards for her reporting 
food and meals from friends usually including many from the Kentucky 
without paying. Press Association. She covered the 
"But that was just Virginia," Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. at the 
McCall said. ~utset of the civil rights movement 
Davis' odd lifestyle began in ~ Montgomery, Ala., and she inter-
Smiths Grove in Warren County V1ewed President Franklin Roose-
when she was a child, friends said. velt and 1948 presidential candidate 
She was born in 1919 to Virginia Thomas E. Dewey. 
Wood "Jennie" Cox and Elmore While at The McCreary County 
Davis. When she was 5, her father R~ord, ~he covered the longest 
died, and left her mother alone to Uruted Mine Workers strike in his-
raise Virginia during the Great tory. The strike was against the 
Depression. Stearns Coal & Lumber Co and 
McCall said Virginia's mother laSted £i:0m July 1976 to May., 1979. 
saw her husband's death as an DaVls was known to work six 
abandonment, and preached to Vir- dars a week, taking Sunday to 
ginia that men were no good. She wnte letters to friends. 
al~ persuaded Virginia that having The revelation of her wealth 
~ _dren was a ~ble thing. Vir- angered some who thought she 
guua never mamed. should have used some of it for 
With a $1,500 inheritance, Davis herself. Instead, Davis chose to live 
and her mother lived through the what seemed a primitive lifestyle, 
Depression by lending money to •~y the standards of today's materi-
~eedy fanners and living off the al15m, consumerism, hypocrisy and 
~terest In her autobiography, Da- pseudo, cheap sentiment," she 
VlS wrote: "We never faced enslave- wrote. 
ment ~f debt by keeping our lives . Georgia Davis said, ''While she 
very sunple, primitive if the need hved here with me, I had a lilac 
be." bush near the house. She was 
But while never being enslaved always in such a hurry, coming in 
by the debt she so feared, Virginia :111~ .01:lt I used to say to her, 
Davis instead was enslaved by her 
1
Ylairguua,J slow down and smell the 
1 cs ust once.' " 
CheerrngR, "aornr stay 1990 
key parts of olympics 
By Stacey Bashara 
Herald-Leader staff wnter 
The cheering section at the 
University of Kentucky Shively 
!rack yesterday didn't confine 
itself to the bleachers. 
Instead, coaches, linesll\en 
and teammates swamped the 
track to clap and offer finish-line 
hugs to athletes competing in the 
20th Kentucky Special Olympics 
Swnmer Games. 
"We get out here and cheer 
and give them motivation to 
finish," Sc:i~ Jennifer Laha, an 
student who volunteered her 
weekend to help at the track. "It 
wouldn't be as much fun for 
them ~ no one said, 'You did a 
great Job.'" 
More than 2,000 mentally dis-
abled athletes from across the 
state participated in this year's 
Summer Games, which end to-
day. The competitions included 
s~~. bowling, volleyball, 
weightlifting, gymnastics and 
track and field. 
Michael Courtney, a 10-year-
old athlete from Sedalia Elemen-
tary School in Graves County, 
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Why is Wethington doing over president's home? 
If we are really to believe that Charles 
Wethington is indeed an interim president 
for the University of Kentucky, '!Vhile a 
search committee supposedly. works to 
select prime candidates for the permanent 
replacement for David Roselle, then how 
are we to explain the fact that the-Wething-
tons have been completely remodeling 
Maxwell Place, the university president's 
home? If Wethington is interim president, 
would it not be prudent to wait to find out 
if the Board of Trustees chooses him as 
president before making changes in the 
decor of the president's residence? But 
maybe Wethington and his good buddy, 
our governor, know something the rest of 
us lowly taxpaying citizens do not 
Lexington ----
CHERYL ANN SMITH 
* * * Information released recently concern-
ing the search for a new president of the 
University of Kentucky llllfortunately con-
-firms the initial skepticism expressed by 
many faculty members about the whole 
process. A normal presidential search not 
only would have stipulated that whoever 
was chosen interim president could not be 
a candidate for the permanent position, but 
also would have required that candidates 
nominated indicate within a few weeks 
their willingness to be considered. Such a 
search for a position of this caliber should 
have garnered between 100 and 150 serious 
nominees by this point. 
The fact that there are only "more than 
70 candidates" and that none of these has 
been tested for interest indicates that many 
top-level candidates have avoided the proc-
ess because they knew they had no chance. 
The search committee to find Charles T. 
Wethington obviously is going to uncover 
its elusive quarry. Why doesn't Foster 
Ockennan just end all of the suspense, 
inform Wethington that he is indeed a 
candidate, and put this ludicrous farce 
behind us? 
RICHARD D. WEIGEL 
Bowling Green 
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UK search: Pool is too small 
for such a fast timetable 
Last week's meeting of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky's presidential 
search committee was reminiscent 
of those good-news-bad-news jokes. 
The good news was that the 
search has drawn the attention of a 
number of impressive candidates. 
The bad news was that the total 
number of people interested in be-
coming UK's next president is dis-
tressingly low. 
As of last week, 91 people had 
applied or been nominated for the 
presidency; 14 of those nominated 
had told the committee they weren't 
interested. That left 77 people as 
potential candidates. Among them 
was UK's interim president, Charles 
T. Wethington. By comparison, UK 
had more than 200 nominees and 
about 160 actively interested candi-
dates during its previous presiden-
tial search. 
Raw numbers don't tell the 
whole story, of course. Foster Ock-
erman, who chairs both the UK 
&a.rd of Trustees and the search 
committee, is right when he says 
that the quality of the candidates is 
more important than their numbers. 
Reassuringly, faculty members on 
the search committee aren't sound-
ing any alarms yet. 
But it's indisputably true that it 
is UK's interest to attract the largest 
possible pool of qualified candidates 
for the job. And the comparatively 
small number of candidates to date 
suggests that isn't happening. 
That's hardly surprising. When 
UK's trustees chose not to preclude 
the interim president from consider-
ation for the permanent post, they 
sent a discouraging message to 
other potential candidates. The re-
sults are apparent in the drop in the 
number of candidates from the last 
presidential search. 
It's not too late for the search 
committee to increase the pool of 
candidates. But the committee 
seems unlikely to do that. Ocker-
man says that when the committee 
meets on June 12, it will try to cut 
the pool of candidates to about a 
dozen. He says the committee could 
be ready to recommend a president 
by the end of the summer. 
That's a fast track - too fast, 
considering Ockerman's often-re-
peated vow to conduct an open 
national search. The committee 
would do better to hire a national 
consultant for the task of enlarging 
the pool of applicants. That would 
send a badly needed message tc 
qualified candidates who might 
have been discouraged by the con-
duct of the search to date. 
The result would be a larger 
pool of qualified candidates. And in 
the end, that will mean that UK 
really can choose the best qualified 
person to be its next president. 
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Do whites feel racism? . A~ly, all that is proved by the 
article 1s that the Herald-Leader has a 
liberal agenda that it wishes to force upon 
the naive public. As this points out, those 
at the Herald-Leader don't want facts to 
interfere with their thinking. 
To respond to the article on racism 
within Kentucky's campuses, one only 
need go as far as the data within the article 
that give the percentages of students not 
returning to school, as broken down by 
race. 
At all state supported universities com-
bined, excluding Kentucky State Universi-
ty, which is a "historically black college," 
26.5 percent of black students fail to return, 
opposed to 20.8 percent of white students. 
This was given as proof that there is an 
underlying racism to state supported uni-
versities. However, on closer inspection, 
one finds that 32.5 percent of blacks do not 
return to Kentucky State University. 
If the cause of 26.5 percent of blacks 
not returning is due to racism, as the article 
attempts to support, are we to assume that 
even more blacks are leaving KSU because 
of even greater racism? 
Also, the data reveal that while 32.5 
percent of blacks leave KSU, 35.8 percent 
of whites do not return. Compare this to 
only 20.8 percent of whites who do not 
return to the other schools. 
Therefore, if one chooses to accept the 
premise that racism causes students not to 
return, the data support that the greatest 
effects of racism are being felt by whites 
who :ittPnrl KST I 
Lexington 
ROYE. DAVIS 
()l y,11,1 p, Cs 
(c.i..., ,, t-, 1"\ u.-A) 
competed in the running long 
jump yesterday. His jump mea-
sured 7 feet 1 ½ inches. and 
although it didn't win him a 
medal, he said it was still excit-
ing. 
"My brother's been helping 
me out," l\llichael said. "He helps 
me run and jump. We practiced 
real hard." 
Michael's coach and special 
education teacher, Melanie 
McPherson, said the four stu-
dents she brought to the games 
were looking forward to more 
than the athletic events. 
"There's a dance and a pizza 
party tonight," she said. "It's 
really good for them to develop 
new social skills by being away 
from home. It's a real opportuni-
ty for them to make new friends 
and ~o someplace they miiz:ht not 
have had a chance to go." 
Crystal Howard, 8, won sec-
ond place in the SO-meter dash 
after a competitor's false start 
forced her to run the race twice. 
"I did better the second 
time," said Crystal, a student at 
Sandy Hook Elementary School 
in Elliott County. 
Joy Ferguson, Crystal's coach 
and ~ €ounty's Special 
Olympics coordinator, said her 
team could have improved its 
performance had staying in UK's 
dormitories not been quite so 
exciting. 
"They probably would've run 
faster if they'd been to sleep 
before 2 in the morning," she 
said. 
The first, second and third 
place winners in each competi-
tion will be eligible for nomina-
tion to the International Special 
Olympics in Minneapolis in July 
1991. Trish Mazzon~ Kentucky's 
Special Olympics sports director, 
said 80 countries would partici-
pate in the international event 
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Bill would force colleges to show'¥<l'e,-r,?, 
graduation rates of their athletes 
0
-s;,~ 
percent among players. while only u' 
By Patricia Edmonds four 5C:hools had such low rates Henry cited a 1986 survey by 
Kmgh1-R1dder News Service for their overall tudent body. the American Association of State 
W ASIDNGTON _ College Noting that the National Colle- Colleges and Universities, showing 
athletic departments accustomed giate Athletic Association passed that of 67 NCAA schools, only nine 
to touting their win-loss records such a graduation-reporting re- made money through athletics. 
• soon may have to disclose other quirement for its schools last Janu- An additional benefit of his 
statistics: how many of their stu- ary, McMillen said, "The N~AA proposal on financial reporting, 
dent athletes graduate and how would never even have had this on Henry said, is it will "shed light on 
much money the athletic depart- their agenda if we had not had a the .vast inequity between funding 
ments make and spend. reasonable chance of passing it in of men's and women's college 
The House yesterday passed Congress." sports teams." 
legislation that requires such dis- Also under the House bill, col- The Rev:-Theodore-Hesbargh;-
dosures from colleges and univer- leges and universities would' be former University of Notre Dame 
sities that participate in student required to disclose their athletic president, now chairs the Knight 
financial aid programs. programs' revenues and expendi- Foundation Commission on Inter-
Under the House bill, and a tures, broken down by sport. collegiate Athletics, a panel of edu-
sirnilar bill passed by the Senate Rep. Paul Henry, R-Mich., said cators and experts studying possi-
in February, schools that take that while there has been no uni- ble reforms of intercollegiate sports. 
federal aid would have to report form reporting standard, his meas- Asked yesterday about the 
graduation rates annually to the ure would require schools tQ report House legislation, Hesburgh said 
federal Department of Education. revenue from all sources, from such policing is best left to schools 
The statistics would be broken booster clubs to media contracts. rather than government 
down by race, gender and by Henry said he proposed the "I hope that we get this through 
specific sports: football, basket- measure partly to deflate "the popu- with voluntary acceptance ... by 
ball, ice hockey, baseball, and Jar perception that athletic success the schools themselves," he said. "I 
track and field. benefits academics or any other think it would be more meaningful 
Such reports ''would give stu- aspect of the college or university, if you decide to be virtuous, rather 
dents and their parents the type of other than the sports program it- than if you're virtuous just because 
data they need to make informed self." Most revenues from sports go some guy's watching you." 
decisions," said Rep. Tom McMil- right back into sports programs, The measure returns to the 
len, D-Md., and perhaps keep them Henry said ~ and still, "most Senate for a vote on provisions the 
from "mortgaging their future by college sports programs are money House has added. 
placing too much emphasis on losers." 
athletics." H THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6, 1990 
Before he won a House seat in ouse passes graduation-rate bill 
1986, McMillen was a basketball WASHIN star at the University of Maryland. GTON - The House approved a measure yesterday by 
He later played with the National Rep. Chris _Perkins to require colleges and trade schools that get 
Basketball Association's Atlanta ~~~:-da:sd:~~ to disclose graduation rates to prospective and 
Hawks and Washington Bullets. Perkins, D-7th District, added the provision last month in the 
McMillen said proof that such Edu~tion and 1:-,abor ComIJ?ttee to a bill requiring any college 
legislation is needed comes from a ~at gives athletic scholarships to disclose the graduation rate of 
recent General Accounting Office its student athletes as well as the costs and income of its athletic 
stu~y of Division 1-A schools, programs. 
which showed that 35 of 97 !he legislation also would force colleges to report on-<:ampu5 
schools surveyed for basketball cnme statistics. The package was passed without a roll<all vote 
had graduation rates of zero to 20 under an expedited procedure for uncontroversial bills. It must be 
approved by the Senate before it becomes law 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations- · 
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President Bush vetoed the bill but guaranteed by 
executive order that no Chinese students would be 
deported against their will. 
"The greatest difference between the United 
States and China is that I can stand here and 
disagree with my government," Hopkins said. "That 
is the most marked difference." 
Gong Xiang Chen, president of tlie Chinese 
Students and Scholars Solidarity Union, said many 
. UK students traveled ·to Washington; , D.C., and 
Chicago to participate. in niltional rallies. 
"The American people need to see that w~re still', 
struggling," Chen said. "I think we will continue· 
this. Jl:fuybe the memory will fade,a~_,time goes, but 
we will try to keep it alive." •. .0. - · • 
Yan Liu, president of the c;hjriese Alliance for 
Democracy' at . UK,· said everyone should be con-
. cemed with the ·oppressioii-that.'continues W1der 
Chinese communism. "This. iSJit l\ Chinese internal 
affair," he said. "It's light against darlmess ... 
''If everyone keeps qwet and doesn!t stand- up, 
those heroes will have rost 11).eir blood in vain,'' Liu 
said._ ~- ____ . 
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lfart banker appointed WKU regent 
BOWLING GREEN - Hart CoW1ty banker Robert Chambliss was 
appointed yesterday to the Western Kentucky University Board of 
Regents. 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson selected Chambliss, 47, to replace Ronnie 
Clark, whose term had expired. 
Chambliss, a native of Alabama, has lived in Kentucky for 30 
years. He has been president of Hart County Bank and Trust since 
1977. He holds a bachelor's degree from Eastern Kentucky University 
and two master's degrees from Western. He was one of the foWlding 
directors of the Kentucky Banking Institute at-Western and was a 
director and treasurer in 1982-88. 
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Banker appointed to WKU board 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Hart County banker Robert Cham-
bliss was appointed to tbe Western Kentucky University Board of 
Regents yesterday;-
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson selected Chambliss, 47, to replace Ron-
nie Clark, whose term had expired. 
Chambliss a native of Alabama, has lived in Kentucky for 30 
years. He b~ been president of Hart County Bank and Trust since 
1977. 
MSU ARCHIVES r-
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-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Wednesd~y, May 30, 1990 Grote called the United States 
"the illiterate leading nation of the 
world" because .of Americans'. at-
titudes toward foreigners. · Global attitude vital, 
MSU's ·Grote tells 
. Blazer, ~lass. of '90 · 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
Senior News Writer 
ASHLAND - Paul 
0
G. Blazer 
High School graduates · were ad: 
vised - or warned - Tuesday 
night that their 21st century gen-
eration would have to extend its 
horizons to a global world .. 
That will call for understanding 
the cultures of the rest of the 
. world, said Dr. Nelson Grote, 
commencement speaker for the 
105th graduation of Blazer I Ashland 
High. 
Grote, president of· Morehead 
State University and a globe-trotter 
in his professional activity, said his 
travels have given him a chance to 
be "a student of the world, .observ-
ing changes that are highly signif-
icant." 
America's greatest asset will 
remain her creativity, he said, but 
that creativity will have to adjust 
to meet "new markets, more de- . 
_ mands, new felt needs." : 
~: I' 
_ Citing changes that have given 
l China and Brazil opportunity to 
become food-exporting nations, us• 
, ing American technology, he came 
· , closer home to point out that at 
least one timber operation, neigh-
bor to his university, exports half 
its product. 
, Wall Street will no longer domi-
nate trade, he said, pointing to a 
1 day when telemarketing will let 1 shoppers in Ashland pick up a 
i telephone and order goods from 
: anywhere in the world. 
· Similarly, televiewers will begin' 
to participate in cultural activities ; 
from around the world - opera, .-
, soccer or concerts from Europe. · 
"We haven't seen anything yet!"_ 
But to lake part in either the 
business or cultural aspects, "you 
must begin to understand the lan-
guage and cultures of the rest of 
the world. Chinese students study 
English in the fourth grade, and 
they take Gennan and Japanese, 
too," he said. , , 
-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Monday, June 4, 1990 
Prof esso:r ·gathering~, · -_ 
·data for_. oral· history,,, 
eventual boolr on. MSU 
. He warned that Americans must 
stop looking at citizens of othl!r 
nations in terms of their clothing 
and differences and "concentrate 
on looking for understanding and ·, 
appreciation. - : 
"You must be tolerant. Appreci-
ate the likenesses as well as the 
differences." 
To that end, he said, Morehead , .. 
i State is combining language and · 
I culture into single. classes and will 
, soon arrange for education majors , , 
. to do their . studen_t ::,teaching_" iri ··' · 
-England. , · · ··'' · : 
I "And you 'must .'choose uni-,~· versities with international orien- -
I lation, with exchange stude;its." 
Grote's remarks followed a bac- ; 
1 calaureate address , by the Rev. ,, 
Haro_ld Cathey, pastor .. of Unity , 
Baptist Church. , . _. .,; 
· Stacy_ Lee ,Worley ,anii William\ 
, ~nnis · Martin were announced as : 
, wmners of a diamond and a watch ·--' 
I traditional honors given as part or 
the Pollock Award since 1923. 
, After diplomas had been awarded 
by Superintendent Curt Foutch 
Blazer High Principal Janice Led'. , 
' ford presented the class to a i 
packed James Anderson 
gymnasium. With that announce- : 
ment, · about a third of the 219 
graduates spun their white mor-
tarboards into the air, Annapolis-
style, in celebration. _ -- -_-_ 
l To learn more about past MSU '.,' 
: presidents and university officials ' 
who are no longer living, Flatt said : 
: he plans to interview- their. family,, 
members. · . ..~ · · . •-:► 
"Over the ,years,•:, the tools _we.,-: 
1 have in history have changed," he '. said. "Today, some of the best his-, 
tories around are based on inter- i 
Although he plans for his work to views." , · : 
By KENNETH A. HART be a balanced history of the school, Flatt said he expects ·the inter:: 
Independent News Writer Flatt said certain periods may ' views to take about two years, with, 
MOREHEAD-After 28 years or' receive more attention than others i the book to follow,-.at . an,_ un-,; 
teaching American and world his-, because there are more records for,/ determined date. ::,,, .c. -_ ,'··,· " 
tory, Donald Flatt has launched the -them. . , _: .. . -. d Also in his research, Flatt plans 
first phase of a project that will hit' "This· institution hasn't" kept '-as· ; to read newspaper accounts from 
a little closer to home. , . , full a record as a historian would, past years, which he"said will help' 
The 53-year-old Morehead State'. f like them to," he said. _ : } him follow ce,rtain,, _issues_ on an . 
University professor is undertaking , . Flatt said the final manuscript · ongoing basis._ " : _ ,: , , · ,, · : · _, 
a project that he calls a labor of · , will encompass all aspects of -, "There are just so many points to" 
. love - compiling an oral history of' MSU's-history, from its beginnings ' explore," he said. «Treatment of; 
the university that he will eventu- as a private institution in 1887 to its the university by the media, de- : 
ally adapt into a book. ' present status as a regional state velopment of the brick-and-mortar 
Flatt said he believes his work : university. facilities, the effect of the commu- i 
will help fill a void, since a com- , The first phase of the project, nity's political, _social and economic , 
prehensive history of the school Fla!t said, will consist of tape- climate on the school and the de- -' 
does not currently exist. He said he , recorded interviews with key ' velopment of the Faculty Senate 
also views the project as.a career , players in Morehead State's devel- and its role today are only a few of.' 
retrospective of sorts. , _ . , \ opment, including fonner govern- the topics to be studied." · ,, 
"The main, thing for me is that !' ors, past university presidents, Although he has the backing: of1 
· this is an opportunity to look back·. ' distinguished alumni 'and fonner MSU administrators, Flatt stressed 
on my own career," said Flatt, a , · members of the school's board of' that his work will be a professional,; 
Cookeville, Tenn., native who came', regents. ' rather than official, history of the 
to MSU as a student in 1957. "It·, ·--- · - --- school. 
gives a ~ood. organizational' -A service of the Office of Media Relati~ns-
' fr~me'!',O,;t~ w~ch to put a _l?\ oI;, 
I .,things ........... h.I.:.:...,, .-w .... ~.,_....___., .. ,:,! ,:,.., !~ C•\i!,t 
Professor ga~her,in~ 
, Continued : 
: '° "There Is a tendency by some 
people not to accept what they _re- .. 
, gard as an official ~story as being _, 
! authoritative," he srud. ' . 
l Flatt said he plans to chrorucle 
; MSU's history - warts and _all - , 
' although he admits to havm_g, a , 
· special interest in the more pos11lve , 
aspects of the · school's develop-
ment. , , • I'd ' 
, "There are so manv oosit\ves, , 
: like to play these up," he sajd. "I'll 
, Just have to see where my r~search . 
leadsme" ,, l 1· ·•• ,~ 
; Although he plans' to _'fwid , ~e:., 
: project himself, Fla~ said ,he mll 
seek grants from van~us sources, to 
help defray expenses. -, ., , : ; 
Flatt, who specialize,s i m . 2~.' 
century American history, ~d. he 
became interested in ·, chroJ;U~ling 
MSU's development after reading-~ 
history of Western Kentucl:Y _Um·· 
versity written by Lowell, Hamson, 
a retired history professor there. 
Harrison, whose ,volurn,e ,was, 
published in !988 after eight, years 
· of work said Friday that Flatt has 
· a long r~ad ahead of him. · 
' "I give him my best wishes and 
my sympathies!" he said. 
Flatt's son Elliott County At-
torney David 'Flatt, said his father 
should prove to be the perfect MSU 
historian because of the first-hand 
knowledge · he has gained ,through 
the years. · 
"As long as my father's, taught, 
lived and worked in Morehead, he's 
the ideal person to do it," he said. 
• Although it may not make The 
New York Times' best-sellers list, 
David Flatt said his father's book 
should find a wide audience. , , , 
"I think it will be very Inter-
esting for anyone who ever, lived in 
Morehead or went to school,there," 
he said. . , . ' . .; 
To devote more time to the MSU, .. · 
history and other projects; Donald 
Flatt recently resigned hjs posi- · 
lions as minister and _ elder at th~ 
Morehead Church of Christ. , 
A religious man, Flatt Is inter-
nationally known for his work as ~ 
evangelist. He oversees a radio 
ministry which he said delivers in-
spirational messages available to 
about two-thirds of the world's lis-
tening audience. ' 
In fact it was the church tlmt 
brought Flatt and his wife, Caro-.. 
lyn, a home-e7onomics professor; to Morehead m 1957. That year, 
Flatt was a student at Freed· 
Hardeman College in Henderson, 
. Tenn., and was lookin~ for a place·. 
to complete work on his bachelor's 
degree. : . . • , 
! "I went Into the president's office ' 
one day and he happened to men-
tion Morehead," he said. ,"He said 
they were looking for a preacher,, 
there for a small group." , -- · 
Flatt's congregation might have 
been small, but it was irilluential. 
Among its members were a num-
ber of MSU administrators, in-
cluding then-President Adron. 
Doran. '. ·· .. - · · ' 
"It was quite'an experience·for a_, 
20-year~ld boy to speak in front of : 
these people," he said. "I tried ·to 
. h " , growupma urry .. , ; .• 
1 It was the members of his •Ci!n• ', 
gregatlon, Flatt said, who m- . 
lluenced him to enter the field _of, 
education. a. ' ! '.l. • J 
1 __ - ' ... •-·' • -
''.!, ,, 
A two-filne graduate of MSU, 
Flatt earned his doctorate from lhe 
University of Kentucky. He taught 
; , • at Bath County High School before 
joining the Morehead State faculty 
- m 1962.. · 
· As a history bull since childhood, 
; Flatt said he is'a firm believer in 
· the notion that the past often re-
Lpeatsjtself ... _.., .•..• . 
"We may not be around long 
enough to see the circle com-
pleted," he said, "but we certainly 
can see it developing." . 
People interested in sharing sto-
ries from MSU's past or memo-
rabilia with Flatt may call him at 
(606) 783-2658 or (606) 784-4307. .. ~. . ·-
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Wednesday, June_61 19~ 
-----In our view:----
Graduation rates 
Bill would aid prospective siu~ents 
Thanks to the efforts of pared for college receive ex-
U.S. Rep. Chris Perkins, D- tensive tutoring from the day 
7th, what began as an at- they arrive on campus: Be-
tempt to require colleges to cause athletes must main-
disclose graduation rates for tain passing grades to stay. 
athletes has been expanded -eligible, athletic· depart-· 
to cover all students. The · ments make sure their star' 
proposal is a logical exten- players attend classes and 
sion of the bill now in Con- do their homework. . ,. 
gress and would provide Non-athletes are not so 
valuable information for privileged. Many · colleges 
prospective students. aggressively recruit" stu- : 
Perkins' amendment dents, but a smaller number 
would require the disclosure attempt to help students 
of completion/graduation succeed once they arrive on 
rates for degree-seeking, campus. Perhaps : if they 
full-time students by July 1, were required to report their 
1992. It also would direct the graduation rates, more col-
Department of Education to leges -would develop strate-· 
develop formulas to require •gies _to keep students on the' 
colleges to report graduation path toward graduation. . ... 
rates by field of study and by There are many reasons 
individual school or ac- .. why students fail ,to grad-
ademic division within a uate, and schools have little 
:university; to disclose. the control··over·most of them .. 
, percentage of graduates who Failure in college usually is' 
pass state-required .. profes-· -- the -fault·. of the_ individual 
sional examinations; and to \student, not the institution .. · • 
report placement _rates. , _ -·: · ::. Nevertheless,:·: graduation. 
· Many educators claim the rates say something about 
information the amendment the degree of student satis-
seeks to provide does .not · faction, how much academic 
_justify the increased paper- . help ·a college .pi:ovides ·its, 
work it would require.•. · : :.Jstuderits";and:.:the·-'.quality of; 
But how difficult can it be·-- students·" a;-:college,· attracts:·, 
for colleges to gather)nfor-· , Knowing :'the· .percentage, of'. 
mation on graduation rates'?, ~:graduates .. who tpass_ state-
All that would be necessary imandated-. professional. ex-
is to. determine which in-· ams·'.would· tell a great- 'deal 
coming freshmen graduate ·about\ how · well. colleges: 
four or five years later. ·' ·•, ·· prepare·students. Placement_ 
Information on graduation · rates would reveal both how 
rates would be valuable to much effort a• college . puts. 
young people making college ' forth to find jobs· for its stu-
choices, and the. data also dents 1 and· how .employers1 
would be beneficial to" co1-: · ;perceiye the-_'quality _o(a ·. coH 
leges ·, ' .... ,-- - lge·•sm-adua·tes·-•,.\.;- .. -- .. ,: 0• 
O , • .,,. -~• ... ~•.:--.., •• ••••l,''.;•h·'.•:,-: •• ~,;;. e •, ,JE,.... , .-~-!~. ••'\ ,s••.~r .. ••:., 
Whil'e"much·has been'sa1d .,.·,. We can-.understand the re-
and written about low grad- :·1uctance·; of colleges---to. be 
uation rates for athletes at'· -forced to· file· more federal· 
some colleges, . the gradua- ._ i_ reports, \but .. we, think pro-
tion rate for non-athletes is spective'.'· students. have a 
even lower at most schools:_ --righ(:t<,_: know: the . informa-. · 
That's not surprising. Ath- • ition the ,Perkins a_mendment 
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A_ g1·ow.i'rig 1::ca111pus. 
OU dedicates second building 
It took almost 30 years for Ohio University's growth 
Ohio University's Southern in Ironton is just one of the, 
Campus to get a building of growing number of post-
its owp. in Ironton, but five secondary educational. op-,: 
years after that first class- ' portunities available to Tris· 
room complex was dedi- · State residents: 
. cated, a second building has • Ashland Community · 
open~d and a . third is being College, which has enjoyed , 
1, planned. record growth . in recent 
·, A new $2.4-million struc- years, has begun work on ·a 
,. ture" that houses 11 -class- critically needed expansion._ . · 
, .. , rooms and three laboratories • Morehead State Uni~ 
was dedicated Friday. It will versity is continuing to ex-
, allow the campus to serve pand its undergraduate and 
· 200 additional students at a graduate offerings in Ash-
.'time. At the ceremony, state land ·and may locate its 
·, ,. . J'l,ep. 'Mark Malone an- planned Ashland Center in 1 
, , . nounced that $500,000 had the old Ashland Oil . Inc. , 
been' approved for the design headquarters at 14th Street 
of a third classroom build- and Winchester Avenue . . . ; 
· :; • .ing. ,. • A reduction in .tuition 
, '., : 
1 
1 OhiQ. University began of- charged to residents in 
· • , ·1_ :· '. fering· classes in Ironton in southern Ohio and eastern .. 
, : i . 11956, . but for the first 29 Kentucky counties has made " 
'.: Ji !years; 'the Southern Campus Marshall University more 
. ·: l i could offer only evening affordable for non-West Vir-
r 'l jclasses at Ironton High ginians in this region.·. , 
! i \ iSphool; repeated. efforts to • Shawnee State Univer- . 
. · •., :: !,gilt. sµite funding. for, a per- . sity in Portsmouth continues 
, 1 .: um~nent structure. were un- to enjoy rapid growth.· . · --· ---! ''. \sticcess,ful. Money. was fi- o Ashland State ; Voca-. 
1 · · .'na)ly secured in the early tional-Technical School had: 
· ·, · ·( · '.)9~0s, and the first building changed its name to Ken-'.' i 'i::, 1 ' ,; ; the Collins Center - tucky Tech-Ashland, and 
,, -; opened in 1985. That allowed with the new name, : is. ex-
: : · "c"i :1'Phio,Unive_rsity to expand its panding its programs.;. ,•.' .. 
· i. : , ,Tl' ic?u11se·, off~rings in Ironton · · This adds up to a wealth of, 
·: 'ap.d, to offer day classes for opportunities for residents: 
\: (the' fir;£ time. Not surpris- seeking quality advanced 
1: l!ng1y;1 :that attracted more. e~ucation without Jeaving 
11 ' • t d ts · ", this area · · · · · · ''. }:~ it ·:~P, ... •·;,:HtcoLIRiER'.'.iciuFiNAi.-:"~HLJR-s□AY, JU~E-;, ,990~ -' ·' ··· 
NEA\fmds :federal spending lags b~~a 
stat.e1~,commitment to public schoo~:· ,: ·;-:; 
- . -, ·r\1 :1 .. - .. - ~. . - ~--- ·-· - - .~.,_.._..~-~•--..:•_., 
By MICHAEi JENNINGS· · • Ing youngsters. • : · ' • · · · when adjusted for lnllation, ·spend• 
· Staff Wrlt~r '!:: i (j it_'.''' . .· '' '" - ' . , ... Included In the 
0
s!udy are federal r Ing for several federal programs'l!llS. 
, •. ~- : , •:•1-: ,.;~f)t,,;pi,. ,::: ... ··::.· ·<• . ·aid· programs for disadvantaged or··· '.decreased ;from :1980.,to::the Bush· 
I -~R11":~-.-~iWhlle··Ken• ;handicapped. youngsters,· vocational ··/budget forl991-92; .Jri ~entuckiilur:· 
( tucklans are: sffiiV$,8 greater com• ·. and adult education, bilingual edu• Ing that · span, . federal' .. educllllolf 
'.,mltment: _toJ_piMJcr,educatlon,' the., c;atton, math and scle~ce lnstruction~\spendlng h!15,,fallen ,!>Y(,;,;·\;,~~.:: 
•.federal govep#,en(ls showing-less,· __ and college educatton.~Accordtng to;;.\ Ill $IO.ii' 'irilWon~'fol statiPbliicli;. 
\.accordlpg t0,.tJ\~ l;lead, of,th~-s~~e•s, the NEA, current funding for these:·::granls foi'!sc_hools;'., :.· .:.c :~i-/~tr.'t 
1_1argest~eaphe!l!,.\111lon.11',.· 1·,. ··-· •. programs falls_$12 bllllo_n short of., ll$5 ,·mllllon·.for Impact -Aid 
!'''A recent, ~attggal J¥,ucatlon Asro-:. ipeeting needs." , ~ . ,· ', •. _,, . ,, -f-whlch helps school districts educat:; 
i elation t sl)Jdr l ... iJ;lpW!l.:,, 'the. fed. ~rat,,;'.': The NEA's state'by;s!ate allalysls,;·;chlldren Who'~·present,because,Ai, 
: gove'lllllent, ls . .JJ~l •wlll/ng to do Its _shows President Bush s 1991 educa-, ·. 8 federal activity such as 8 mllltarY. . own share'{: 1.!o,.•, support·- public lion budget would provide Kentucky' · base ' · ., ~- :'. 
_schoo1S, sald,'Dif'(ld,'.Allen,ipresldent>. with only 26 percent of the money It,' · · . '· :· ·, · 1 •• ·•;, ·t --. 
of. the· Kentuofy:1Educaljon Assoc!- needs to· educate the handicapped. , 11 s4.5 million for vocational _edu,. 
· 11 · a·1-·-·, , ,, cation ·· · · · ""'"" a on,! '' · · fl ·:,j.11 :··. ; ,'..;' .. The federal budget would enable • · _ , · · : ._ .. . , 
,. Federal offll;ll!ls ',have said for Kentucky to serve only two-thirds of . ": •$1.8 mllllon · for·,Supplemenlll': 
-some time ';l!l(!it '!ffi:!les will have to disadvantaged children who quality · Educational Opportunity Grants and,. 
assume mo~ of a; responslblllty" for · for "Chapter I" compensatory edu-·· $5.3 million for College Work .Study. 
education, ilnd (Kentucky has done cation and two-thirds of low-Income) Both programs benefit low-lncq~· 
Just Ilia! lliroug11: .Its school-reform' postsecondary students who qualify' college students: · .. ,c,,;;·,, ,· '-·.' r,;,::;; 
law, Allen said; The, new law will for Pell-Grants.. . •., · ,.J • • , , ·;. • Allen sald·such.cuts "have 'almost 
raise guaranteed' per-pupil spending· Head Start, which helps dlsadvan-, ·,become· standard,operatlng ;proce-
by 36 perce~t'(civer the next two ·.tilged preschoolers by nourishing dure"" wider· the Reagan and Busb.' 
Years..·· ·j .. : '· ·.•',', ·.,· . both their minds and bodies, a1so···admlnlstrallons··,••. · '-'· .· "'«' •· l 1, ; • ) •~ • ._ ' • 1 ~ > I •'1'-1. 
Tbe,NEA study on' federal cduca- · fares poorly In the federal spending.';: Of the types of school timding,tli!l, 
tlon support, i • Issued IJISt month, plan. The 1991-92 budget . would federal government has cut, ."you 
shows tbat~tlriuited federal spend• serve only_.30•percent'of the need·. could take.Just about any onir:or: 
, Ing for, key\ e~ucattorial programs · for Head start In Kentucky and· 27 : them:::_; and; find ·a corresponding', 
i~-~~~f~l:..~ .. ~~tlq11;~~:~!'.!.~:;;P,tl!:_~~!:~8.llo11:w.t'1_1;>,~e~,fo~n~.,,,;I~~~-co_l!lpll~;,nt fA-.~)l,~,".; 
beet 
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Students from Blazer, Rowan elected 
to offices for Boys' State convention 
By KENNETH A. HART 
Independent News Writer 
MOREHEAD - Two area high 
school students have been chosen 
as officers at the 50th annual Ken-
tucky Boys' State convention at 
Morehead State University. 
Lonnie J . Brenner of Ashland and 
Tjuan Overly of Morehead were 
elected lieutenant governor and 
secretary of state, respectively. 
Results of Tuesday's balloting were 
announced Wednesday. 
Boys' State, sponsored by the 
Kentucky American Legion, is de-
signed to teach young men about 
the workings of state and local 
government. The convelltion, which 
concludes Friday, is open to boys 
from across the state who have 
completed their junior year of high 
school. 
During the convention, nine 
delegates are chosen as state of-
ficers, while others are elected as. 
representatives of a number of fic-
tional cities. 
About 300 delegates are attending 
this year's convention, Morehead 
State spokeswoman Pauline Young 
said. 
Brenner, 17, son of Lon and Judy 
Brenner of Irish Oaks Drive, said 
he was honored to have been 
elected to a state post. 
"I'm glad the people recognized 
me for my leadership abilities," he 
said. "It's a great honor and I 
definite ly don't take it for 
granted." 
After he completes his senior 
vear at Paul G. Blazer High School, 
Brenner said he plans to attend 
Michigan State University and 
study to become a chemical engi-
neer. 
Overly, 16, son of Peggy Overly 
of West Main Street and Freddy 
Overly of Baltimore, also said he 
was pleased to have been elected. 
"I'm very happy," he said. "It 
was a hard campaign. 11 
Overly, a student at Rowan 
County Senior High School, said he 
planned to go to college and pursue 
a career in a medical field. 
Others elected as Boys' State of-
ficers were Cedric Jayum Dennis 
of Glendale, governor; Mark Alan 
Llndstrom of Mayfield, auditor; 
Lemuel Jason Harr of Owensboro, 
superintendent of public instruc-
tion; Brandon Eric Rustin of 
Fredonia, agriculture commis-
sioner; Deronte Lamont Smith of 
Campbellsville, attorney general; 
Nonnan Anthony Fischer Jr. of 
Perryville, treasurer; and Tarris 
Andre Horton of Elizabethton, 
railroad commissioner. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
New governor 
of Boys' State 
has little ti me, 
long agenda 
By Michael L. Jones 
Herald-Leader staff wnter 
Cedric J. Dennis hasn't had time 
to celebrate his gubernatorial vic-
tory. 
Kentucky governors have four 
years to fulfill campaign promises. 
Cedric, elected governor of Ken-
tucky Boys' State on Monday, has a 
week. 
"I promised to pay teachers 
more, and I've done that," said 
Cedric, who li,·es in Glendale and 
will be a senior this fall at Central 
Hardin High School in Elizabeth-
town. "l promised stricter drunk-
driving laws. and I've ~ne ~t. I 
promised to take care o1 pollubon, 
and 1'11 get around to that." 
Boys' State is a mythical state 
created by the Kentucky American 
Legion ro teach students about 
government. Three-hundred high 
school students who will be seniors 
this fall serve as the state's legisla-
tors. There ~re primary and general 
elections for governor and lieuten-
ant governor. 
The boys' session, at Morehead 
State University, ends today. 
''It's been a great experience," 
said Lonnie J. Brenner of Ashland, 
the lieutenant governor and a stu-
dent at Paul Blazer High School. "Jt 
really helped a lot in understanding 
how bills get passed and how the 
government works." 
Other Boys' State officials in-
clude: Secretary of State Tjuan 
Overly, Maysville, Rowan County 
Senior High 'School; Auditor Mark 
Lindstrom, Mayfield, Graves Coun-
ty High School; Superintendent of 
Public Instruction Lemuel Harr, 
Owensboro. Daviess County High 
School; Agriculture Commissioner 
Brandon Rustin, Fredonia, Caldwell 
County High School; Attorney Gen-
eral Deronte Smith, Campbellsville, 
Taylor County High School; Treas-
urer Nonnan Anthony Fischer Jr., 
Perryville, Boyle County High 
School; and Railroad Commissioner 
Tarris Horton. Elizabethtown, Cen-
tral Hardin High School 
SU ARCHIVES 
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oyc· adds Southeast Mo.i U.T-Man:i11 
By Skip Lat! 
Associated Press 
NASHVILLE The Ohio 
Valley Conference welcomed two 
new members yesterday when the 
league's presidents voted to ac-
cept the University of Tennessee 
at Martin and Southeast Missouri 
State University. 
The vote for expansion puts 
the OVC on schedule to become a 
nine-member league by Aug. 15, 
1992 ... 
Southeast Missouri will be-
come an official conference mem-
ber on Aug. 15, 1991, providing 
the school meets the necessary 
NCAA and OVC requirements. 
Tennessee-Martin will join the 
OVC, which is classified Division 
I-AA in football and Division 1-A 
in all other sports, on Aug. 15, 
1992, according to the guidelines 
-·voted on by the conference's Pres-
ident's Council 
The presidents voted 6-1 to 
accept both schools, with Murray 
State University casting the only 
dissenting vote. 
"This is a great day for UT-
Martin," said Don McCleary, the 
Pacers' athletic director and head 
football coach. 
Mc-Cleary said membership in 
the OVC would help recruiting 
and travel planning and give new 
excitement to the Pacer program, 
now affiliated with the Division 11 
Gulf South Conference. 
"This is a great regional situa-
tion for us," said McCleary. "Just 
the expectation of playing more 
natural rivalries is exciting." 
Southeast Missouri athletic di-
rector Rich McDuffie also wel-
comed the opportunity to move 
his Division 11 program into the 
OVC. He said the school already 
has received NCAA approval for 
reclassification in 1991. 
OVC Commissioner Dan Bee-
be, who has supported expansion 
since taking charge of the league 
last year, said he feels both 
schools will enhance the reputa-
tion of the league. 
"lloth are regionaliy loc-dted 
and have athletic programs we 
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_o-=-==I\'~. C adds:UT-Martin, 
Southeast Missouri · 
By SKIP LATI •. . 
Associated Press 
-: • "This Is a great regional situation 
, for us," Mcaeary said. "Just the ex-
pectation or playing more natural ri• 
valries Is exciting." 
, NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The Ohio Southeast Missouri athletics dlrec-
Valley Conference presidents voted tor Rich McDuffie also welcomed 
yesterday to accept the University or the opportunity to move his Division 
Tennessee at Martin and Southeast II program Into the ovc. 
Missouri State University as mem- "Thousands of people In Southeast 
bers. ' Missouri have been awaiting this de-
Southeast Missouri, which re- clsion. We are elated to be a part or 
celved the unanimous backing or the the ovc and look forward to our 
seven presidents, will become a con- competition ln-1991," said McDutrie, 
rerence member on Aug. 15, 1991, who added that the school already 
providing the school meets NCAA has received NCAA approval for re-
. and OVC requirements. · classiticatlon In 1991. 
F·. Tennessee-Martin will Join the -· ovc Commissioner Dan Beebe, 
l OVC, which Is Division I-AA In foot- · who has supported expansion since 
i ball and Division I-A In all other taking charge or the league last 
sports, on Aug. 15, 1992, according to year, said be reels both schools will 
the guidelines voted on by the con- enhance the league's reputation. 
rerence's President's Council., , · "Both are regionally located and 
The presidents voted 6-1 to accept · have athletic programs we reel are 
both schools with Murray State cast- ' capable or competing In Division I," 
Ing the dissenting vote: Beebe said. 
"This Is a great' relief," said Don · · Beebe said concern over dlscus-
McCieary, the Pacers' athletics di· slons about NCAA restructuring at 
! rector and· football coach. "And I ! • the next NCAA Convention might 
: think we can be a very competitive .have influenced the expansion vote. 
ovc member." . "There will be significant leglsla-
. McCleary said membership in the tlve proposals p~d In January, 
, OVC would help recruiting, travel such ~ cost-<:ontamment and re-
. planning and give new excitement to structuring. It will cause each school 
feel are capable of competing i11 
Division l," Beebe said. 
Beebe said ·concern over dis-
cussions about NCAA restructur-
ing at the next NCAAConvention 
could have influenced the expan-
sion vote. 
"There will be significant leg-
islative proposals passed in Janu-
ary, such as cost containment and 
restructuring. It will cause each 
school to take a lock at whether 
or not it is feasible to stay in 
Division I, but I feel all of our 
schools will choose to ineet the 
new requirements," Beebe said. 
Proposals for strengthening 
Division I membership require-
ments include funding a mini-
mum of six men's sports exclud-
ing football. 
Eastern Kentucky President 
Hanley Fund~rourke estimates. it 
will cost his school up to $100,000 
to stay in Division I. · 
The OVC was founded in 
1948, with tlie initial membership 
of Eastern.Kentucky, Evansville, 
Louisville, Morehead State, Mur-
ray State and Western Kentucky. 
Current members are Austin 
Peay, Eastern' Kentucky, Middle 
Tennessee State, Morehead State, 
Murray State, Tennessee Tech 
and Tennessee State. 
· to take a look at wbether or not It Is 
· feasible to stay In Division I," Beebe 
said, "but I reel all of ·our schools 
will choose to meet_ the new requlre-
·ments." · 
Proposals for strengthening Dlvl· · 
slon I membership requirements In-
clude funding a minimum or six 
men's sports excluding football. 
Eastern Kentucky President Han-
ley Funderburke estimates that It 
will cost his school up to $100,000 to 
stay In Division I. 
· The ovc, rounded In 1948, had an 
Initial membership or Eastern Ken-
. lucky, Evansville, Loulsvllle, More- · 
I . , head State, Murray State and West-
ern Kentucky. 
Current members are Austin 
Peay, Eastern Keniucky, Middle 
Tennessee State, Morehead State, 
, Murray State, Tennessee Tech and 
Tennessee State. 
In other business yesterday, Dr. 
Sam Ingram, former president or 
Middle Tennessee S!nte, and Bennie 
Purcell, current inen's tennis coach 
at Murray State, were Inducted into 
the OVC Hall of Fame. . 
his program, which is affiliated with 
the Division II Gulf South Confer-
ence. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Easterrr:-is in. the;market:·for· ·a--fui1d:raiser;J 
1. :··. ··-·~-.,-···--·-·~-.;..-....:.:·.· ·,._ ~._.,_ .. :--:-~ •• -~-·-
: By Jerry Tipton ·.; .. <f·. . cal Education, R~eaticin and Ath- NCAA targets. · -,~ 
i,Herald-Leadersta;fwriter •.,.. . letics,_the governmg body_of EK1/ · To meet those needs, Eastern 
; RICHMOND - In looking at athlel:!~. "~l's been_a C!ltch-as-cat?i-. · may need "$75,000 to .$100,000'' in 
the future of its intercollegiate ath- can situation. This IS something additional .. revenue, Funderburk 
i letic programs, Eastern Kentucky everybodr h:is wanted _to do. '! said.•'· ' . 
i University officials saw a need to coordmation IS what's bemg done. Except for the area of market-
' _improve its marketing and fund- Baugh, wh'? headed the study of ing and fund-raising, the study 
raising. _ Eastern athletics, told. tl_ie regents suggested no major changes be 
· EKU's plan to create a position that the. sd:ool had received 5(! to made in how Eastern runs its 
. for a director of marketing and 55. app)1cations fo~ the pos11:!on. athletic programs. . 
fund-raising was presented yester- J:nday 1s. the d~dlme_ for api:hca- For instance, the study conclud-
day to the school's IO-member tion~ Baugh said, with a hmng ed that the school remain a member 
Board of Regents. The new job was possible shortly thereafter. - ... of the Ohio Valley Conference, 
among the conclusions drawn by a Said Baugh · of the target for meaning the Colonels have Division 
. yearlong study of Eastern athletics marketing and fund-raising efforts: I-A status in basketball and I-AA 
I to_ produce "a long-range plan t~at ''We need to get out of Richmond. status in football 
will chart the course for the contin- Alumni outside of Richmond • · · · 
ued maintenance of an appropriate, haven't been contacted a lot We • Dropping down to Division II 
· would not save money, except for competitive · athletic -program" at• want to talk to them and let them the reduction of about 25 football 
EKU. know we're interested. We haven't scholarships, the study concluded. 
. The study was conducted by an done a good job in that, and we Unless the OVC shifted. to Division 
/ ad hoc committee comJ?rised ' of. think' we have something to sell." II as a unit, competition at that level 
· members of the athletics staff, Although the study concluded would present scheduling difficul-
' EKU's Athletics Committee, officers that EKU runs its athletics pro- ties and would very likely increase 
of the Colonel Club (a booster or- grams on sound financial footing, travel expenses, the study found. 
ganization) and represeniatives university president Hanly Funder-
f\um other EKU units.·· · · . , burk said future NCAA legislation 
' -~ ''.Th~~•~ been no one w~ose sole may require additional funds. He 
respon~1~1htr, w~s marketing and ·: said the school may ~ve to_ add as· 
, fnnd-raismg, said Robert Baugh, many as 12-scholarships to ,ts non-
; dean of th~.U!!)ege of Health, Physi:, _, revenue sports to- meet possible 
· The study suggested that drop-
ping down to Division lil would 
save a lot of money, but would 
likely erode the marketability of the 
program. 
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ICollege·names Collins' vice president 
!. · SPRINGFIELD, Ky. ;_ St Catharine College, wlllch has-hired former Gov. Martha La.yn e Colllns as Its president, has announced the appointment of a vice president to assist her. · -Sister Grace M. Olfs, who bas been academic dean, Is the first 
; vice president In the college's 59-year history, a news release said.• 
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Wethington, 14 others on sh 
MSLJ AqCHIVES 
rt list 
for UK president 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON. Ky. - Interim University of Kentucky 
President Charles Welhlngton and 14 others are sUII 
under consideration in the search for a new UK presi-
dent 
But the names of other educators may be added to 
the pool later by a national consulting firm, Lamalle 
Associates, hired yesterday by UK's Presidential Search 
Committee. 
Lexington attorney Foster Ockerman Sr., chalrman of 
both UK's board of trustees and the 10-member search 
panel, declined to Identity anyone besides Wethington 
still under consideration. He also would not say If Weth-
ington was the only remalnlng candidate from within 
the university. 
Atter Wethlngton's Interim appointment last Decem-
ber, the search committee began seeking a new presi-
dent to succeed David P. Roselle, who resigned to be-
come president of the University of Delaware. 
Yesterday's step to reduce the number ot contenders 
from 77 to 15 was the search committee's most signtri-
cant action sine~ It was formed in January. Asked what 
criteria were used to make the cut, Ockerman said .. we 
evaluated the Information we had In hand and tried to 
select the most outstanding candidates." 
Besides considering additional names submitted by 
Lamalie Associates. Ockerman said earlier that tne 
search panel would accept more nominations from 
committee members and others. 
Ockerman anticipated that from three to five finalists 
tor the Job will be brought to the campus tor Interviews 
by early September and that a new president will be 
chosen by early fall. 
The committee, which met privately for nearly two 
hours yesterday, considered proposals from live con-
sulting firms before choosing Lamalie, Ockennan said. 
A major reason that rtrm was chosen, be saJd, was that 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER LEXINGTON KY WEDNFSD/\Y JLINJ: 11 t Ql'lO 
OR--hires firm to help 
with presidential search 
UK will pay the firm $14.000 
By Jamie Lucke plus expenses. 
Herald-Leader education writer Ockem1an said the firm was 
The search for a new University chosen over four others. One of ,ts 
of Kentucky president narrowed partners, Thomas M. \Vatkins lll of 
yesterday to 15 people, including Dallas. assisted the last UK presi-
interim President Charles Wething- dential search in 1986- 7 when he 
ton. But new canclidates probably worked for a different fi nn. 
will be added next month. In its fourth meeting, the UK 
Search committee chainnan search committee met in private for 
Foster Ockerman predicted that an mo:e ~han two hours yesterday, 
executive search firm, hired yester- reviewing the qualtfication of 77 
day, would recommend additional applicants and identifying 15 for 
candidates to the committee at its funher cons ideration. 
next meeting July 10. "We evaluated the information 
In addition to turning up new we had in hand and tried to selrct 
names, the search firm, Lamalie the most outstanding candidates," 
Associates Inc., will interview can- Ockerman said. 
Lama1Ie partner Thomas M. Wat• 
kins m assisted the 1986-87 UK 
search commlttee when he worked 
for Heidrick and Struggles Inc .. of 
Dallas, Texas. 
Watkins signed a .. Personal and 
Confidential" investigatory report 
conducted by that !irm on Roselle, 
who wa,; chosen during that search. 
Besides possibly furnishing new 
names to Lhe search committee, 
Ockerman said Lamalie would also 
sift through information on the can-
didates. ta lk with people "who have 
some knowledge" of lbem "and uti-
lize other Information which consul-
tants have (that) most or us don't 
have as individuals." 
Bui Ockerman said that does not 
preclude committee members from 
going out on their own to talk to 
people who are knowledgeable 
about the candidates. 
Lamalie, which has offices in sev-
eral U. S. cities, will be paid SI 4,000, 
plus expenses, Ockerman said. 
The committee's next two sched-
uled meetings are July IO and July 
31. 
Ockerman would not identify 
any o_f the 15 except Wethington. 
He ~ 1d he was releasing the infor-
mation because Wethington had 
agreed to say whether he was an 
applicant for the penn,1nent job and 
because the news media were inter-
ested in Wethington's status. 
The UK Board of Trustees 
name<;! Wethington interim presi-
dent 111 DecPmber after President 
David Roselle announced that he 
would become president of the Uni-
versity of Delaware. 
Ockerman said the search firm 
would conduct the initial interviews 
with candidates. But he said the 10 
search committee members could 
question candidates directly or visit 
them individually. 
didates, investigate those who make 
the "short list'' and report its find-
ings to the search committee, Ock-
erman said. 
Ockem1:m pre<lictcd that three 
to five candidate:; would be brou~ht 
tn l 1K for mtrrvirws after Aug . . 11 
He said any new candidates and that the :><'arch committee 
brouR'ht to the committee's ,lllen- would fini..;h i1s work in September. 
ll<m \\ould rl'reivf' 1lw ~1.rne c1m-.id l ,:1,q lllonth he NJid thr h,,·•I"! could 
1·1 1 ,,. ;i~ 1b11,t• .i lt, ·•ch· 11·\·1,•-_,,, J d i,vi, t' a pr, ,1dr111 bv ( ~-•uber. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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NEW YORK - The U.S. teach-
ing force is aging, and reformers 
· fear the trend could thwart th~·• 
; drive toward school improvement. 
: During the last 20 years, the 
average age of ·the nation's 2.3 
million public school teachers rose 
from 36 to 41, according to statis-
tics from the National Education 
Association. Unpublished data from 
the 1988 Current Population Survey 
of the Census Bureau show that 
48.4 percent are 40 or older. 
Educators usually have invoked 
such statistics as evidence that 
mass teacher retirements lie ahead 
- with no certainty that the profes-
sion is attractive enough to draw 
young recruits. 
Half to 54 percent of the na-
tion's teachers will be eligible for 
retirement by the year 2000, said 
Jewell Gould, research director of 
the American Federation of Teach-
ers. 
· This "graying'' of the profession 
contains other worrisome messages, 
several reformers say. Age statis-
tics suggest that a decade of school , 
reform has been at least partly 
misdirected. 
"School reformers haven't 
looked a lot at the fact that in a 
decade, many of the teachers who 
will be in the schools are not there 
now," said Linda Darling-Ham-
mond, a professor at Columbia 
Teachers College and an authority 
on the teaching profession. 
Ernest L. Boyer, president of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, said the 
· numbers mean the nation should 
pay more attention to improving 
the training of the next generation 
. of teachers. 
· He said this group would carry 
the burden of reforn1 and it was a 
mistake to focus almost exclusively 
on present teachers. 
, Darling-Hammond added that it 
, generally was easier to train a new 
'teacher in reform techniques such 
as team-teaching than it was to 
persuade a veteran teacher to break 
long-cherished classroom habits. 
The rise in the average age of 
teachers during the last two de-
cades mirrors declining student en-
rollments and tight state school 
budgets. 
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Plan to ctaairgs for i!'nre caiis rejected 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead City Council has rejected a 
proposal to let the city fire department charge for Its services 
beginning July I. 
The proposed ordinance was designed to help the city recover 
some expenses for responding to false fire alarms especially at 
· Morehead State University. The proposal would hav~ established a 
$200 base rate for each run the department made. 
However, the council left the door open for Mayor Larry Breeze 
to hold new discussions on the matter with Morehead State offi-
cials and to present a new proposal later. 
Councilman Don Green~lll said that the ordinance could place 
city and ~ounty residents m the unfair position of subsidizing runs 
to the umverslty If !he school refused to pay for fire protection. 
MSU Clip Jheet 
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Tuiiien" at1rs~tate vocational 
·1· :: :f4:.:-•·a.·•.:,,;,~-.'""h.':,"l·- -,;.- ~ -· 
,O· , ouu e 
- . -_-,_:._::_;,.'._~ -
; . 
By ROGER,AtF,ORD'.,. 
• Independent News Writer 
ASHLAND ....:·The state is nearly doubling 
tuition.at its vocational schools in an effort 
to:mak1i'vocational education more attract-
ive~ · . ·::. · :• · ,,~: .\ . · 
George Siemens; chainnan'- of the State 
board for:Adult, Vocational Education and 
Vocatlopal: Rehabilitation,.- said-,the theory 
behind that seeming contradiction is simple: 
"You sell bread for a-quarter-a loaf and 
people say, 'Ah;· that's not good bread.' 
Charge a dollar· for the same bread and 
they'll say, 'Yeah; that's good bread.' " 
Tuition costs at. the vocatfonal schoo~, 
now referred ~to collectively . as Kentucky . 
Tech, will increase from $176 for two full 
semesters to about $300. One-time registra-
tion fees will increase from $20 to $35. 
In addition to those costs, a $15 registra-
tion fee is being added. 
Joyce Logan, director of school services 
for. the Office of Vocational Education, said 
the tuition hike, approved by the board in 
March, will raise about $1 million statewide. 
The new rates take effect July l. 
"The amount of tuition. was really .out of· 
sync with what was being offered," Siemens 
S!lid, But, he added, "We don't.want to price 
anyone out of going to vocational school.'' 
· Richard Kendall, an admiilistrator at the 
Ashland campus of Kentucky Tech - for-
merly the Ashland State Vocational-
Technical School - said he doesn't know 
what effect the tuition increase will have on 
enrollment. 
"It's just a wait-and-see situation," he 
said. "We're hoping it has a positive impact 
in bringing in a greater number of techni-
cally oriented students." 
The additional revenue will be used for 
program improvements at the regional 
schools, Siemens said. 
In setting the new tuition rates, the board 
looked at rates charged by other pO§t sec-
ondary institutions. Vocational schools were 
far below them, and ~ remain so even 
after the new rates take effect. 
At Ashland Community College, tuition is 
$320 a semester or $640 for two full seme-
sters for full-time students from Kentucky. 
At Morehead State University, tuition is $630 
a semester or $1,260 for two full semesters 
for full-time students from Kentucky. 
A year at Morehead co~ nearly $1,000 
more than at the state's 14 regional voca-
tional schools. 
"This is the best bargain in the state of 
Kentu~, bar none," Siemens said. 
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Michael Dixon, a student_ at the: 
Ashland vocational. 'school, dis:/ 
agreed. Dixon· started a petitio~ 
among students to ask that the\ 
board reconsider the tuition·hike.-·11 
Logan said- a scholarsbitJ P~, 
gram is being started to help stu-; 
dents pay the higher rates; if they, 
don't qualify for other financial aidzj 
The state board is also making'; 
several other changes in v!)Clltional, 
education. · · '; < 
As of July 1, the Asblilnd voca.:. 
tional school will discontinue the, 
traditional all-encompassing couiii 
ses like auto mechailics. In thelii: 
place will be a series of courses: 
begining with auto mechanics l0l ,: 
Instead of traditional day-long 
classes, students will meet; like 
college scheduling, two or three; 
days a week for each course. · 
Siemens said such changes are 
important for the state's vocational' 
schools because they have been 
systematically starved for the last 
10 years. 
"They've just awaken from a 
long sleep, and .they've got a lot of 
growth ahead of them," he said; 
"There's going to be some dis-
, comfort. There always is when 
there are changes." 
Logan said the tuition increase is 
$~ a month or $154 a year. In 199'l; 
the cost will increase an additional 
$100 a year to $500 a year. 
"The cost for vocational educa-
tion has always been minimal, and 
we want to keep it affordable," 
Logan said. "But with the increase 
: in supply costs, it just necessitated 
additional tution costs." 
Logan said the Office of Voca-
tional Education feels the charge is 
reasonable. 
'.'I personally think that- the rea-
son it won't hurt us in enrollment is 
that people haven't realized what a 
good deal they have been getting," 
she said. 
State raises tuition at vocational schools~~·: 
' ---
Associated Press 
ASHLAND, Ky. - Tbe Idea of 
raising tuition to attract students 
may seem a contradiction. · 
But It's one reason the state Is In-
creasing costs at Its vocational 
schools. 
Tbe theory goes something like 
this, said George Slemeils, chairman 
of the State Board for Aduli Voca-
tional Education and Vocational Re-
habilitation: "You sell bread for a 
quarter a loaf and people· say, 'Aw, 
that's not good bread.' Charge a dol-
lar for the same bread and they'll 
say, 'Yeah, that's good bread.'" 
Tbat theory will' be tested, effec-
tive July 1, when tuition rates at the 
state's vocational schools double. remain below the benchmarks used 
Tbe state's more than 20 post-secon- for comparison. 
dary schools, now referred to callee- But n9t everyone Is happy. :: ::. 
lively as Kentucky Tecb, will In- Michael Dixon, a student- at tile 
crease-- costs from $176 · for four Ashland vocational school, bas siait-
quarters to about $300. Registration ed a petition among students to.ask 
fees will Increase from $20. to $35. lbat the lioard reconsider. ,.,,. , 
''Tbe amount of tullloil:was:rea11y · J9yce Logan, director of sc;l}ll91 
out of sync with what was being of- services for the Office of Vocational 
fered," . Siemens said,. adding · that Education, said scbolarsblps ~ 
"we don't wmit to price ililyonil out Ing offered to belp students pay.,tlle 
of going to vocational school;'~";:· blgber.rates If theY. don't quallfy..for 
· Tbe additional: revenue, btr~d, fl:Danclalcald. ::'.':" 
w1ll be used for program Improve- _ "Tbe, cost for vocational educa-
ments. In setting· the tulllon,._tlie lion llils always been mlnlmal,,end 
schools' governing board enmlned we want to keep It affordable,• I.o-
rates charged by other post-secon- gan said. But, sbe said, lbe Increase 
dmy schools. Tbey found that ~ve!I; In· !)le cost of supplies necesst~ 
wilb lbe tuition Increase, rates0 w1ll, raising tu!Uon.rates. --
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Marshall ~inproved under Nitzscnk~::) 
Dale. Nitzschke overcame did community support. He~', 
the frustrations that come tried to comP,ensate for the 
with heading a public uni- lack of stat~; funding : by ' 
versity in a poor state to seeking more: private : sup- :! 
become a ·positive force in port, and as a result; _giving 1 
· improving the image and from area· corporations . and · 
quality of Marshall Univer- businesses, private~ founda-
sity. As he departs to accept tions and alumni mush-
the presidency~ of the Uni- roomed during.his tenure .. · . 
versity of. N ~w• Hampshire, Nitzschke also . helped the·; 
he leaves a university much university bridge-state lines·.·. 
stronger than the one. he When he arrived; attending;; 
found, ..yhen· he arrived six· Marshall. was• · financially--· 
years a·go. - impossible for many resi-
While · part of Nitzschke's dents of neighboring Ken-
accomplishments at Mar- tucky and Ohio because of 
shall can be measured in high fees for out-of-state· 
terms of overseeing capital students. Nitzschke recog-_ 
improvements like the new nized the problem and saw 
Fine Arts Center. and the the potential for attracting 
planned football stadium and students from southern Ohio 
in recruiting and ·'rewarding and northeastern Kentucky. 
outstanding students by He made the university more 
founding the Society of affordable for area residents 
Yeager Scholars,· his great- by reducing out-of-state fees 
est accomplishment was in. for residents_ of selected 
improving Marshall's image. counties in southern·. Ohio 
Nitzschke was a man of vi- and northeastern Kentucky, 
sion who saw great poss a move previous presidents. 
sibilities, for Marshall, and · had resisted:, . 
while he often complained of No one should be surprised 
a lack of state funding, he- that Nitzschke· is leaving. 
never let that obstacle deter Good university presidents 
him from his dreams of what are always in demand, and 
the university could become. Nitzschke will have the re-
Nitzschke promoted Mar- sources in New Hampshire 
shall at every opportunity, to accomplish tasks he could 
and his enthusiasm was con- not achieve in West Virginia. 
tagious. Faculty morale and But Marshall and this region 
student pride increased un- are. far..- better ... off. for the. 
der his leadership, and so time he spent here. 
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New UK president must have ability,-character 
Most citizens and taxpayers of Ken-
tucky want a president of integrity at the 
University of Kentucky, who can inspire 
the university family to fulfill its education 
missions with distinction in the areas of 
teaching, research, continuing education 
and services to others. , 
We need a president:who will surround 
himself with capable, deserving and credi-
ble colleagues who can assist him in 
attracting. and retaining good faculty, ad-
ministrators and staff. Together, they 
should have the qualifications and the 
desire to bring creativeness, honor, great-
ness and social purpose to UK and Ken-
tucky. 
We would benefit from· a leader with a 
good record as an educator/administrator 
who can identify with the citizenry; who 
could have the confidence of, and be_ 
mindful of, parents and their desires for 
their children; a leader who strives to 
provide for our sons and daughters an 
environment that fosters values and goals 
that taxpayers find acceptable in• a univer-
sity family; and a leader who is unafraid to 
make distinctions, between behaviors on 
campus that are responsible and those that 
are not 
. !n summary,'we·want a president with 
ability and .c!Jaracter' who will try to make 
Kentuc19':<=;1tizens proud' and supportive of 
the ~~!!~ _ and .. perfonnances of the 
stud~t'¥<!Y;,\faculty. and- staff in and 
outs1d~ tlie c~m; and· proud of the 
educati~n program. accomplishments and 
overall unage of this. university. 
- JOSEPH V. SWINTOSKY 
Nicholasville 
3"une 18 I 
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UK hires black to lead 
College of Education 
By Michael L. Jones 
Herald-Leader staH wnler 
J. John Harris IlL a teacher 
and administrator for more than 
20 years, will be confirmed 
Tuesday as dean of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky College of Edu-
cation. He will become the first 
black college dean in the 
school's 125-year history. 
"I feel pretty good about i~ 
probably no different than Neil 
Armstrong felt when he landed 
on the moon," said Harris, now 
dean of Cleveland State Univer-
sity's education college. 
"I see it as just another 
episode in an academic 5?joum, 
if you will. I like the Mi~west, 
and it's going to be, I believe, a 
very bright period of time for 
me as 1 come to Kentucky." 
UK has scheduled a news 
conference before its Board of 
Trustees meeting Tuesday at 
Dickey Hall, the College of Edu-
cation's main building, to an-
nounce a "major faculty ap-
pointment." 
Robert Hemenway, chancel-
lor of UK's Lexington campus, 
declined to comment on Harris' 
appointment before the official 
announcement. 
John Flower, president of 
Cleveland State, a four-year 
school with a full-rime enroll-
ment of more than 18,500, said 
he was sorry to see Harris leave. 
"This is a career advancement 
for him, and he goes with my 
blessing," Flower said. "He has 
helped to diversify the fa0Jlty and 
staff of the college. ... He mteracts 
well wirh people . .. . 
''Kentucky is getting a good 
man.'' 
Harris, 42, will come to a uni-
versity where 18 of 1,566 full-time 
faculty members are black and 
where there are slightly more than 
T";JJ black among 22,000 students. 
The Kentucky Council on High-
er Education wants Stale universi-
ties to increase the number of black 
students, faculty members and ad-
ministrators by 1994. UK must 
raise the percentage of minority 
administrators to 7.6 percent and 
increase the percentage of black 
faculty members from 1988's 1.5 
percent to 2.8 percent. 
"Harris said UK's numbers did 
not worry him 
"I happen to believe in cultural 
diversity and that our universities 
are responsive to a multicultural 
pluralistic society," he said. 
"And the more we rub shoul-
ders with different kinds of people 
the better off we will be as a 
university. a college and a nation. 
. .. I have no reservations whatso-
ever: J find people are people wher-
ever I go." 
Frank Walker, director of UK's 
Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural 
Center, said Han-is' appointment · 
would be an encouraging sign to 
minority tudents. 
"Of course, I'm excited," Walker 
sa.id, "but at the same time I have to 
temper my excitement. 
"Black faculty is one of the 
many things that is lacking'' at U_K . . 
he said. "l hope they don't hire 
someone who is just going to go 
along with the system. They have 
hired some excellent role models in 
the past.·· 
Harris said that he would strive 
to be a role model for minority 
students but that his main concern 
would be the university as a whole. 
·•My priorities certainly would 
be to provide academic leaden;hip 
and vision for the 1990s," Harris 
said. "And to maintain the high 
quality of education offered by the 
College of Education." 
Kentucky's new school reform 
package will be at the lop of his 
agenda, Harris said. 
"I believe it is a step in the right 
direction. and we have to look at it, 
make our assessments, analyze it, 
collect infonnation and make rea-
sonable and rational judgmen!s 
about Kentucky education," Hams 
said. "lf this initiative will make life 
better for people in the state of 
Kentucky, we have to move on that 
front.'' 
Based on his two visits to UK, 
Harris said he thought the College 
of Education wa~ well equipped to 
handle the pressure of school re-
form. 
MSU ARCHIVES 
Profile: J. John Harris Ill 
Name: J. John H.arri!f' IIl, 
42, to be named Tuesday as 
dean of the University of Ken-
tucky's College oi Education. 
Born: Altoona, Pa. 
Family: Wife, DoMa Forcl-
Harris, who .is completing a 
Ph.D. at Cleveland State Univer-
sity. Daughters, Julie and Khyle. 
Julie is a recent graduate of the 
University of Michigan; Khyle is 
entering fifth grade. 
Education: Wayne State 
University, Detroit, bachelor of 
science; University of Michigan, 
doctor of philosophy in educa-
tional administration and super-
vision; Michigan, masters in be-
havioral sciences in education 
and educational administration 
and supervision. 
Career: 1987-90, dean, Col-
lege of Education, Clevela.ud 
State University; 1976-87, pro-
fessor and chairman, Division/ 
Department of Educational 
Leadership and Policy Studies 
in the School of Education at 
Indiana University; 1973-76, as-
sistant professor at Pennsylva-
nia State University. 
Also served as an urban 
curriculum speciali t, consul-
tant, assistant principal and 
teacher. 
''I find the faculty to be sensi-
tive, and they are very concerned 
about low-income areas and the 
lack of services that are rendered to 
children who are in perhaps smaller 
pockets of the state that are less 
accessible than some of the larger 
areas of Kentucky," Harris said. 
He said he was coming to Ken-
tucky with a lot of expectations; but 
one simple goal. 
"My goal, first and foremost, is 
to exude academic vision and lead-
ership . . . so lhat the nation will 
look at the College of Education at 
the Univen;;ity of Kentucky as one 
of the pre-eminent colleges of edu-
cation in the entire nation," Harris 
said. 
"That·:- thl' goal, that's the basic 
goal. We will be the best.'' 
I larris will replace Edgar L. 
Sagan, who Nill step down after 
eight years as dean. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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;CQne._ge graduates. ~-~vyarm;job-market, 
i~,rP.:Priog :.y~l~e of.'. high ·.school diploma 
i Bylouis Vchitelle. :-,· · ·: r . : ' For decades 50 percent' of the~ :~.--No skill shortage 
i.~,8~ V:os~:1;me.s_)-1ews· service, ·~'r.:: ,. nation's high school students con-. 
l .. ·"Hundreds of thousands.of jobs, tinued their education. But since 
. once perfo~ed without a;'college'. 1982, the number has risen to 
degree;:"<!fe increasingly ·going to nearly 59 percent, the report said .. 
college'·gradu:ites·as employers take' The trend has assured the na-·. 
advantage of an oversupplf of bet- tion of a plentiful supply of college' 
lter'educated adults:•··, · ,. .. · : graduates for jobs into the 21st, ' . - . ., ........ ,,, 
: ,. ',They are found more and·more century, the Labor Department pro-
'.: #iong the.,nation's bakf!'5,''. tra. vel•. \ . jections said. i 
• mg salespeople, · secretanes,• book- Russell Rumberger, a professor. 
"keepers, clerks, data processors and 1 --of education at the University of • 
·, fuctCll)'./orem~ . -~- :t .. c' _ l Cl)ifornia at Santa Barbara, esti- · 
. ,.;,.Qualified high school graduates., mates the pool of college graduates,' 
are· being shut out from ·many jobs exceeds the demand by 15 percent 
· because .. , of the trend,: sa_id •.Labor in professions that· r~uire college· 
: I)epartment officials, corporate ex; training, among_ them engineering, . 
'. 'ecutives ·and economists .• · ). ' ' accounting, law and medicine. ·, 
\, ·.'' ~y~ jobs 'have grown incr~~ The wage inequity and the 
-., · mgly complex, in large part because · growing preference for college grad-
:·:!)f,ne\V,, technologies. But the more ~uates have prompted new studies to i 
· •.llllportant reason for the trend to- determine what qualifications high 
';ward'.:, college graduates:· is that : school educated Americans, drop- . 
. 'there· are"so .. many of them:·. outs and graduates possess. 
· . Making up about 25 ~cent of · · Some studies, among them sev- , 
'the'work force - higher :than in era! presented at a conference of~ 
: any. other"'industrial nation - col• ,· labor economists and social sci en- .: 
:lege·graduates outstrip the demand lists at Brown University this ', 
-;for their. skills, the Labor Depart-• month, found mariy uneducated ·• 
, ment reports. The proportion of workers could acquire quickly the 
' college graduates. in the work force skills to work in the most modern -
,) is increasing. ..,, , . ;and sophisticated· factories. 
.; Many experts, including the au- : If those workers succeed, then . 
!!hors of a report on the U.S. work l ' the prospect of a drastic shortage of 
: force being released today, say 
1 
. skilled workers might be far less 
1employers are reluctanno gamble, ~listic than many had thought. , on high, school graduates. . , 1 The educated worker · · ·-. 
i _In an age_ when public· schools: 
: ~e accused of turning out many°' 
'. 1lliterates, corporations have com~ I 
, to rely on· t.'1e college degree as the I 
· safest gtµrrantee an applicant has 
the skills: discipline and maturity to: 
'.tackle a;Job, ·, ~- ·,,. · : 
, "The college degree, ·or.even the· 
• evidence of having• participated in 
college, has: become the nation's'. 
major form of job certification" 
said William B. Johnston, a seni~r ·, 
research fellow at the Hudson Insti- · 
tute.---••••. I 
1 
· "It is' a .rather expensive and I 
extravagant sorting mechanism, to : 
send people off to schools to learn . 
skills that might not be necessary • 
for work, but it is all that we have 
right_ now," he said. ' 
Devaluing the degree 
The trend has devalued both · 
· the college and the high school 
degrees. Ir has eroded the value of 
the high,, school degree and has 
helped to open a huge gap between 
tlie incomes of the, college educated 
and the high school educated. 
· Many recent studies show the 
standard · of living of the high 
school graduate fell in the 1980s for 
. the first time since World War II 
while the college graduates' stan'. 
dard of living, or real wage, rose by · 
. nearly 8 percent 
No other industrial nation has· 
such a wide wage gap between the 
two groups, and the gap has helped 
to spur more high school graduates 
to go to college. 
· "It is pretty consistently the 
finding of researchers that the train-
ing process in state-of-the-art fac- ' 
tories, with the most advanced tech-
nologies, is not that complicated," 
· said Clair Brown, an economist at 
the University of California at 
Berkeley and co-author of studies 
involving six major companies. • 
· Many companies agree. 
· The Commission on the Skills of 
1 the Am~can Work Force, in its· 
!' report bemg released today, · found 
that 80 percent of the 400 employ-
. ers interviewed said the appeal of 
educated workers was not the spe-
cific skills they might have ac-
. quired at school. 
Work skills can be taught on 
the job, they said, but education 
was associated with the notion that 
_ having a degree meant a person 
also had such qualities as punctual-
ily, good work habits and the 
ability to learn on the job. 
• .! 
.: For many U.S. employers, the · 
four-ye.ar college education has be- ' 
. co~e the .proxy for these qualities, 
said Curl!s E. Plott, executive vice 
president of the American Society 
. · f9r. Training and Development, 
whose members are mostly corpo: 
· rate officers . 
' . 
All. these new findings contra-
dict some· of the most widely held 
perceptions· about ihe U.S. work . f • r ,, • ' orce. , . ~'. 
One is that the United States 
has a shortage of skilled workers, 
making it unable to be competitive., 
: with other industrialized nations. \ 
' The shortage is blamed primarily , 
. on a deficient public school system · 
that turns out young people so 
poorly educated that they are un-' 
trainaj)le. . .. , ., 
I 
Ronald Kutscher, an official at 
the Labor Department, said the skill · 
shortage had not materialized ex-
cept in a few areas, such as n~ing 
'and medical technicians, 
And some major corporations: 
draw similar conclusions . 
General Electric Co., fo; exam-
ple, reports no problem in retrain-
ing older workers to operate compli-
cated, computerized machinery or· 
in staffing new, high · technology': 
appliance factories in Louisville and 
in Decatur, Ala., with applicants 
who had two years of vocational 
school training, , . · 
"SomehO\~, people find their 
way to vocational training for jobs 
· that pay enough," said Frank 
Doyle, a company vice president. 
KSU b9QYrlS-"P"rOQram=t0"8.ict black farmers 
By Kevin Osbourn 
· An additional 250 fanners are reach black or needy fanners with 
expected to participate in group gross incomes of less than $20,000 
Herald-Leader farm writer 
FRANKFORT Kentucky 
State University yesterday 
launched a program to provide free 
educational assistance to the state's 
black and low-income farmers. 
Mary Ann Baron;-Kentucky di-
,rector of the Farmer's Home Ad-
ministration,. presented a $175,000 
grant to the university to finance 
the program through 1991. The 
' program is geared toward black 
fanners, but low-income farmers of 
; any race are eligible. 
"Many people are predicting the 
I strong possibility of no socially 
: disadvantaged or black fanners (in 
· Kentucky) by the year 2000," said 
: Harold Benson, director of land-
, grant programs for Kentucky State. 
j Kentucky State's program will 
/ provide information designed to 
J ease the plight of those farmers, 
i Benson said. The number of black 
' farmers has declined as children 
have left behind their parents' fann 
life for more lucrative jobs in cities, 
officials said. 
Blacks operated 935 farms in 
Kentucky in 1982. By 1987, the 
state's black-owned fanns dropped 
28 percent to 673. Kentucky fanns 
owned by whites decreased 9 per-
cent in the same period, according 
to the latest census figures.. · 
Kentucky State hopes to pro-
vide individual assistance to about 
60 black and· "socially disadvan-
taged" fanners. The assistance will 
include programs on record keep-
ing, financial management, nutri-
tion, time management and produc-
tion improvements. _ _- _ ., · · 
and less than $40,000 for dairy or 
meetings explaining existing pro- grain farms. They said most of the 
grams for loans, soil conservation state's black farmers had incomes 
and disaster assistance. far below those limits. 
The program will target coun-
ties in three Kentucky areas where 
, the largest number. of black and 
1 small fanners livO:-· said - Marion 
· Simon, co-leader of the proJect. 
Those areas are: 
o Wes tern Bluegrass, compris-
ing Scott, Owen, Anderson, Boy le, 
Franklin, Garrard, Jessamine, Lin-
coln, Mercer and Woodford coun-
ties. 
• Pennyrile, comprising Chris-
tian, Todd and Trigg counties. 
• Mammoth Cave-Bowling 
Green, comprising Hart, Logan, 
Simpson and Warren counties. 
To receive individual counsel-
ing, participants must have loans or 
anticipate obtaining a loan from the 
Fanner's Home Administration, Si-
mon said. 
Officials said they wanted to 
Karen Johnson, co-leader of the 
project, said the university would 
consider providing educational pro-
grams to individuals who needed 
them but did not live in the targeted 
counties oi;·_!lleet the income levels. 
Interested fanners should con-
' tact their county agent, Simon said. 
Officials said that the number of 
black fanners also was declining 
· nationally and that the average age 
of black fanners was increasing. 
Estimates are that 62 percent cJf 
black fanners are older than 55. _ 
Mary Smith, acting president of 
Kentucky State, said young blacks 
were bypassing fanning at the urg-
ing of their parents. 
"The children of farmers are 
looking for jobs elsewhere," she 
said: ''They are going to school, 
college. These parents want som~-
thing other than farming for their 
children." ' 
" Kentucky State became a land-
grant institution in the 1890s, work-
ing to help black fanners througj} 
research and education. 1 
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_More part-time, older collegia.Its,-
--
-in state s.chools, study s_hows -
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
f Staff Writer · . 
FRANKFORT, Ky, - A 10-year study 
shows that Kentucky bas exceeded national 
trends toward enrollment of more part-time 
students and older students, 
I, Between 1977 and 1987, enrollment of part-time students at Kentucky's colleges 
and universities rose by 40 percent, com-
pared with an Increase of 17 percent nation• 
Wide, the study shOws. 
over the same period, enrollment of stu-
1 
dents age 25 or older rose by 52 percent, 
compared with a 28 percent national In• 
crease.-
The study of higher education trends, Ii· 
tied "Kentucky Profiles," was produced by 
i the Kentucky Council on Higher Education. 
III shows that In many respects, public uni-versities and colleges In Kentucky have 
f been forced to do more with less. 
I Between 1977 and 1987, enrollment and 
faculty jobs rose both nationally and In Ken-
tucky. But In dollars adjusted for Inflation, 
Kentucky's higher-education funding de-
clined by 8 percent, while the national fig-
ure rose by 20 percent . . 
Enrollment at Kentucky's colleges and 
universities rose by 15 percent over the pe-
_riod. Nationally, enrollment rose 10 percent 
The number of degrees awarded tell by· 6 
percent in Kentucky, however, while nation-
ally there was an II percent Increase. 
In Kentucky, most of the enrollment 
growth occurred in the University of Ken-
tucky community college system. That fact 
helps account for the state's high rates of 
increase In enrollment of part-time and old-
er students, said Joanne Lang, Ille Council 
on Higher Education's deputy executive di-
rector tor planning. · : 
Community colleges usually attract many 
students who have Jobs and families. Such 
students typically are older than the tradi-
tional college student, and many attend col-
lege part lime. 
"□early the community colleges are serv-
ing a population that ls more place-bound," 
Lang said. 
The council's study shows that university 
enrollment In the state varied little over the 
peliod, while enrollment In the community 
colleges rose by about 80 percent. 
In two student categories - graduate stu-
dents and first-time freshmen - enrollment 
declined between 1977 and 1987. 
The study shows that ACT scores of. col-
lege freshmen rose by 6 percent In Ken-
tucky and 4 percent nationally. Kentucky 
community college students' ACT scores de-
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u;;i;~·;;itYy~J~eEPA 
negotiating fine 
By KENNETH A. HART 
Independent News Writer 
MOREHEAD - Morehead State 
University officials say they are 
optimistic that the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency will 
reduce a $169,500 fine levied 
against the school. 
On April 12, the agency cited 
Morehead State for 31 violations of 
federal toxic-substance laws. The 
citations all concerned PCB-
contaminated electrical trans-
formers, which have since been 
removed from the campus. 
PCBs, or polychlorinated biph- · 
en _ls, were once widely used by 
manufacturers as insulation in 
electrical wiring. They have since 
been shown to cause cancer and 
are no longer manufactured. 
Attorneys for Morehead State 
have begun negotiations with the 
EPA to have the fine reduced, said 
Porter Dailey, vice president for 
administrative and fiscal services 
at the university. 
Officials at the EPA's regional 
office in Atlanta said the citations 
were for procedural and record-
keeping errors. No environmental 
damage was done. 
Dailey said university officials 
were confident that the EPA would 
reduce its fine because the school 
moved quickly to correct the defi-
ciencies noted by the agency, and 
because the removal of the trans-
fonners from campus has been 
completed. 
The school had already con-
tracted for the removal of the 
transformers when the state Divi-
sion of Waste Management in-
spected the university on behalf of 
the EPA last fall, Dailey said. 
The EPA has asked the univer-
sity for verification that the trans-
formers have been removed, and 
that the violations were corrected 
within two to three days after the 
school was inspected on Sept. 13, 
1989, Dailey said. 
The request came at a June 5 
meeting in Atlanta between EPA 
officials and attorneys for More-
head State. 
Allen Dion, an attorney with the 
EPA, confirmed that the agency 
and the university were in the 
process of negotiating a settlement 
on the matter. He declined to say 
whether the fine might be reduced. 
Dion said a pre-hearing exchange 
- where both parties will list their 
witnesses and discuss the issues in 
the case - has been scheduled for 
June 29 before Thomas Yost, an 
administrative law judge with the 
EPA. 
The parties will then respond to 
the information at the pre-hearing 
exchange at a July 30 conference, 
Dion said. 
Asked if he thought the matter 
might be settled before July 30, 
Dion said, "That's the way these 
things usually work out." 
Twenty-four of the violations 
cited by the EPA allege incomplete 
record keeping, including 23 in-
stances where dates and signatures 
were left off quarterly transformer 
inspection reports. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Six citations were for storing 
combustible materials within 16 
feet of the transformers. Those 
materials included a propane cyl-
inder, cardboard boxes, air filters, 
cleaning supplies and a wooden 
ladder. 
The university was also cited for 
not having a warning sign on the 
door of the transformer room in the 
West Mignon Hall dormitory. 
School officials have admitted 
that the charges were correct, but . 
have declined to say how the viola-
tions might have occurred. 
• General Electric was issued a 
work order to replace the trans-
formers in May 1989 as part of the 
first phase of the university's util-
ity tunnel renovation project. The 
$746,000 project included the re-
moval of 30 transformers in cam-
pus buildings and seven pole-
mounted transformers. 
GE began replacing the trans-
formers last October and com-
pleted the work April 6. 
• 
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State ~·colleges served 
:r:n_ore :•as· funding .. level 
J1e_clined,:· study s·hows 
: Associated Press 
' , ,- FRANKFORT _.: ·A 10-year 
:study produced by the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education shows 
that, in many respects, the state's 
'public · universities ' and colleges 
have been forced to do more with 
·1ess .. · 
, · Between· 1977 and 1987, enroll-
: ment and faculty jobs rose national-
; ly and in Kentucky. But in dollars 
' adjusted for inflation, Kentucky's 
:'higher-education. funding declined 
: by 8 percent, while the national 
' figure rose by 20 percent 
· Enrollment at Kentucky's col-
' leges and universities rose by 15 
· percent during the period. National-
·. ly, enrollment rose 10 percent 
i '·: ·'The number of degrees awarded 
·,fell·'by''6 .percent ·in Kentucky, 
Nationally, how~ver, there was an 
11 percent increase. 
· ; ,,·The study of higher education 
trends, titled "Kentucky Profiles," 
also shows' that Kentucky has ex-
ceeded national trends toward en-
. rollment of more µart-time and 
:, older students. 
~• Between 1977 and 1987, enroll-
. ment•of part-time students at the 
state's colleges and universities rose 
by 40 percent, compared with an 
increase of 17 percent nationwide, 
the study- shows. 
_ During the same period, enroll• 
ment of students 25 or older rose by 
52 percent, compared with a 28 
percent national increase. ·. 
Most of the enrollment growth 
in Kentucky occurred in the Univer-
sity of Kentucky community college 
system. That helps account for the 
state's high rates of increase in 
enrollment of part-time and older 
students, said Joanne Lang, the 
council's deputy executive director 
for planning. · 
In dbllars adjusted for 
inflation, Kentucky's 
higher-education funding 
declined by 8 percent 
between 1977 and 1987, 
while the national figure 
rose by 20 percent. , 
Community colleges usually at-
tract many students who have jobs 
and families, she said. Such stu• 
dents typically are older than the 
traditional college student, and 
many .attend college part time. 
"Clearly the community colleges 
are serving a ·population that is 
more place-bound," Lang said. 
The study shows that universi-
ty enrollment in the state varied 
little during the period, while enroll-
ment in the community colleges 
rose by 80 percent. 
In two student categories -
graduate students abd first-time 
freshmen - enrollment. declined 
between 1977 and 1987. 
The study shows that American 
College Testing scores of college 
freshmen rose by 6 percent in 
Kentucky and 4 percent nationally. 
Kentucky community college stu-
dents' ACT scores declined by 5 
percent, however. 
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False· alarn:i~i 
ria:r'·~,:ei.:·,of::}·coo~1-erative···effort ~.--- g,. ··•···" ._,;,..:,·":,-:::· .. ···•·, ..... P ... ••h •.•. ....... ·' ...... 
By KENNNETH A. HART 
Independent News Writer 
MOREHEAD - Officials with the 
city o/ Morehead and Morehead 
State University say they are 
committed to solving the problem 
of false fire alanns on the univer-
sity campus. 
Morehead Mayor Larry Breeze 
and university President C. Nelson 
Grote met informally Thursday and 
later issued a joint statment pledg-
ing mutual cooperation in resolving 
the situation. . ,. 
"The city of Morehead and 
M~rehead State University have 
enJoyed a harmonious relationship 
for many years and we intend to 
pre.serve. that relationship by res-
olvrng this problem as quickly and 
equitably as possible," the state-
ment said._.,. . · ·, • '"'" · 
Th; Morehead City" Coun~u'had 
been considering an ordinance that 
woulif have allowed. !lie city fire_ 
department to charge a $200 base 
rate for each run, both inside and 
outside city limits. 
The move was designed to· help 
the city recoup· some of its ex-
penses from answering· false 
alanns, particularly at Morehead 
· State. · · ,.:., ... r. · ·'' .. '· · 
l Morehead Fire Chief Ronnie Day . 
, said the department answered· 137' · 
false alanns at the university last · 
year at a cost to the city of just .. 
over $50,000. · .,. ·•. -., .: .. ,' :. 
·:.• .... l .:;1:.i-a. .. -:.: ':: . .:. i:.. -- :.:.'ti c.!X~,..,'.",· 
I At its· regular meeting Monday; 
i the council rejected the ordinance 
J by a 3-2 vote, saying city residents 
; shouldn't be sibsidizing the cost of 
·runs to the university. 
I University officiais have said 
that the scho_ol can't be charged 
because of an· attorney general's 
opinion mandating that cities pro-
vide free fire protection to state_ 
·'. agencies located within their 
boundaries. · 
1n· their statement: Breeze and 
Grote said both the city and the 
university recognized the situation 
as "costly and dangerous." 
Porter Dailey, the university's 
vice president for administrative 
and fiscal services, said the uni-
versity is exploring ways to deter 
people from pulling false alanns. 
~ One part of the solution, Dailey 
;· said, might be to modify the alarm 
: · boxes to discourage people from 
f setting them off unless there is an 
, actual emergency. ·· · 
l "There are some devices that 
' you can place over the pull sta-
~ons," he said. "We had covers 
: over them at one time, but they 
1 were ruled inappropriate by the 
: state fire marshal's office." · · i . 
\ Breeze said that while some false 
! alanns are caused by equipment 
;· malfunction, the majority are 
t,·. ~·{~_ :': '-~ . .'~·:---~.1,~, .. ·; .... 
deliberate. 
j, Dailey said the university and the 
, city would also be reviewing the 
fire . department's procedures for 
, responding to alanns at the uni-
, versity. . . 
Breeze and Grote met for about 
90 minutes in Grote's office. Both 
, men described the session as 
I
. "frank and helpful." 
Breeze said he was pleased with 
the overall tone of the meeting, and 
that he felt progress had been 
made. 
!'Anytime you have a meeting 
ani! you agree to meet again, 
there's progress involved," he said. 
Asked if the matter ·of com-
pensating the city financially for 
fire runs had been discussed, 
Breeze said, "We're working to-
ward that." 
Additional meetings will bi 
scheduled soon, B~eeze said._ 
I 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
s Clip beet 
··- ' .. ' ! 
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;~enovatioIJ __ ~o~t.s, f~~.:~~-?ining -Celltef:.:;, 
;-,mote·. than.""doiible-., . I :;:J~~- m~~ =:t ~o!i1 
.: , -·• " , would cost $100,000. • • ·, 
:·· : By GEORGE WOLF FORD ;, Osborne stressed that his survey. . Osborne said he would ·recom-. 
· :. : · Senior News Writer _ is still preliminary, subject to fur. '. mend leaving the asbestos alone as 
·.: CATLETTSBURG _ 'The cost of · ther finds that could reduce the ; much as possible, but said tenant 
;.: renovating tlie old Ashland Oil Inc, . cost or increase. 'it further. He ur- ' wishes for remodeling could change. 
;, headquarters in downtown Ashland ged the board not to make a deci- that decision, " ; : ~ ~ --., ~ . ,. 
· · into a technology training center sion on buying the buililing until his • That because water was left to 
;: will be at least 2½ times more than ,. study is completed. : freeze in plumbing and in heating/ 
' · · · II t· t d din :· He said he did not believe the i cooling lines, it will cost between · :. ong!'la Y es 1!11~ e , accor g to a " $150,000 and •200,000 to rep•;• those' ,, preliminary eng1neenn· g re rt ·. owners of the building were aware . • • = _ ·_ po ·. ,. . ,' , elements instead of the $100,000 " of the conditions he described. .. 
'That will cause board members ' originally estimated. . · ., , . ,, 
•. of the FIVCO Area--;Development ' . Osborne told the board: ': · ! Osborne said when water was put 
h District to look longer at the ,. • 'That four floors of the seven- ' in the pipes, it begali to spurt out 
,'- project before making a aecision on , story building have asbestos celling ; through a break in a basement line, 
L buying_ the building, several said_ . tile and two have double layers of ! beneath the elevator. -, · .. -. 
ll during a meeting Monday night. · ': , floor tile, covered with carpet. "It was hard to reach-rand ·the-
' David Osborne, head of Kenco · · 'There also is asbestos in decorative ' elevator wouldn't move," he said, ' 
Associates Inc., told the FIVCO Sheetrock - plasterboard - on the After learning how to crank the'. 
board of directors Monday night :( · first floor and in tape and mud · elevator up, the leak was sealed, 
that costs of removing asbestos and , : , used to install and finish that , allowing pressure to reveal .','three 
' renovating the heatlng1cooling . ,. material throughout the building. ;, • or four others, which as _we have 
· system could cost more than As long as the asbestos is left in I , gone on up is now up to 20 . or. 30 . 
$500,000, Original estimates 'Were , I place, it should present few pro!>-· ' leaks." He predicted more would · 
I
. $200,000. . ,. f. !ems, he said. If the asbestos re- 1 • be found higher in the buildirig.- ~,:: 
· · · · ·. · · , · 1 : mains, a management plan must.- , Air~onditioning , exchangers, ·'aJ. 
1,· . Osborne said that the cost of the .1 . , . be developed and followed, with ; lowed to freeze, ' ·a1s0 · present . a · 
· renovation could approach the close attention to any building , larger problem , than. originally 
$600,000 the agency secured in a . • changes later. ; • thought. Repairing those asbestos- _-
grant for the project. · shielded units could affect the re-' 
FIVCO launched a program two "If you rem~ve all the asbestos) movaI decision, he noted. <, ., , , .. • 
•· years ago to buy the building, I it will cost $300,000 - at least. If • That electrical problems have;" 
· which has sat empty -for eight 'you take out only what you need to· been found, particularly ·where 
years. Plans call · for having a ! remove and adopt and follow a wires have been pulled from the 
'technology transfer center there, in · plan, it will cost $100,000," he said, water-heating system. "We can't 
1 conjunction with Morehead State t< _ Orig0al estimates . - at best tell yet if it works or not" with that 
University, and using other space · th · · h 'd 
for a business incubator or com- : gap m e wmng, e sru · , ; • : • 
• That study will continue ori the 
mercial rental. ,,., ~ four elevators in the building -
including one that is boxed in. · .,;; 
'I 
Osborne said he has not had ·al:" 
cess to full plans, and has only the 
mechanical plan for the older of the 
two buildings'.that-make- up, the 
headquarters structure.- . · : :, ... · · -' 
'The good news; he said, is that 
the building is structurally sound,\' 
and that plaster in;the·walls .has•' 
been damaged little·. by' leaks· or.:' 
freezing. , :. •: ., ,,_,_-:- \-:--,.;--;;;,. 
FIVCO executive '.director David' 
.._ Salisbury said early in 1989 that 
renovation might have to be limited 
to five of the seven floors if •the 
agency couldn't find enough money) 
to do the ~n~re ~uilding ..... •::· ,:, i '"° 
'Those limitations were discussed. 
after FIVCO learned it would not' 
get $333,000 in · Appalachian · Re-! 
gional Commission funding. ,_-: .'" 1 
-- ·--- ...:,.·.~6'.._! 




UANAL, WEDNESDAY, JUN!f20, 1990 .•,' . 
:l!.I{'s $730 million budget will- provide.:: 
;salary:_:ineteas.es averaging 10 percent;:,\.~·: .. :: 
•,By RICHARD;WILSON ':: t'., :;-',)·;' :' '',·i :cr!:s: ~a;;J~~:::t~ a=~i~' education sehoo~ ~h~·WUl-su~-:-
Statr Writer ,, ! , , , · l!' :•:i,:; .-:;< ·." and research program. . Edgar L Sagan as UK's education" ' • · · .. ··, ; · i:: '' :: · ·: ·, ', ,.:'.: ;-'' •l · ; Another $605,000 Is· earmarked·: dean. Harris, who will become UK's·' 
c:, :LEXINGTON, Ky;:- ·Improving, salaries, for UK's role In the Omnibus Health_ , first blaek college dean, bas· held·, 
·long an obstacle to recruiting alid•retalnlng , care program passed by the 1990 1 
several positions at Indiana Unlver-
Unlversity of Kentucky, Jactilty':aild :other' , legislature. This money, plus an- slty and Penn State University: He' 
;personnel, received a· sho\_"lli tbe,ann yes- 'other $2.8 million next year, will ex-' 'earned ii doctorate In educailon· at! 
, terday as UK's board of trustees-·approved · tend UK's role In health care fur- .)Ile Unlvers_Ity of Michigan. ... ,•'•' ·; 
the school's 1990-91 fiscal year, budget. ,' ther ,Into rural Kentueky .. Also,' , II Thomas W. Lester, chairman or,, 
i · The $730 million spendlng·plan ,Includes 
1
_$330,000 Is allocated for a cancer: . Louisiana .·state University's .me-·! 
·$21.7 mllllon In new money to ·provide-an. _patient data-management system. chanlcal engineering :department,• 
'.average salary Increase.of 10 percent for · CAPITAL PROJECTS_ Besides' · wbosucceedsRayBowenasdeanof 
full-time , employees. Interim President '$46.8 million In new community col-· UK's College of Engineering, -Lester· 
"Charles Wethington said the move will re: lege buildln~ the budget calls for a earned his doctorate In mechanical' 
> duce the pay difference between UK prof es- ·l . new civil engineering building and engineering at Purdue · University· 
sors and their counterparts In nearby states . . : . expanded medical researeh space at and has taught at Kansas State Uni• 
· camng the budget "people'orlented," Lexington. , .' verslty. .. · '. . : •':.' ,' J . :.. 1 
1 Wethington said It will help UK "tum the This portion of the budget also :. ■ Thomas J, Waldbart,·'.'•acllog· 
'·corner'' toward .restoring Iis financial base. •funds several renovation, life safety,, dean since mld-1988 of UK's College; 
, The trustees also approved the appoint- ' and utility projects. It Includes debt of Library and Information Science," 
ment of new deans of education, engineer- : service. for the possible purchase of who was named dean of that col-
Ing, and library and lnfonnatlon'sclences, A, Pin Oak Fann In Woodford County, . lege. He earned.his doctoral degree' 
slight Increase In room and board rates was That farm would replace UK's Cold• • at Indiana University and has been· 
also adopted, ; : stream Fann, which UK plans to de- , a UK faculty ,member, since_ 1970. ') 
The new budget, effective July I, Is an velop Into a research park. , The trustees also approved ·the ap-·' 
'I 1.4 percent Increase over this year's $655 The new UK deans named ·yester-'' ; polntments of UK history professor1 
million In expenditures. Nearly 40 percent · day were: . , • · , , : . George C. Herring as an alumni pro" 
of the money comes from the state, with the ': ·ia J, John· Hanis iII, cu~nuy:· · fessor and Christine Havice as,,dl; 
remainder from student tuition and fees, ·dean of Cleveland State University's, .~ctor of.~~t,/Ionors~~...:.~ 
UK's hospital, the federal :government and The Daily r_ndep_e_n __ dent, Ashland, Ky_._!__T_ ue_ sd_ay, June 19, 1990-
other sources.' · ' : · · . .. .. 
' Wethington called the $33.5 • mllllm:i ·1n:· St• 11 · b O · • • • • '.. • • • ,•' - ; ·i 
~;:-~ea~'.e fu,ndlng tb_e 131est for ,u~ In_ I a: ar g ~lll ·,.·,::1 :,i:},?_-: .. :<,~:z::;JC/-}l 
'.l'he budget wlll fund the employment of •·., .. _ ··· · ·· .. ;·_ :-., ... -. '.-'•\ 
· 134 new full-time teaehers an&, 50, staff K t k T h • ' • t · t · ··· '· ' 1 
:members In th~ burgeoning U~commuriii;• . en UC y ec raises_ I s;.ra es~·~;:::.·f' .,r:·,\'_: 
college system, where erirollinents have E 'th t 't' d bl' ' · ·••· • .... • 
nearly doubled to 36,000 .' studerils '·since· ven WI Ul ion OU, mg, .. ticularly:_' wiU{ the .. yariou's,: 
; 1980. 11 will also provide de'1_t.servlce for· po~ t-_secon~ar_y voca twnal · . loan, grant. and· job training!. 
I some $47 million In new liuifd\ng proJ~cts, trammg stil~ 1s one ?f t~e . , programs available ,to Joy.,sf 
·on seven commulllty college campuses, •· best educat10n barg_ams m 1·ncome students.· The ·-c· O·stf· ·. Here Is a summarized breakdown of. the K k B h h 
other major areas for funding In 1990:9t· .'. _entuc y, · ut __ wit t e will increase from $17{plusr: 
· PERSONNEL - The ·10-p~rcent:)¾.!.Jary: higher, rates, _officials at .the a $20 registration fee for two'-
lncrease "pool" wlll also cover promotions, state's vocabo~a! techmcal semesters 'to $300 plus a $50_' 
better starting salaries and· pay adjustments schools - now Jomtly called registration fee. That is still:: 
for women and minorities; The faculty In- Kentuck_y Tech_ - hope_ stu- well below the $640 •. tui'ti'on_, creases are expected to drop th~ average d II d d 
·pay gap between UK professbrs and their ent~ WI_ consi ~r their e • for two semesters at Ashland 
counterparts elsewhere fronf nearly $5,000 ucation mexpens1ve, but not Community College and. ,the 
this year to an estimated ,$3,I00. cheap. . $1,260 · for two semesters -at· 
Within the community- colleges, Inexpensive and cheap · · · 
the gap will ,shrln'k tram nearly· . . Morehead State University •.. ::,: 
• · · , , may have the same def1m- ·: · . . · ·, -·.'i 
$2,200 to.about s1;0~0:· ;, , . · . b h I dclit' t • · · 
Money was also provided to make· tion, ut t eir connotations n : a 10n o 1mprovmg, 
;pay for, county. extension agenls are quite different. The cost .... the,image of Kentucky Tech, 
·more competitive and to· Increase, of vocational education has , and providing ,more revenue•' 
· !be start1ng pay for 11ew'agen1s froin been so low 1·n Kentukcy that · ·'.· .• ·. to,,frnp• rove the fraining', the·,] 1$16,500 to about $20;000' a year:The · 
budget also tncrel:ies stipends_ tor: school administrators cor- · . higher tuition•· also. should: 
graduate teaching, assistants ,to. rectly say some students and · · ,. encourage marginal students 
about $8,900· · .. 1 :. ' · · 1'' ' potential students considered to work a -little more· dilig-'1 
I In several are~ 'the budget.allo-, , 
rcates money to r.edruit and retain it' "cheap" - something so ently. in completing ,: their,! 
minority faculty a~d, graduate stu- inexpensive that it musf be studies, if for no other rea~.I 
• dents. Several new lacultyj positions f 1 · ttl I Ad · · son than that th h • 
<In biomedical engln~~Ij~g,and toxt-. o 1 e va ue. mm1s- ey ave more, 
·.cology and In the· ph"T'acy school trators hope the higher rates of a. financial commitment to, 
1were funded. _ , : :, ; ., 1, will help improve the image their,training. · --:" ,,. :-Y:,:y1 
"' PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS - of the schools, while provid- . :vocational edt.icatioii~ hasl 
1 More than $3 million Is earmarked · dd 'f 1 $1 · II' ·' · · 
: to Improve library ~oldlngs and up-, :~ng an a 1 wna . mi ion ", long _been one of the::success': 
grade and replace Insttuct1ona1; re-· m reven?e statewide ... The,. -~ stories , .in ; Kentukcy; educa-\ 
search and coniputer:'.eiiuipinent money will help the schools · .. tion ,and with the creation· of, 
AcademlcscholarshlpprogramswllL .buy the high-tech equipment·. the 'new·Work Force Devel-: 
be expanded and the, undergraduate I d t h 1 · · university studies program' will get, an pay eac _er, sa aries .', opnient Cabinet· and aisepa~.! 
·an additional $100,000. AJso,,a: week- needed to. provide students .. :· rate board for• vocational' 
long program ·for· new' graduate; :~op-notch_-,vocational. train-_ •,, education, it, will'_;only .im-': 
teaching assistants Is being created,:; • , 
NEW PROGRAMS · Plano! g ,.mg. .. ,· ,- . . , . . prove ... The· high placement) 
" · 7 " ·. n i: Even with the,. mcrease, rates: 'o· f I vo· cat1'onal schoo. Ii will begin for a Westeni''Kentucky, 
'. graduate center at a yet-to'-be deslg-1 : vocational education ~till will 'graduates'.- and · the ': wages,l 
:nated location., studen1s·, there· will, ; be affordable to v1~tually , , they command more_. thah4 
'be able to take courses leading to, , every student who desires to . , justify the. higher fees> stu-' 
,_do_cto~~.·~nc;l __ ~~~.~-tioI(~~~fr:~!..-..... l:!:ttti>nrl K,=,,nt11,..1ru To,-.h .. n-=a,.._~.- .L ~ ,..,, , , • ;_ --A· 
fLEXliifGTON'H~Rli(_D:~EADER, LEXINGTON, KY., WEDNESDAY. JUNE 20,'1990j . . _ , .• ,--
UK ipprOVe$:~furri~r0und' budget 
· Wethington said his mairi 'i>ud-
getary goals were to improve facul-
ty and staff salaries, with special 
emphasis on correcting salary ineq-
uities for women · and minorities, 
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K's bench-mark universities 
e University of Illinois at 
hampaign-Orbana, Indiana 
nivefsity, University of -
issouri, University of North . , 
arolina, North Carolina , _ _,_..:..; 
tate, Ohio State University, ."· - ., ~ · ·, 
urdue Universi% Uniyers1ty '· : .. ~ 'J ·p--.~ 
r Tennessee, University of ~ - .. ~ 1 •• 
irginia, Virginia Polytechnic : ... :.:..;_~· 
stitute and West Virginia , . · ,, • . · J 
' ' . 
Harald-Leader;_graphic 
lence. ,· 
11 percent increase 
is largest in decade 
"I think we can take pride in 
this budget It deals with some of 
the more serious problems but by 
no means all of them. . . . It's 
By Jamie Lucke definitely a turnaround budget," 
Herald-Leader education writer Wethington said. 
The University of ·Kentucky The budget for UK and its 14 
Board of Trustees yesterday ap- ' community colleges takes effect 
proved a $730 million annual budg- , July 1. It is the largest ever. It 
et, which was hailed as a turning ; includes $33.5 million more from 
point by UK interim President the state than the current year - a 
Charles Wethington. ,i ' 13 percent increase. 
The budget represents an 11 The Lexington campus and 
percent spending increase - the medical center received an 11 per-
largest in at least a decade. cent increase, or $23.7 million, from 
UK salaries will become more the state. The community colleges 
competitive, but still lag behind received a 20 percent increase, or 
competing universities by a proj- · ·$9.8 million. 
ected $3,100 average for main cam- Revenue from tuition and fees 
pus faculty members. will go up $9.9 million, a 15 percent 
, That is, however, an improve- increase, to $72.3 million. 
ment over the· current $4,949 gap Wethington and UK board 
and should put UK at 94 percent of Chairman Foster Ockerman 
the median salary for 11 competing thanked the legislature and Gov . 
- or bench-mark - universities, Wallace Wilkinson for supporting a 
assuming pay raises· at the other statewide tax increase, which 
schools do not top 5 percent. brightened UK's previously bleak 
UK's, budget gains required ___ budget picture. 
some sa<:rifices .. Academi~ units . Although the legislature appro-
~ust continue to lighten theu- finan, __ : ': _. priated large percentage increases 
aal belts und~r the b_udget. __ , . ! , ·in the early J980s, UK ha~ t~ return. 
For. the thu-d stra1ght:year;· the;-· _ .. substantial amounts because of 
l!K. Athle;ics A~~~on-_;l.V_i!l sub-"'.?-L · state-revenue shortfalls. Wething-
stdize ~ s __ acaaf!!l.1~ ~perali~n -;:::.·. ,-.- ___ ton praised--Wilkinson's--accurate-- : -
to the tune or$[2 mtlhon, wh1<;li:1s
1 
-- revenue - projections-- for sparing 
less than before. · . Kentucky's universities from such 
· The UK Hospital ---cc another shortfalls. · 
mQney-making enterprise· tapped to ' UK's share of the total state 
shore up the school's finances dur- J appropriation for higher education 
ing the last two years - ~11 kick j will increase from 44 percent to 49 
_in $2 million. · / percent by 1992. 
•·' 'But Wethington said the budget ' State funding amounts to 39.4 
he recommended yesterday '.'turns percent of UK's new budget, up 
the comer and gets the university from last year's all-time low of 38.8 
headed back in the right direction percent. 
in terms of its financial _situation." 
( ,1\/J I', I' ,c \ 
h. •~,, :;,.\.,;~• f.,; •' 
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W th. gt said the budget ' U·' ·, ·'-', ·-•~,, · ,. ,_,. · ·' · '· · ·' ·j e m on , . . .. 1 , ,1 "'>-~. •·~,!]·.! :".', :~,:-.• •• 1-·:;~{-r:: •.1::..,~· ·:,.•:,.,~•i·:tt: 11'.":.,. • ~- ·, 
was a~lutely the best ever fory\~: , . Y,.,JarnJe L,ucke, :,;.,f'.'c,~•: ., •. " rtl.'·\'it::;_;,:~-. q 
community colleges. ·, ·: . , , ,, , :flerBld•Leader educallon·~riter·· i.·:• :~·~-.:.::i-.~·;,~:11'~,~~-1 ~ '! ,,. .. , , 4 
The commpnity ~allege fa~lty fl);;Jriingt~n Comfuiinlt}''eo11J~".~l~6~e ~-¢J 
salary gap will shrink to $,l,OOO its· overflow . enrollment' ·to , a ,,foriner. factory at, 
from $2,195, or 96 percent 0! ,tbe ,Winchester Road and East Thiid Street-'.in August:! 
··bench-mark median. There .. ~I!I ~ '1 ·· ,:,,Expecting•an'.18,percent'increase.in'students at', 
· money t'! hire 105 ne~ full-ttmean~ ,
1 
.;r:Ct' in•the fall and a_ doubling of enrollment in the'. 
~ part-time teac9ers 1,n the c<Jmmu :next five years, the'University of Kentucky Board .ofi 
mty colleges. ,, ··, ." : -1,: , •Trustees yesterdayapproveda five-year lease fq:.the, 
fr UK's c9unty ex_ten~mn · ~g~nti:, i [_building at __ 817 w;mches,ter Road,:',. ,;:4_'1;, • :._._,: · ·.: ···.'l 
alsofaredwel1.The1raverage5\lla ·.· ..• _. ·,·,· ... ,.:-,,·.,-.,- .. _.,.,,, ,, ... ,. 
ry will be'raised to the.bench-mark·, [:;·: UK agreed .'(o'.:pa:l $26.5,808:ann~ly;, ~hich; 
median of about $33,000. -The start; . 1 mcludes renovation·_ <;?5ts; for the .~wld1ng where: 
ing salary will go from $~6,500 to ' :Parker.Seals once•~ufactured:O nngs.i · ·, . .l 
'$20,000. · •·, · 1:< Ten classrooms wtll take up _about_.half Qf the 
.. . Other new expenditures: , , : building. The rest ,wi11 be oft:ice,._'study ,and lounge. 
·:;,. • $12 million to upgi:ade UK's;, ;space._ .' :·· r-' . _ ::1. ::,,~·.·.~t ::'~ '.: -'.:. ::~·+.'..~;1~~~'i;; : -...... ~ 
..tc- ~ 'l ~1•· '<' -,·.-.:- t.J..'"·" ·\:~.· '-· "'F• ,., .. , · ·- ·. 
supercomputer. ·. ,· ,:· · '·· r::·"· Jack Blanton, ,UICvfce d1ancellor,for'administra'.' 
~:, • $165,000 to estabhs~ a gradu•: ftion, said the deal would result in the most space that; 
· ate center in Western :!{entucky' )UI<;,had ever leased anywhere. _But he said it .was 
where people can study .-to~ard ·a,, 'common.: for community colleges. nationwide to' 
doctorate in education., !· · _ ' ,_-! ;occupy sites away. from _the~l}-'-~Pl!!l.,...> .. ~.: ....'.~; 
• $940,000 to enhance hbrary , , · . . . · · ,' . The owners of the bwldmg, 
holdings. · , · · ·: , ! 1 '-' ··,~ ·• '·'0-~ Lexington developers Steven 
,;:- • $100,000 to support three m/•d · Graves and Craig Turner, had 
l':nority . post-doctoral_ ~cholar$;, · talked about developing it as 
$100,000 to increase mmonty facul- , , offices or showrooms as part of 
l ty recruitment funds; ~~•~; for:. an effort to rejuvenate East Third ·10 minority faculty pos1t1ons m the Street. community colleges. · .. ,," : Their · fonner company -
The budget includes a 10 per-· l'i1ims, Graves & Turner Limited 
cent increase - or $21.7 million_ c-'-: II - obtained the factory in 1988. 
in salaries for UK's 9,000 full-(1me . Lexington developer Ted Mims 
· employees at the main ,camp\ls and ' was a partner in the company 
, , medical center and 1,600 m the until May 1989. . · 
:community college s~sten1- .- , , , , , , )Kentucky Central Life Insur-
; The 10 percent mcrease must · ance Co. holds a $3.5 million 
· : pay for promotions and ~lary_ ad-'.: mortgage on the property, accord-
: justm"!'ts, as w~II. as ment rai59:, : i~g to Fayette County records. 
There 1s no prov1_s1on for an across;11, ' :rhe chainnan of Kentucky 
: the-board pay raise. -;. · . , • Central, William E. Burnett Jr., 
i The athletics a~~atiori ..L . also is vice 'chairman of the UK 
which pumped $2.5 m1lhol\ and $!,5, board and voted to approve the 
·'million respectively int9 lhe _aca_,,;,,- ., lease. . .. . , 
i demic side during the last tw~ · · -~ ··: But Blanton said that Burnett ' 
, · years -,- will pay $1.2 'm)lli9n thj; played no other role in the deci- • 
time. , • '"· ·: ·. , . , 11;.,, sion and .that the1 lease was, 
I · · The $2 million from the hospital I awarded in compliance with state 
l· comes from its $150 milliiin,annu~!,; . law; through a sealed bidding 
j revenue base. , ;i J procedure. , 
· h ',be·· i! d'- au"' , ,i t'l.fter the meeting; Burnett 
Also yesterday, t ~,, ~~- ". . -·'.,' · ' . 'said ihat he had no knowledge of 
tJ:iorized Ockenn~ to ;lieg9~mtid ~, ·
1 
_r. ·. the deal before yesterday and that 
• six-month extension .?f:, 'Y~t/1- g_,,, ·'· his role was entirely proper. "I 
; to!l's contract as. mten!J1~P~~iden~/. ,ii, ,· didn't know anything about it 
i\ His con~act expires J~1Yi: 1d· dckYc1·, i '· 'until today when I saw the agen-
·, man said the new co~ti;'I .'.";PU, -1 ,"'. da! and I see nothing unusual 
I end as soon as a new pres1dert is , , , . "" 't 't" _ ;, ,· ,,r auuu ,1 
1 chosen. ,.·; :,. ·•.·. 1;,.,,-'· _:·:,LCCPresidentAl!enEdwards 
• Wethington, who be<;ame :m(er-': · , anfBlanton said it became clear 
im president Dec. 28, is ~rmng, ,f, . : '. . duhng the last academic. year 
$130,000 a year, the ~e ar1ouµt"i( . ,: .... ' ·. that,LCC ~ould_ need more'si>ace. 
r as fonner President Dav.id RO;lelle,,;_h,Ji-i• , ,.t: : !~ advertised m March to lease 
( who resigned to beco!J1e pr~1dentf1 :f~ - ,, a~ut 20,000 square feet for LCC. 
· of the University of Delaware.~, .. __ .. · . • ,UK's first choice was a build-
1 • - • · · " · f ... •·• · ing fl1 a. Chinoe ,Road ,shopping , 
; ·, '', ce~ter, but Winn-Dixie supermar,; 
• i· ' : ket; 'the, anchor tenant, vetoed• 
: 
1 
{ :~'.?~ th,~.space,to;UK, Bl~to~: 
f ' ; :UK 'a'averli~ for Ii ids agai~' 
1, in April and received three., The ; 
1:- ----~-· __ ...,_:.'.?-~~ ,i, :>. ~- ... ~~.;" ,, 
losing bids were for buildings in 
Clays Mill and Woodhil!'.shop-· 
ping centers .. · · \ _, -· · .,,7 )J .:.; ;; 
, Blanton , ~d: · fu; ,.liiiifdings. 
that were not selected. were- less, . 
. accessible. than· the. Winchester .. 
_road site. One was iri_'a.baseme!!( 
and the other was on a . second·, 
floor. Each would have required: 
.expensive , renovations, : sue!) . as, 
. elevators, Blanton sai_c1.·;_;.,>1;;,.) 
. . . . The· Winchester, Road: build;-· 
ing - 'which has been d11bbed; 
LCC-East - was the least ~-._, 
sive of the three bids, . ·. :·. ·, ,: : 
, The lease is fo[ · sifa.81 'ii · 
square foot, which includes_ $6.25; 
a foot for renovating the building_' 
to create classrooms out of what·: 
·now is basically a shell. VJ\ is' 
leasing 20,750 square, feet . and · 
about 300 parking spaces, Blan,,,' 
ton said. . ' ' · .. '. ·K, 
· . •·The lease contains an·: option ·. 
for an additional five years .... ··,:,_ 
-, · UK officials said LCC, pan of, 
UK's main campus on Cooper. 
' Drive, cannot accommodate .the' 
·1 expected growth in its, 4,()()().stti< 
d lat. . ·, .. - ., p ent popu ion._. , .-· :..•,.-; _, ... _,-~:~·~- !-·,,,_~ 
.\ ,,_,. ·LCC opened ·tlle- Richard Mi~ 
loney Building in ,1988 and re;.., 
ceived $4.8 million from the legis-· , 
lature this year for another' LCC~: 
b 'Id' .•. , • ·•,. ·' · · .• w mg.·-~,~·- , · - -~,,:;·.,.,~::1- ~Y; 
' .• ...... -~.; •;.· .... ~ :,,;,: "': ~,.. 
. , But with''enrollment, growing''. 
more than 50 percent in the'•Jast\ 
three years, "We had 'outgrown''. 
the Moloney Building liy the time i 
we opened the doors 'to it," .Ed-.; 
' d "d • ',:i: ·,·';·,, ,/ / 1 .war s _sat . . ,. , - _,.,., .. • <1 ~ 1.; .,:..:,, 
· · He' predicted '' -~llment; 
would double to 8,000 students in 
the next five years. · '. ,
1 
• ,- _, ,; 
, · , &lw~s said sev~ fudbrs:: 
explained LCC's enrollment' boom,~ 
UK has become -more selective in , 
admitting freshmen, swelling the . 
, ·numbers-of 17-. and:'18-year ·otd( 
,who: enterILCC:·Older ,students;-
want to -improve . their ."'sliills 'sii' 
they:6an ·compete lietter'in th~')cib' 
market. More employers a,e,-iia'f: 
ing for their workers to study. at· 
LCC · '·· ,. \• 
• -"', .• ,. -•~•-,r•r:,;,1:,.z;. ;, --;_ .·'...J,1;~..!.!_ 
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UK·.appqiflts, jjew Qe8,n5 .in•.· ~ngineering, _library ptograttis' 
Herald-Leader' UK bureau' . ' ·. 'c;. and·- ch~l~~~, -~f· i1ie· ~~~-a~·:~i major improvements in the pr~ . A native ~f W;s~o~sln.' Wa;:i:' professor in UK's College of Fine H~v;~e ;s oir ~e ·:;~1:n:· ;~l;~w-
The University of Kentucky engineering department at Louisi- gram's instructional and research hai;t received a bachelor's degree in Arts, was appointed director of the· ship. •, · ·· · ,· ' ' 1 
Board of Trustees yesterday named ana State University, was named laboratory facilities, dramatically ~oology and master's degree in UK Honors Program yesterday. •· · · 
new deans fer the colleges of engi- dean of UK's College of E;ngineering increased funded research expendi- hbrary science qi the University of · • · · · · 
neering and library and information by the trustees. · lures and established ,an endow- Wisconsin. He received a doctoral The appointment, effective Sept. Herring recelv!ils honor 
science. '' Lester earned his doctorate in ment to support titled professor' degree from Indiana University in 1, comes on the heels of her being 
The trustees also approved the mechanical engineering in 1974 at ships, undergraduate design 1973. · named just last month one of 31 
selection of a new director of the Purdue University. Before moving projects and scholarships. · · ,. , educators nationally to receive a 
, UK history professo~ G~rge c.' I 
Herring, whose book on Vietnam ' 
was praised by The New York ' 
Times as "the most balanced over-
view of the war" yesterday was 
named an alumni professor at UK. 
school's honors program and the to Louisiana, he was a member of He has been a member of the· 1990-91 American Council on Edu-
appointment of history professor the faC11lty at Kansas State Univer- Waldhart library dean UK faC11lty since 1970, serving as cation fellowship. , 
George Herring as a UK alumni sity, where he developed a national- _______ ..:____ both a librarian and professor. 
professor. ly recognized combustion-research Thomas J. Waldhart, acting 
dean of UK's College of Library and 
Lester heads engineering program. Information Science since July 1988, 
. During his seven-year tenure at was named to the permanent post 
. 1 homas W. Lester, a professor Louisiana State, Lester undertook yesterday. 
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Havice to direct honors 
Christine Havice, an associate 
To accommodate her dual ap-
pointments, James Chapman, assis-
tant chancellor of UK's J.,exington 
campus, will direct the Hll'nors Pro-
gram on an acting basis while 
The honor carries a $5,000 an-
nual stipend, which will continue as 
long as Herring rem~ns at UK. 
V>fethingt9~_ praises UK- dean's hiring··! 
By Michael L. Jones 
"er ala-Leader stall wrrter The eyes of the nation will 
son and the Kentucky General As-· 
sembly, a reality in the classroom."' 
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Rates at UK 
dormitories, 
The housing rate at Greg Page 
Undergraduate-Apartments will in-
crease from $1,510 a year to $1,638 
a year. 
The hiring of J. John Harris III be on Kentucky this year as 
~s dean of the University of Ji;en- _ it strives to implement the 
mcky's College of Education sen_ds h' · d · f • 
an important signal to the rest of 1stonc e ucat1on re arms. 
Harris said_ he was eager Jo.·_ .. 
work with other educators on Ken- a_partments 
tucky's new school reform. , 
t 
Two-bedroom units at Greg ' 
- Page ·Family--Apaitmeii.ts will-in- ... 
LTease by $10 a month, from $440 to 
$450. 
the country, the school's interim - Charles T. Wethington Jr. 
president said yesterday. UK Interim president "I'm particularly delighted to to1' ncrease have been chosen for this leader-
ship role in the state of Kentucky" 
he said. ' 
Efficiency units at Cooperstown 
and Shawneetown will increase 
1 from $250 to $265 a month. One-
Harris was appointed to the 
position yesterday, becoming the 
first black college dean in UK's 125-
year history. 
Interim· President · Charles T. 
was fortunate to have Harris' serv-
ice in such a critical time. 
Harris, 42, has been a professor 
· ''The eyes of the nation will be and dean of Education at Cleveland 
on Kentucky this year as it strives State University since 1987. He has 
to implement the historic education been in education for more than 20 
reforms," Wethington said. - years. 
By Michael L. Jones I bedroom units will increase from 
Herald-Leader stall writer j $325 a month to $337 and two-
The Uni've.-sity of Kentucky I bedroom units _ will increase__ from __ 
~d of Trustees voted yesterday· $350 a month to $362. 
to !ncrease the ~ost of living in_!~e_, · ;,ingle graduate apartments at 
· All changes are effective Aug. 1. 
UK's housing and dining sys-
tem is supported totally by student 
payments. No tax dollars are appro-
priated for housing or dining. _ 
Wethington Jr. said Harris' appoin't-
ment was 04a significant milestone· 
in our continuing journey toward 
making UI\ a place where Cllltural · 
diversity truly thrives." -- · 
-Chancellor Robert Hemenway 
said _the appointment of the first 
tmnority as dean of a college_ was 
the first o(several progressive steps 
the university needs to make. 
"We e_xpect_:,_t~e .. Unive!:8!1¥._of_::; . !;:dgar _Sagan: Harris' predeces-
Kentucky College or_Educat,on to sor at UK who ·is stepping down 
take a leadmg role m helpmg (o after eight years as dean,. said he 
make the reforms, put m place t~ts :,vould_ continue-teaching and work-· 
year b}'. Governor. Wallace Wtlkm- mg with· graduare·students. 
restdenc~ halls. · -~ .-/. · _ -__ ..:.: .Commonwealth Village and Linden -
_ U~d~~grad~ate hoµs;;;g_; 0;;~-;;;· ~11{,:Rosd.ane wilra)so lie snglii:--~---
dence halls, including meals, will go. :-Yy htg~er, w_ith efficiency. apart-
up from last year's $2,466.to $2,582. _ meats mcreasmg from $350 to 35_2. 
"Intensive efforts to recruit mi-
nority administrators, faClllty mem-
bers, staff and students will contin-
ue and be expanded," Hemenway 
said. 
' Wethimrton said the univernitv· 
1 During the -four-week summer 
Meals are covered under. the ' sessi01t, single-ocCllpancy · ·rooms 
Dinercard system and are included will cost $248, or $22 more than last · 
in the cost of housing. year. Double-occupancy rooms will 
The daily dormitory rate, im- . 
posed when students remain in 
residence halls during holidays, will 
also increase from $6.47 a day to 
$7.06 a day. 
cost $198, or $17 more.' 
Single-occupancy rooms during 
the eight-week summer session will 
cost $494, up from $454. And dou-
ble-occupancy rooms will rise from 
$363 to $396. · 
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More superintendents 
than usual bowing out 
By Joseph S Stroud 
Herald-Leader educa1,on wrner 
The 1990 Education Refonn 
Act, signed into law in April by 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, apparent-
ly has led several Kentucky school 
superintendents into retirement. 
At least 25 districts will begin 
the 1990-91 school year with a new 
person in charge. Many of the 
departures appear to repre<-ent the 
kind of turnover that occurs every 
year. However, a number of outgo-
ing superintendents said the new 
law was definitely a contributing 
factor in their decisions. · 
"Instead of just totally learning 
a new sy tern and going through 
the hasrles mvolved in it, l think for 
a number of us it just seemed to be 
the appropriate time," said William 
Birdwell. who will ietire as superin-
tendent of the Bourbon County 
schools although he has two years 
left on his contract. 
Among the departing superin-
tendents are several of the longest-
tenured educators in the tale. Most 
were of retirement age, although 
some took advantage of the 1988 
law allowing retirement after 27 ' 
years of service rather than 30. 
Among those departing are 
Birdwell, an educator for 39 years 
and a superintendent for 28 years in 
three Kentucky district ; Charlie 
Brown of Flen,ing County. itn edu-
cator for 44 years and that district's 
superintendent for 25 years; and 
Clarence Bates, the Wayne County 
superintendent for 23 years and an 
educator for 44 years. 
State schools Superintendent 
John Brock said the number of 
departing superintendents was as 
large as he could remember. Nor 
mally, he said, about 15 to 20 jobs 
change hands. 
"I'm certain the education re-
fonn movement has something to 
do with it, even though I don't think 
that would be the primary motivat-
ing factor," Brock said. 
Some of the superintendents left 
their jobs for other reasons or were 
forced out by their boards. 
Birdwell said his skeptici-,m 
about the refom1 law was part of 
his reason for leaving. 
"I just think we're paying a 
high price - the citizens are - and 
I'm not sure it guarantees the kind 
of results that are anticipated,'' 
Birdwell said. 
outgoing superintendents, replacements 
Here is a 11st of Kentucky school superintendents who will not 
return for the 1990-91 school year. Some of them left during the 
past school year, but many have chosen not to return since the 
passage of the 1990 Education Reform Act in April: 
School District Departing Supt. Replacement 
Allen County James Bazzell Charles Bethel 
Bourbon County Wilham Birdwell none named 
Caldwell County Joseph Clark Bob Rogers 
Campbell County Dan Sulltvan Ron McCormick 
Fleming County Charlie Brown David Barnett 
Gallatin County David Griffith none named 
Hamson County Wade Roby George Hehr 
Jackson County Clay Harmon Jr Danny Scalf 
Lawrence County Robert Prichard Huston T. Kelley 
Letcher County Bernard Watts Jack Burkich 
Montqomery County Robert Haynes Richard Hughes 
Nicholas County Donald Elder Gebert Gilbert 
Robertson County John Willis Smith Charles Mayes 
Wayne County Clarence Bates none named 
Webster County Nathaniel Green Jerry Ralston 
Beechwood lndep. Dennis Hockney none named 
Bellevue lndep. William Armstrong William Dosch 
Covington lndep. Donald Hunter Jim Biggs 
Dawson Springs lndep. John Ray Danny Brown 
Glasgow lndep. Eldon Smith Duane Tennant 
Jackson lndep. Phyllis Williamson Floyd Hines 
Maysville lndep. Robert Biddle merged with 
Mason Countv 
Monticello lndep. Vernon Miniard Kay Smith 
Newport lndep. Bernard Sandfloss none named 
Williamsburg lndep. Leonard McCoy James Simpson 
Brown, who will leave with a 
year remaining on his contract with 
the Fleming County district, said he 
was optimistic about the refo1m 
bill. But he thought it would be 
better to bring in a new administra-
tor to carry it out. 
"I just felt, with the new educa-
tional reforn1 movement coming 
into play, that it would be beneficial 
for a new person to come in and 
start wi1 h the program and grow 
with the program," he said. " 
"Many of 1he superintendents 
who are leaving have been there for 
25 years or more," he _said. "It's 
awfully hard to change an old 
head." 
Brown, 55, had been superin-
tendent of the Fleming County dis-
trict since he was 29. 
Another who chose to leave 
before his contract expired was 
Bates, the Wayne County superin-
tendent. 
"I just don't have the time, 
energy, effort or desire to get in-
volved," he said. "At my age I don't 
feel like going back and re-learning 
a system." 
Bates, 69, was featured last year 
in "Cheating Our Children," the 
Herald-Leader's series on Kentucky 
education, because of allegations 
that his daughter, a ~t-grade 
teacher in the district, had physical-
ly abused children in her class and 
was not dismissed. A committee 
appointed by the school board in-
vestigated her case and said it 
found no wrongdoing. 
(Brown was also featured in the 
series because many members of 
his family were employed in the 
Fleming County district). 
Bates said yesterday that the 
articles about him were "very un-
fair" and that refonns aimed at 
I removing nepotism from local 
school districts had nothing to do 
with his decision to retire. He was 
critical of other aspects of the law, 
however, and acknowledged that 
they contributed to his decision. 
"A lot of people have the idea 
that we've hit a great windfall, and 
I don't see it that way,'' Bates said. 
"The way I see it, when all is said 
and done a lot more is going to be 
said than gets done." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
School$ 
From Page One 
I . No successor has been named 
cfor Birdwell or Bates. Brown will be 
succeeded by,,David• J:lamett', an 
assistant' ·superintendent in.· Bour-
bon County. '·. . . . '. ·.,. '· 
,_: Another longtime . superintend; 
'ent ·· who lias retired js Vernon 
Miniard, superintendent of the Mon-
ticello Independent Sch(!Ol Di$trict 
for the· last 25 years: He ; was 
replaced June 11 by Kay Smith, a 
former assistant superintendent. in . 
the Harrison'. County district. ' · 
,. ·. Miniard could not be reacl\,ed.'·, 
for comment yesterday on his rea-
sons for leaving. . , • 
•· James Bazzell, superintendent of 
the Allen County schools for 24 
years, and William Armstrong, who · 
has headed the Bellev,ue Independ-
ent district in 'Campbell County for 
17 years, also are retiring. 
' . Bazzell will . be, .replaced by 
1 Charles Bethel, who is .comjng from 
· a school district in Ohio. · William 
. Dosch, who was principal of Belle-
vue High School, will replace Arm-
strong. ' 
. · Some of the same kind of turn-
. over .has occurred among school 
principals, said Wayne Yiiung, ex; 
ecutive director of the 'Kentucky 
·. Association of School Administra-
tors. . . . 
"I don't detect a massive attri-
tion," he said. "Maybe some, but 
not a lot." : 
Young attributed .some of the 
turnover to frustration with what 
he said was "ambiguity and lack of 
clarity in the 'law," which he said 
undermined principals' authority . 
... - - ~---- ' . 
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Bigger isn't always better_~· :'.- ... :.:?·-.;~;,~~ 
' ._ ,_, .. ,, .. . ,'I 
· Remember the Big 10? Treasure. 
the recollection. It's now the Big 11. 
Going on ·12, · · 
The Southeastern Conference? 
Enjoy it whiie it's still around. The · 
league is looking to the southwest. 
The Big 8? It's working hard to . 
. get bigger and more numerous. 
Across · the country, college 
teams are on the move into new 
f conferences. As usual in college 
: · athletics, the motivating factor has 
. nothing to do with sport. Bigger 
conferences ·with·. more. top t~ms 
have a better chance of landing big 
$1.2 million that will be used. for( 
faculty·· salaries. UK and ,. other· 
schools count on big earnings from 
football and basketball .. to support.: 
sports· programs· that. don't'.make~ 
money, .. in<:Ju_ding ~omen's ·~thletig;. 
Even so;"1t's hard to.be enthused, 
about the prospect:of,~~ng ... big-7 
time college,.-sports·:eyen more of. ai 
money machine .. With rnore millions 
at stake;,the pressure.to win_-· :bY.~ 
whatever means· -'--: 'will ·be· ·even; 
more intense. With iriore nioney1 on , 
the line, the influence -of athletics' 
programs throughout the.: nation's~· 
universities will increase. · · ' .. ,_ · • . 
TV contracts. . .. . _, Advocat~ say 'the ne~ · :•~uper< 
That means more m?ney, which . conferences" are just. the next step 
should tell you somethmg. Money, in the evolution of big-time college 
after all, is exactly what's wrong . sports. Maybe so. .. •; , .• ;, ; 
with college sports to start with. · But · _that . evolutio~ary 'process 
Not that money is an unmitigat- · appears to be producing a creature· 
ed evil. At the University. of Ken-· that is all tail and no dog. No one·: 
tucky, the school's trustees just should have any doubt which, end . 
tapped the athletics accounts for will be)Ach~ge. ·. · :· :0 • .~ 
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Timeline set for naming schools chief.: 
- . . ~ • . ' ' ,, ' . i. •- '.: ,,, 
. s'y Jack Brammer · . ·· • :· _'.. · · . selection process: , .. ,. : , ·· .. · : ing Jan. 't'. . , . .' /' -· _'': :';\.1 
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau. •' The commission, made up of :, The selection panel plans·to'hlre 
FRANKFORT - The chairman representatives of Gov.· Wallace a search firm to help with app~ca-. 
of the special panel responsible for Wilkinson and legislative leaders, · tions. It also will'attend the annual 
selecting the state's first education- decided to hold at least four region- meeting of the Education Commis• 
commissioner said yesterday he : al hearings before the end of July. sion of the States,on July 11-14' in' 
hoped the panel would be able to Specific dates and locations are to Seattle to_ meet witli education.Jead-1 
complete its work· by mid-Novem- · be announced. · ers from ,across the CC?_untry. :,,. 1~ 
ber. . The' . education··. commissioner Panel member Burris M~ of 
Former Jefferson -Circuit Judge will direct. Kentucky's· revamped Brandenburg, a former chairman of 
William McAnulty; who was elect- . Department of Education un~r· the Council on Higher Educationr 
ed to head the six-member Educa- ·, guidelines•, sbt . by the Education said he was expecting "hundreds of\ 
tion Management. Selection Com- Reform Act of 1990. The commis- · applications" for the job. The panel 
miss(on . yesterd~y, ~t. · its; first sioner, is to be hired by, the State . hopes ·10 have a job description for,, 
meetmg, also said, Citizens com- Board for Elementary and Second- . the new state·. post by; Aug .. 1',1 
ments would be important in the ary Education, and will begin.serv- · McAnu!ty. said.·, .·. , \ .. ,,1 
- -•• • •"'-• •-• - • O• • • n '• •- ~ •-''--~-'''-'''-------~ 
i. 
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-----In our view-----
Costly pranks 
False alaPms big problem at MSU 
The vast majority of Morehead Mayor Larry ~ However , a more effective 
Morehead State University Breeze and Morehead State way of reducing false alarms 
students never would pull a President Nelson Grote met I may be an extensive cam-
f ire alarm unless they last week to discuss the sit- paign informing students of 
thought there was a blaze. uation. the problems the alarms 
They are much too mature The problem is much more I cause. A _little knowledge of 
for such a childish prank. serious than students who the impact of their actions 
But Morehead State and pull alarms as pranks prob- may cause some to think 
other universities have long ably realize. Morehead Fire \ twice before pulling an 
been plagued by a handful of Chief Ronnie Day says the alarm and could encourage 
immature students who department answered 137 others to identify the cul-
seem to get some sort of false alarms to the univer- prits. Perhaps the university 
perverse thrill out of pulling sity last year at an es- should offer rewards for in-
fire alarms , seeing fire timated cost of $50,000. Some formation leading to the ar-
trucks rush to the scenes of were a result of mal- rest and conviction of those 
non-existent blazes , and functioning equipment and a pulling false alarms. A few 
watching students and fac- few may have been incidents convictions would do more 
ulty members respond by in which students actually than anything else to bring a 
scurrying from classrooms thought a fire was in prog- dramatic reduction in the 
and dorms. ress, but most, university number of false alarms. 
It is time those few were officials admit, were pranks. Morehead and university 
told in no uncertain terms In addition to the cost of officials fully realize the 
that their foolish pranks are making the runs, false seriousness of the problem. 
no laughing matter. Costly alarms create other potential It is time that message was 
false alarms are a serious problems. delivered to a ll students. 
problem and are straining What if a fire truck is in-
the generally congenial re- volved in an accident or a 
la tionship between the volunteer firefighter is in-
community of Morehead and jured while rushing to a false 
the university. alarm? 
Earlier this month, the There is also the element 
Morehead City. Council con- of "crying wolf. " Morehead 
sidered an ordinance that firefighters can hardly be 
would have assessed a $200 blamed for thinking every 
fee for all fire runs. The or- call to Morehead State is a 
dinance was defeated by a 3- false alarm, and as a result, 
2 vote, mainly because they can be excused if they 
Morehead State officials don't make an all-out effort 
pointed to an attorney gen- to respond as quickly as 
eral's opinion stating that possible. Thus, false alarms 
cities must provide free fire may slow their response 
protection to state agencies time to a real blaze and in-
within their boundaries. crease the damage it causes. 
While the defeat of the or- Porter Dailey, the univer-
dinance ended the threat of sity's vice president for ad-
the university having to pay ministrative and fiscal ser-
Morehead thousands of dol- vices, says the university 
lars annually for fire calls, may be able to modify 
Morehead State officials alarms to discourage people 
wisely recognized it did not from pulling them except in 
solve the problem and the cases of emergency. If that's 
potential it held for damag- possible, it should be done. 
ing town-gown relations . 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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of :trustees ' .,. 
sy" Jamie Lucke ' · • 
Herald-Leader education· writer 
' ' Louisville · banke~ Daniel C. 
Ulmer Jr. - an _ owner of the 
Redbirds ' minor league baseball 
team and · contributor to Martha 
Wilkinson's campaign committee 
'- is the University of Kentucky's 
newest trustee. '!I) 
Gov. Wal lace Wilkmson ap-
pointed Ulmer on Wednesday to 
replace Dr. Nicholas Pisacano, who 
died in March. 
Ulmer ' is chainnan and chief 
executive officer of Citizens Fidelity 
Bank & Trust Co. and vice chair-
man of PNC Financial Corp. 
He was appointed to the Univer-
sity ·of Louisville board by former 
Gov. John'Y. Brown Jr. and served 
for two years as its chairman. He 
was a member of the search com-
mittee: that recommended Donald 
Swain as U of L president in 1981. 
Ulmer said he had discussed the 
UK appointment with Wallace Wil- , 
. kinson for some months. He said he ; 
thought one of Wilkinson's reasons ' 
for appointing him was to add 
someone from Jefferson County to :' 
the UK board, which previously 
had no members from the state's 
most populous county. 
Ulmer ·contributed $2,000 to 
Wallace Wilkinson's 1987 general 
election campaign for governor and 
attended Martha Wilkinson's recent 
$1,000-a-couple political fund-raiser 
for her possible run for governor. 
Ulmer said he and the governor 
had a long friendship stemming 
froni business dealings. ' ' 
Ulmer - president of the State 
_Fair' Board and Regional Cancer 
, Center Corp. in Louisville - said he _ 
was looking forward to· serving on 
the UK board. -· ' 
·. ''When I was chairman ··of the 
University of Louisville board, we 
. had- a very friendly rivalry," he 
said. "l hope to be able to bring 
whatever experience I have on that 
board to help and contribute to the 
UK, board." 
He said he was particularly 
interested in the community college 
system and medical center. ._ 
''l ob,•iously understand a good 
bit about the sports business," he 
said. "I think they've done an out-
standing job putting that house in 
order, and I'm looking forward to 
being, part of the revitalization." . _ 
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Ex-dean at Union. College:dies 
Herald-Leader staff report 
BARBOURVILLE - John Hen-
ry Boyd, a retired educator who 
was a former faculty dean and 
graduate school dean at Union Col-
lege, died Wednesday at Knox 
County General Hospital, apparent-
ly of a heart attack. He was 80, 
Mr. Boyd began teaching educa-
tion courses at the college in 1946. 
He was dean of the faculty from 
1954 to 1966. He was instrumental 
in establishing Union's graduate 
program and served as dean of the 
graduate school from about 1966 to 
1975. 
He also was· a former president 
of the Kentucky Education Associa-
tion and the Upper Cumberland 
Education Association. 
Mr. Boyd was a native of Sul-
phur in Henry County. He received 
a .bachelor's degree in mathematics 
from what is now Western Ken-
tucky University in 1936, a master'.s 
degree in educational administra-
tion and supervision from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in 1941 and a 
doctorate in educational administra-
tion and finance from UK in 1952. 
He was a· member of Phi Beta 
Kappa. I.' 
He was a former superintendent 
of Benham schools and had been a 
school principal in Oldham and 
Lawrence counties. Mr. Boyd also 
had taught in Owen and Trimble 
county schools. 
He was·a member of the.Daniel 
Boone Festival Committee and Bar-
bourville Kiwanis Club. A Mason 
and a Shriner, he had been active in 
Mountain Lodge No. 187 F. & AM. 
in Barbourville and Oleika Shrine 
Temple in Lexington. 
He was a member of Barbour-
ville First United Methodist Church. 
Surviving are: his wife, Thelma 
Eldridge Boyd; two daughters, Car-
ol Hackett of Pontiac, Mich., and 
Alicia Willis of Jonesville, Va.; a 
sister; a grandchild; and six step-
grandchildren. 
Services will be at 10 a.ni. 
Saturday at Knox Funeral Home. 
Visitation will be after 6 p.m. today. 
Contributions are suggested to 
the John H. Boyd Memorial Fund at 
Union College. 
._-,:,~ --..':::.,\.;_;,• t .,,_ ._..,., ..\' 
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~N~:g);!e~?f;rs. getl 4%~ pay hil(e] 
[~;J.,.l'By'KENNETHA'HARtY., ·,lJ . . ' 
,{- •~ ' • ~•~ ••,l,' -- •r• 
~,· ,:Jndependent.News Writer: ~ '. ,·i :c;~;, Tbe'~~.H·,·IDlmon · ouagetap---,--,.,..,.. ... eReinstatemeiit'. o('a 'two-year' .' 
1.''MOREHEAD: •. '•iin' a· move··thar:•·i ,,"-~roved-Friday by the regents for associate degree program in nurs-_" · 
)chool, officials''hailed as "a giant;: i; 1fJSCal year 1990-91 reflects an in- ing. · , : r,: ·, · ,; 
,step; ",lMor¢1ea'd lltate Univ.ersity's :• I v, crease of 12.8 percent, or $6.3 mil- · ... · 
_bo_ru:if. of ·regents ·approved a $55.(.:.. ·: lion, over 1989-90. . • Expanded services and offer-
,t.lJ/illi91! budget friday, that includ~ ; .i , .,. Ray Pinner, the school's budget • • ings at centers in Ashland and , · 
;;.~.14 i.iercll!lt_pay r'!ise for teachers. ··:., •,-,,,director, said the increase was the , Prestonsburg. · · 
f Uruversity;- President" C .. ·Nelson -'.: ,•-,;largest in 10 years. • · 1' · •. e Creation of a new institute for · 
; _Grote. said the raises are the larg-'"' / - Pinner cited several factors be- ~orrections -~g and research ' 
l'. ~.to:~ offered teachers this year"" '..:-, !1ind the_ higher nwnbers, including , , ID cooperation ~th the Eastei:n 
: by- any of;Kentucky's public uni: •··· ; 1Dcreased appropriations from the .. ,_ Kentuc~y Correctional Complex ID , 
,\vers!tieffEastern I Kentucky'' Uni-· , state, enrollment growth and in- West Liberty. · 
~,versity,JS second, he said, with a 10 ·, ' · tuiti d h · ·· -... ,.,., , .. · , . ,. __ , . , . , . •,; t creases ID on an ousmg fees. · • Expanded stude~t _services in 
X~rc~nt'pay hike:- >, •· : .- c:-7:: Tbe budget includes a $2 million · . residence halls, admiss10ns and fl-
'. ·Grote also said the increases will~ ··- ~ppropriation for the purchase of · ,, nancial aid .. 
,;bring · Morehead State's faculty •.\ , mstructional equipment. Grote said . ., Construction projects, in-
, salaries in line with those at the 'l ·· the money, which will be spent ,, eluding the .-renovation of the , 
::_ state's other regional universities. ;l ! over the next two years, will come , Thompson Hall dormitory, th~ de-
;, Low pay had been cited in the ,, 1 , from a slate bond issue approved . signing of plans for the renovation 
i_pas-t bf Morehead-Stat~ officials_ as ;j ,,. by the 1990 General Assembly,, of Lappin, Mays and Butler halls, 
,. a persJStent problem ID attractmg , ·( Other highlights of the budget, · the ugra~g _of the campus tele- , 
iand retaining· toP:<1uality faculty ; ::' which takes effect July 1, include , , commu_mcatlons network and 
members '· -· · :-.
1 
., appropriations for: completion of the overhaul of the 
';- -,:Among::similar, :institutions int · school's utility tunnel. 
· Kentucky and · surrounding states, i , 
, Morehead -' State has consistently I 
, ~ed .:at 'or near the bottom in t, 
t..1-~·· _,. ·_- .. . ---~ --- . . .... 
(,:ivhat,it,pays its teachers· for the · 
\.past several years., . 
(1 ,. ' School officials also have saJd 
I: they view low faculty pay as an 
\ ~e of f3ll:1eSS as well as econo-
' OIICS. , -· •, .", • ' , • 
I "We have an outstanding faculty 
f here 't Grote said. "I feel they need 
i to be 'compensated fairly for the 
\ 
.. work they do."·· ' '· - · · 
__ . i Grote said the increase approved ' 
Friday. by the1,board was the larg- . 
est single pay.hike,that teachers at 
,-,j, - . • •• - ---··- ... 
::. ·Morehead7State have• had in the " 
I'<· histo ,,_, school's recent ry. · , 
;&,!.,J!This,is,a giant ste~ tow~-~d-· 
~~dressing a problem this uruvers1ty · , 
e;'.has' had'ever·since•·I· came here," 
<;-, Grote said. '.'I feel like I've really 1 ,L , ,,, f 
f:(~ccomplished a· major objective. , , 
"<+·.under the terms of the budget, 14 
/'.percent will.be tlie average faculty 
tf~. salary •. increase for the · 1990-91 -, 
,';Vschool" year:.Individual raises will 
!t range from l~.3' percent to. 20 per· • :/•,,\ l ...... . .. , . 
l,}~~~~ ,., th~- '~crease will bring · 
<(iYMorehead's teacher salaries in line 
i;,.,'with' those· at the state's other re-" 
'·?'gional universities, Grote said he · 
•·.:C'"wasn't sure how it would place the · 
~'.':univJirsity \n comparison with other,. 
?,::;peer.institutions. . ·,, 
·.':'\,:.,!'It's hard to tell because we,· 
: ~i.don't.know anybody else's salaries '. 
· ':''.for next year," he said. 
· - · Grote said trying to bring More-
•;'' head's teacher salaries in line with 
other schools was like trying to hit 
' "a moving target" because of 
constant fluctuati~:-s· 
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\ Mot0head facu!ty to get\,, 
:14·percent P~Y::1ncrease 
' -· -~;- ' ·." . . 
By Todd Pack _,' _ : ,,. .. inciudes the largest percentage pay 
_Norlheastern J<entucky bureau increase announced yet this year by 
· MOREHEAD , Aft f · any of the eight state universities, 
. -: er years ? , . including the University of Ken-
~mg the lowest-paid professors m • lucky and, Eastern Kentucky Uni-
Kentucky, faculty !11em~rs ?t ··versity,, , 
Morehead State U1!ivers1ty will · - Th UK d-,, Ea f lties 
:soon get an average . raise of 14 , . e . ~n stem acu nt · , 
percent under a spendmg plan ap- ,"'.ill get a raise of about 10 perce .. , 
proved yesterday by the Board of Figures for the oth~ state umvers1-:,•, 
Regents -~ : ,•' , ties were not available yesterday, 
' ., · , ·' . ,J' . but the Council on Higher &luca- , 
.. That~ a giant step m, addr~; tion, has estimated their salary in-
.mg a ma1or problei:n, w,e ve had, , creases will range from 7 percent.to , . 
,;Morehead State President C. Nelson ,_., .. 97 perce t · ·· · Grote said in presenting, the $55.7 · n: . · ' '. " ,_ 
-million budget_- for the 1990-91 The raise will make salanes at 
·-,school year. , --- · · ' · •; ', ··· • ,_ ·:~·Morehead State about the averag~,:. 
Th b d t · ii· t ' ·,• d" ·'.•:of those at the other regional um-·.: 
, . e u ge re ec s ~ s~n mg, -, versities Pinner said. ·· 
, mcrease of 12.8 percent; said Ray . • ' . , . ·, 
,M. Pinner, director of budgets and.:,., ,·,"As far ~s the fa~lty 1s con•: 
, management infonnation.•. _ •. ' ·, .: _'cern~, t~e raise 1s ce~mly reaso_n• 
' Besides more funding' for class,·• able, 5:11d Robert Lmdahl, charr- ·• 
, room equipment and the extended ,. man 01 the Faculty Senate at .. , 
, campus programs in Ashland and,. Morehead State. The group has for·: 
~:5_tonsburg,: the spending plan": ( C •'- ) 
, ' ~-Cd\~ l 
., ._,.' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-,-
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-~='-====-=-------~· .;;_,· ....... .,..;;· ... . . ~ '.·, ";:,,'·, _...., __ • ~ ,' ,,t';-,•~r;..,__,~~---::-:,--:~ ~\,,~~ .. :~,..._,,."':; "°'?°• ',,• - -!, • :.,P, ••.,~.~~•: ,•. "•r-•.~,:.~~:'.'!"' ,-I 1-,, • l • -,~•-•~-•-,c-.·•,~>.-,11-,.,,.........___ ;c•More·hea'd ,."_pending on their rank an,d'"other lion will ·come from_ tuition and ' 
:. · . factors. . · . • · , student fees, compared with $10.9 
·:1, . , . , · ·.., .. - ,• , . _.' ' . The average rai~ for 'teache~ _ million this school year. ,The figures I 
, •. , - . . . _ .,... . ,. will be 14 percent, said Judy-Yancy, for_ the 1990-91 fiscal year are based . 
\,From Page One',_;;;-~.;;,s., '.·: a, university spokeswoman._. . ·. · on a projec'.ed enrollment increase,'. 
---------· .:.· •-· - College d~ms' also will get an from 7,962 m fall 1989 to 8,360. . 
t.'yeais called, on th~·administration · average raise·1of 14 percent, while , : About 46 percent of:the budget · 
•' to increase' faculty 'salaries so. the , librarians will get average rai~ of -· or $25.6 million - will be spent 
'university;'would 'not 'lose' ·good· 11 percent. Athletic._ coaches and on classroom equipment, Pinner • 
. 'educators to schools that would pay ~taff members will get an average said. That is the largest percentage • 
"them more. · • ., , , .. , increase of 6 percent. _. , in more than 10 years. · 
. {,· -The average pay for a professor In additiqn, $260,000 will. be , "lf there's anything. we can do 
.'at Mor~ead State is $38,767, com-• used to hire ~v~n more teachers in . to . improve the morale of faculty 
pared with $39,912 for professors at . _the fields of nursmg and elementary . and students," Grote said, "it's to 
:.tlie other-regional·schools s~ch:a~,1 .. ~ucation. . l . . , . •>:- ?- provide more instructional equip-• 
· ~stern or Kentucky,State U!llvei;;1- • . • · The· urnv~ity will be_ able ;o, ment." About 300 students staged a 
· ty; , Northern Kentucky Uruversity: • pay for the raises because of an · rally last year to call attention to 
.professors earn the m\)St, averaging increase in state funding and ·addi- .:: the need for better equipment. . 
~._865."'- '.- -;,:_ , · · '!•'.,: .:'_...·· , ti~':lll money; from an i!lcrease _in . · About $384,000 has been set 
l~ .. · The, Morehead State· spending tuition and en,rollme1,1t, Pi1111er said. · aside for the extended campus pro-
'.,plan sets aside $15.8 million'.;for. ' • · Mor~ead •State received $31.6 , ; grams. The programs, in Ashland , 
: salaries and benefits, an increase of , million from the state legislature, and Prestonsburg, allow people in - · 
~~-!ii million, . .It, .Cs!1ls ;tor .-f.jci,ilty :· 1 up_ $2.8 ~lli?n from ,!~st .year, he those areas to tak_e col,lege ~urses 
1 members-to get.raises ,of be~een, said. :;· . -, · ... · through the umvers1ty.,,.without f ~1,? per=,(; _ar\~.' ~O'percent/de- The budget estimates $13.2 mil- traveling to Morehead.· , 
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)~_Hiriqg of· Harris puts UK 
)?::on: track toward progress 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, JUNE 24, 19 
.·: ·" A couple of weeks ago, we noted 
.. · that increasing the-number of black 
·, faculty members and students 
... ; sh8uld be a priority for the next 
· -, president .of the University of Ken-
- ,· tucky. So we're pleased to note that 
, :': progress is already apparent in that ., 
. , . >i On· Tuesday;- UK's trustees ap-
:, ; proved the appointment of 1: Joh~ 
. · Harris ill as dean of the Umvers1-
·· ,.:° .ty's College of Education. Harris 
· · will be the first black person to 
; _-:.'·serve as dean. of a college at UK. 
';: ~: / .• No single addition to UK's facul-
\: ty and administration will solve all 
of the institution's problems in at-
tracting black teachers and stu-
dents. The institution still has trou- · 
ble successfully . reouiting black 
faculty members. And the number . 
of black students enrolled at the 
,· university is .embarrassingly low. 
' . 
A case in point is an ad that UK 
recently ran in an environmen_tal' 
industry trade journal. The ad justi-
, fiably praises a program that offers 
financial assistance to students en-
rolled in UK's mining eng1neering · 
program. The ad pictures 15 stu-
dents and one instructor in a class-
room. All of the people in the ad are 
white. ·, 
That's the reality that will con-
front UK's next president: The hir-
ing of Harris is a promising begin-
ning, and · it sends an overdue 
message froµi UK. The message is 
that the school is serious about 
making progress in racial matters. 
By hiring Harris, interim presi- , ' 
dent Charles Wethington and Chan-
cellor Robert Hemenway , have 
helped make it easier for UK's next 
president to confront that reality 
and to achieve the progress that is 
crucial to the university. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Ky., June 24, 19~ 
• •···•' •~•~:-,_ ... _ 1~,·-~·-:.~",•c.',t" , •~Iii 
[£<:i,u trust~~;\;pprove Dingus as d~, 
( ·t~ ~O~:'• Ohio - Bill Dingus was approved Saturday by the o ·0 · · 
l ,ca:::at t-o!::1 -~£_-,~ ,.1:5 dean _of the university's regional r {f~pie ~ouncernent was'inade ~ ·the trustees met on the Ironton campus 
t,<· July~~~J~r~Y,-~~cu~ve se9:i1~.n. The appointment becomes effective 
l/? o:r5, 43, hll;l ~n.director of the Ironton campus since 1976. He was · ·; . i, 8'iJ d ed a.fhD ID higher education from the university June a 
{; . n er D1Dgus'._ direction, enrollment at the Ironton campus has in-
, r cr~d 290 percent fron:i, 379 students in 1976 to 1,481 this year. 
~ ,,. D1Dgus, _fo~erly cumculum supervisor for the Lawrence County Board 
:, •, !!d1/scation, IS a member of the Lawrence Economic Development Corp 
; , Co ail O serves . on the board of directors of the River Cities Culturai unc . . , 
;-'. ~e e~rne_d his bachelor•~ de~ee in elementary education from Ohio 
:. gru~ers1ty ID 1968. He received his master's degree in education admini • 
·· b a~on from. ~arshall _Dniverstiy in 1970 and a master's degree ~ 




in.a decade 'I 
Associated Press 
1 ., 
, MOREHEAD, Ky. - More~ead·; 
· state University's board of regents · 
approved a $55.8 mllllon budget Fri- ·; 
· day - the school's largest In a dee- · \ 
'rade: 
~ The budget ls nearly 13 percent 
· hlgber than Ibis scbool year's. More 
than 45 percent of It Is for Instruc-
tion. 
The' board also approved next 
year's . personnel roster and pay 
scale. The faculty will receive sala- . 
ry Increases of 11 percent to 20 per- , 
cent. Staff members will get an 4.2 
percent raises. . · 
University l';'resldent C. Nelson ; 
Grote will get( a 17 percent raise, 
while Keith Kappes, vice president 
for university advancement, will 
earn nearly 20 percent more: 
. I 
·\tlN.cirthW.es·ter·n\/students·--,face:. · 
- /:·r:·.r·:,1ti','>,""~. ·:.: -.-·- ·,· .· ',·. , . ' . : . ' -" '.\ 1' 
-i:>ftlltitfon'{:tax·· from· i·.host.· .city· . 
·',;';·..!"i,Ji~[\•.t~{:;t:4\;t~.?'f~~-i''.>t:~;~·-!:f;:,,,~_:::'•~ ·e' ·•.,,.:•·:;~,:-· .• •, ;~•. ! ',•• 14 ',1.•" • • ', : 
. , : ·.-·'Assocl;ted Pr~,;·:·::···,;,,,·, .. _ ··•'": ::' ••· :· · people ·in a rotten way, sooner or protection. But Michael Weston, 
. ·, ,···~.(,,_:EYANSTON,' Ill .. ....,.. ii Aid~, ,)a_ter people are going ta react." vice president and general ·counsel 
· , :;::inaii Jack- ·Korshak ,has .,his, ·way, • •:The reaction •camel in the"form at Northwestern, says the universi-
, ·; :. '}students'at Northwestern Univeisi- \of.a proposed 0.5 percent tax on ty is a good neighbor, attracting 
: ;.,'-' [ty will.be first in _the natio_n_ to pay a . '. tuition, levied against- students at about 500,000 visitors a year to the 
,: /: •::tax •on\tuitiorieci:-,; ;-; ·:-?;, '; ;:- ·. < Northwestern and three smaller col, city, adding millions of dollars to its 
/.: .f ·.,:)°., -\'Administrators at the university · · leges in Evanston\- including two economy and providing cultural ad- ' 
... ,,··. :tandlother.schools nationwide,. stu-··•', i;erninaries.',! "·) 1,, . ·:·. • :· i '; vantages often used by city resi-
( ··-: _;.:';!den~; :1?d;,theiAmencai.Co1!_11cil; on ·· 
1
:. ·, · M~· of N;rth~est~'s near!~ dents. · 
1 , :~f :::'fEd\l,callon· .say suc.'l a ;J~ut · ~ould, 010,500 students are '.undergraduates No other city· in the United , --~·.·'.;',hu,:t stud\!11t~_ and ~e:a,•s~~.~~-;1;who would pay about $68 a 'year States has such a tax, said Sheldon 
I•··,' 'the.-\'.<!,lue ,of-!,(lucation.1: i :: :,, ·,•:; · __; ;,based on the tuition of $13 725. The E. Steinbach, vice president and 
'._' 5_,. j, ·-.:Th~ ,Ci~: Co~cil ·has tned be::. tax would raise more·than,$700,000 general counsel of the American 
: ., .;'·.' ;1fore.~d/aile~l',to llllplement such a : .. a· year, said Alderman-'Marjorie Council on Education·in Washing-
.•'.'-':·: ,;tax m this Chicago suburb of 75,000 · Callens head of the council's Budg- ton, D.C. The council represents 
l .-.• •'·-~residents.·.,.,_,., '- ' ,-. · ·1 •• ... ·: · .: • • •. et Policy Committee' ·. ·. ... ,, 1,500 colleges and _universities na-
. ·~',:. \'. 1 Korshak,ia.i2-y~/niembetof · · . . ' : tionwide. 
· :-.:[:.; . . :°the . council•: artd ·a. Northwestern The committee passed the tax_ 
;; i • ,: • • graduate,:.says the move to .tax is proposal May 31. ~ll~s, who op-
I '": ;;,_ tsupported because in his view, his poses the plan, said it probably 
· '', ·,·; alma '.·mater wants something for · would be introduced to the full 
i ,,".·•·, thi. ··.,·..'> · •· · · · ;. · council today and could be decided 
•; _,,;.- . ,;)10 ng. ,,- ". . . , . . , , . J I 9 ' 
( ·.--:, s-.. ·.•·"The·•stated--public attitude· of· uy · · -/·· • .,., ..... -., , .. ,< •• 
•j ••, • >~ ·1/•.~' · ' - ' ' ' ., / ' .\ ' ., 
/1 •• /: •• _'7,N,9~western,is, ~e. don;t g\~e you,_' ,' ,, -!{orshak ~ys )'lorpi~estern has 
:; ·. ~. \·,·: -~~r~1;J'i;~~/-~l~i~?t ·-y_o~: ~~t:: 'ai.:~1ded pa~ f9r~. polt~·~:_a}Jd, fire I 
------······ 
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~- ~,_ ... ;•:- '. ~~· .... ; •• _ -- ---·~.-, - • .,-,,c-=,,::-:-,; - •••• ~::,.,, ,":·r'- ,- ' -- ~ 
,: :: New ,KSU presidant gets· marr!ed · ,~ ·. 
' _: ,, ' --~, 
: .~ ·. · FRANKFORT, Ky. - John T. Wolfe Jr, · ·-·•. ··i , 
, ·.-,'WiJI have another new role to fill as he C<·" ·· ' · 
'. I : takes over as president at Kentucky State '-ii 
. ,. ·. .University In a few days: new husband, 
,:, Wolfe and Mary Word Parham were 
1,,. ,, married Thursday In Washington. 
:. ' ; Wolfe, who has been· a professor at 
,·. :,_., Bowie State College In Maryland, official· 
· · · ly becomes president at Kentucky State 
· on July I. . 
:• · " The couple ·will travel to Atlanta this 
; , , . , week to represent Kentucky State at a 
'.•' : · : reception for Nelson Mandela. The event 
• ·.;: ls be_!Jig si>if.~sored bi. leaders"of blstori- ., ; ' 
,•, . cally black colleges and universities In --== 
/ :','.\he Uni\~-States.-; -~ ... ,;.;,~--{;,,, ,- 1 John T. Wolfe Jr. 
,,.: •, · Wolfe s new-wife grew,up,ln Chatham, , ·-. ,._: 
>, • · v9: ~d has _be~~ _e~?!o~~ ~Y, ~o'!ll:.~ Unive_rsJty In Washington · · 
►,, for1J2:Y~j•1.J!;·i(,~,,!.i, .. 1 .i,t;_ .-:·./, .. --.... ,,. .. >:-. 
t { :_ ... cosier ~a'11~~'.'~aii~-es fMndi~·g: g~-~:· · 
). . . .... --- ' 
~,: · · ~ERSON,'•Ind. ·..:. Anderson University bas attained Its $25 ,,. 
I.··, rnl_lhon fund-raising goal six months ahead of schedule, so It wants , ,• · to raise an additional $3 million, .. ,_.· · :. · •. 
r,; '·. , .. ·, __ A campalgn•launched In 1985.was expected to raise $25 million'-'.. 
V, ;· · by the end of this year. So far, more than $25.04 million bas been:: 
/ . · contributed or pledged, said Ronald W. Moore, the schaol's treas-· 
/-'-.. · . urer,and executive vice president for finance. 
,., ; · ' ,The board of trustees has revised the goal to $28 million, Moore 
sald last week. 
\ ·, . ·: ;Of the $28 million, $15 million :1s' eannarked for educational 
t. , programs·and'scbolarshlps. · , '·- •· · 
\'-lHE1COURIER.jOURNALisATIJRDAY: JUNE 23, 1990 
' : ~- ; i ;~Muii,;ay official~to leave. for other post ' 
<, · /./··MURRAY, Ky. - Ward Zimmerman, a vice president at Murray 
:' ' · State· University, bas been named vice chancellor for business 
,_'.-'·'.'.- · narra1n.at Appalachian State University In Boone, N.C. · .·, 
· ·;:· ,::r.,:,-ue·'WiJJ"leave his posltlon·as Murray's acting executive vice :. 
'" .-·.r-presldent for finance and administrative services to succeed'Ned ... 
. ''.!'.· ;;., 'R. Trivetta, who retires July 31. Zlmmermmi had heid the Murray . ' 
· ,1:· ":::51post since 1988, · _. · .-· : · · · 
/ ,(\::,,:~~A'state-controlled school/Appalachian State became pari of the . ., 
:;;. '!•t University of North Carolina system In 1971. It's the fourth-largest 
·· In· the I 6-school system, . with an enrollment that -Just exceeded 
',. -=-.-12.000 last fall. '·. ; '· · ' • · ··-- · · .· -
•· .•,~,:: Zimmerman's appointment will become official July 13. 
. ' . 
' . 
· A tuition tax would be, ··•'very· 
poor public policy," he said. Tuition 
is ·high, and "to impose an addition-
al burden on parents is somewhat , 
unconscionable."·.• · · .: 1 t ,: : 
i' vv_etn1,ngton nears last, step on .~K, l~dd_er· \ ~ls~:~~~~~l:~E.:~1 
w ';J~ ~~ . . . ~- . . . ·. . . . ..__. .• ,:: ~-;.. . . .. ·.~::. :_ ...... : .. ,, , ., .- , ·:..: .· -~ .; 
llut some UK atumm and sup-
porters are comforted by the pros-
pect of Wethington at the flagship's 
; helm, especially after the political _ 
I and athletic upheavals of recent 
years. 
z · · · · •· · f · --· -- -- - ·· · · . The community colleges have 
6 By Jamie Lucke··. , , , ' ' " :, • "If you're against him he's a res!s!ed Kentucky's virulent local r Herald-Leader education writer .of the man they' call Charlie.. . : very tough adversary," said Rep. pohtics because of strong' central 
"" .When Charles Wethington went 'tci Mays- . Some say he is cold, rigid, and Harry Moberly, a Democrat from control from the Lexington campus. 
~ ville to start a community college in 1967, he authoritarian. , · Richmond, whose district includes B~t some inside the colleges say 
ii5 learned something about politics. Both kinds of · Others say he is personable, fair EaStern. Wethmgt,_m allows little leeway for 
;::, politics. _ ,· ... ,, . • · .. ·.. and devoted to UK. .. • · "He's not a dirty fighter. He mt_emal dissent. "I wonder how he's 
~ Now he is the front-runner for presid~'nt of Few dispute that he is an able does his very best to put forth his gomg to get along with a university 
n- the University of Kentucky partly because he administrator: . position. He's very skillful at- doing faculty that can·~ be_ bulli".(l the way 
s·, .mastered those lessons sci well. . . c' _ · _ , _ · --- · But Wethington- has no-expen-.. , that and lobbying for his position. I _ _that? .. ~ <:<>mmu.i:ity· college faculty 
-~' ·; ·wethington's job in Maysville was to hire· ,-_ -- e!1ce running a graduate 0,::- p_rof~- l have a lot ofrespect for Charlie. We · · '".In- said DaVId Cooper, an asso-. ti" the_ facul_ty and_ ~taff. stock the. librazy ·~nd_'; r . .- · ~tonal .schoo~. ![nd UK's m1~1on IS_ I don't alwa)'S agree, obvi_Qus!y."• ., ' . _ a_ate professor at Jefferson.Ccimmu-
~- laboratol'!es. and o~.the .~oors ,!)f Mll:Y~VIlle , j _- g~ed heaVIly toward ~mg out -- - Wethington. is uncomfortable · mty College in Louisville: 
~ Commum~ College._{;,• • ._ -. ,c._:;it·,,,:i• ... ,: ·. engmepers, doctors, dentists, law- . · -.beinglabeledaneffectivepolitician. · ["·•·, · ·• .. - .- · · 
5, He reJected one brand of pohtics '-:--' the- ! · yers, h.D.s and MB.As. : . ·:Is that supposed to be a compli- : No stranger I~· UK. · 
~ kind people used to hustle jobs for t!teir friends; , _ - He also _has no expenence !n . ment or not?" he asked. He said he • · · 
J and relatives_ but embraced another.:r., .. :.:• , ) r~ch, wht~h brought $43.1 mt!- understood wqy .. people ·worried' · Under Wethington's leadership 
\·_ . ..:... ---,,~·•,-;-·- ~ .. ·--c'i;-- .·.,;,.--•·,_, ~- ::-.:'c:". hon to UK this.year. · that _outside political influence community college enrollment ha~ 
)_, '.'.· .. ''He 'turned down· sortie 'friends· of people Wethington's _supporters ac- woµ]d poison UK if he became· 'doubled to more than 36,000 in the 
J·~ ··here·because. they ·weren't ·good teachers," said. ~nowledge that hts record_ as a president.;,_:. ·:., · -' · - _ lastdecade, !'laking the colleges the 
'l ·; Dr: I-Jarry Denham, a former UK trustee from scholar and r~cher will not Gov. Wltlia'~ Wilki~son, a- Ca- . : stest;grOMng segment of higher 
,/ Maysville. "A lot of local people thought they stack up we.JI agamst other CO{!tend- sey County native, has known j ucatJon. · · 
0t- were going to get in on a gravy train, and it ers but 5:lY he can _oyercome such Wethington-since Wethington was ~uality is tougher to a'ieas~e. 
l. ,;_ wasn,'t a gravy train at all." , .. s~ortcommgs by. hmng top-notch his Eng!ish teac~er at Liberty High Unh~e . many schools with open 
. ·• ·w th .. , - ... ,-. , ized ,. : · · th · , 1. : 1 · aides and delegating authonty. School 10 the mtd-l950s. Wething- adm1ss1ons, the community colleges . e mgton . se 011 ano er po 1ttca , , , d do not require remedial courses no 
force, however,_ and learned to use it. • .. ton escribes the.ir relationship as m!ltter how_ ill-prepared a student 
.- . ···"Propl~wei:ejtisfgiddyat'theprospectofa A skillful hand in Frankfort ~imt~. social acquaintances or might be.:· ' , -· '· 
._ college in their:town. It was .truly fun," said , Everyone agrees that Wething- en_ s. '_"·,a•"c·.:;2', , .. _ 
Cynthiana'!awyer Jolin M '-'Jack" Keith, one of ton understands power and politics -"We hav:e gone for years with- l!K has never done a compre-
the first teachers Wethington hired. ''He proba:· in Kentucky and how to use them. out seeing each other and we have _hens,ve study•: of how··many stu-' 
• . bly:' went (o every baby-kissing, parking lot If Wethington gets the job, UK dents transfer to four-year colleges 
opening that they had inJ0 counties. I doub~ f would have, for the first time, a 1· ~ewnyeaearsch.".o~~-r_ .. _. re. gulai:IY_ the i~st r or how they fare once .ihey get 
he_mi~ a wom.~n'.~,S9ciet¥ of Kiwani~ Club/'. · president in the mold of the men " . th ·· th h h · · .. ·- · 
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• , .. · · , ~- transfers succeed as well at UK as · ·· "·"·,"•.- ---. -. ------;--·r · · ''"' -- Id ::nry i such as Morehead State's retired 1· so.n were fri. ·end.s unti.l the governo.r'. .·,other students. 
supporf ,ili.at)pany po t~c~., ')YOU • ~ ' i: pres_ident,. Adr_ o_n. Doran, a fonner '. attend_ed .._-__ Weth_ingto.n's dau_ gh_ ter'. s·.· _· 
· thanks to a'<juarte~:century,a~ an admmtStra· · ,.. - - · ~ethington has served 'in· the 
"tor in UK's'•_cpmrnunity;co)l~ge•~systern., He - House.speaker, and Robert_Mariiri, I' weddmg m·.1~88.-,,e,;".f· ;"./:.,.-,·:•;.; Cabmets. of two UK presidents' 
headed-. the . sys\em· ,_for n\ne, }'.ears. before Eastern Kentucky University's for- •,' . _ But many people - especially''· Roselle_ and Otis Singletary.·:.·•, '. 
'.-,~~~:~t/g}}~:~.'.;t~~:'.~{;¥;:it~~r ~rf~!;~i~~; ~;;i~: t- f~{::~ ~~%J0rtieilii~:J~fi · ~ ~::;ss1~~fl~ .. ~~~tri:~:: 
··.t,'c:rtie'UK presidential sea,rc;h .. comru~ee, re- :_.• ... ·.r:_,_ Th. e' political c11·ma·~,,,te.·.·1",.L'y'.;'1's°'.' f. ,:ceugh\ ~t ~!dent D_avedid R~ll~, hatred h1stonan who presided over 
,. · • 1·· "•d · h" -· · f 15 top contenders for · = • · n ver recetv a com, ._UK. for-.18 years;:-~.,;.~_-:>:,· , .... 
:l51!:1tY ma ~< 11!1-b0,1?~ 0 ,~f ,,_.,,-,,,:;f,t.-,,,~, ;;:;. , · ·· f;ir different from ·when. Doran andc' 1i:.mibnent of support from Wilkinson.: 
.".the"permanent JO ,-..<;·,"c;·····,,,, ·.;,,.,., .. ·~1 .,,, "; ......... :. •< . : Martin wielded power .. ·,•r'ic:,··: .. ,•.:~ '-"'-- ;: and decid""' to take the'•"to' p'. 1'ob at' 'if,)(~ar:dcies· he:_exude'thi"~n;rgy'., 
t;:1:,· ·- '" "-''" ~ed- setbacks·'Wethington- ,; · · ""' ,~d.1!1.tetl_~Evibrimcy/thati UK· ! ,,;;, -)3atring,,un.~~.,,,~·. ,,.. . • h. •th", &ard of • : :~ Wethington succeeds'in Frantl'. ;· the University ·of Delawitre: · _- · faculty members', .• dni... ed·: ., , R .-,-, 'can'co. unt'oit'strongsuppo. rtw_E!Il. ,e · · · · 'ort'wi'thad'" t tyl H ·Id'' · · Wetht'n.gto ·.d .h. ·1·d , .•. · · .a w ·· 10 • o--
: T...;i~t·ees .. ··~ 'v"o.tes"' ·.·fo"':p· r··es' iden"t;_·'.·pfo.bab.ty.: m. . fa" c·ts .. He. b'u"t,etreo. nnhosles· e.lawmae w,keers·' s, ., .. , n sat e wou pro- selle, president foi:.'2½'" - '.• .. ,;-'. ; -: 
,- •• • ' · · tee! UK·from political influence and , - .. ~ .... , ... · -..,, • .,!.~ears:,·,, : ; ~~October:<~':.r•;_ \vif\~Sf:·.-.).'.i;:t~~/':1J:~~::~ it~.:'-~~~ and the governor's staff at cnicial,, ~ invitt;ct:doubters~··tO ·exainine· the I• 
,, '.;:,/Iiifer.vi~w$,wi!h:mQreJ!tau.69.'prople,;w_ 0 . points. He mobili2.e5 the &immwiity",'. · •~111ffiunity•'fulleges as'proof of his, 
. kn'' .•.• ·w th',·,;...;. n nointed contrasting nortratts . , . ' . ,., , • • . ' . . .. "bn' . . . . \1 .. ". ::;,;. --~~!u~~~ ,.d;V'ii:.iNb· 'o\ J .,. .. ..:. ... .-£.'-.:.~ ... !{~"t.1. ~-' .,~ '.. colleges; -as' a· gr3.ss-ioots:_pbliticauj .SR,~J. ..... ~t}k~-;.i.:.Ji:::r-. ;:,"n.1~ :~~l..:~~J 
~.. ."- _' rilachine;, ··~. ,,:=_ -:·,.~!_,.-:~~.i:--"'i ~t;l:''-:.· 
"It's just familiarity," said Mal-
colm Bryant, an Owensboro real 
estate developer, UK graduate and 
community college adviser. · - .. 
"Dr. Rosehe was a great perso~. 
and we all _ ~lieved -Wl!S .a _g,:eat __ 
president, and. we·_.hop~cL would 
have stuck around for .a icing tiini 
', But the university--needs, ilefinitely;. 
' ' .... _,. - . ·-~ 
some_stabili'ty. And I-think they see 
that ·m Charles'We_thington rather 
than a stranger to the University• of 
K tuky " . . en c . • :.- ·: ,,_._ · •:·:, -
Most likely to succeed 
Wethington is no stranger to 
Kentucky. But he was born into a 
community of outsiders in rural 
Casey County near Clementsville. 
They were mostly Catholics and 
Democrats in a county dominated 
. by Protestants and Republicans. . 
Wethington was born in a log 
farmhouse, the oldest of seven chil-
dren and the son and grandson of 
schoolteachers. , 
He frequently visits his father, 
Charles Wethington, 88, who lives 
in Casey County with a y9unger 
son, Stephen, a dump truck-driver 
for the state highways deparbnent. 
,. A! St. Bernard High . School, 
,, Wethmgton was voted "most likely 
Ir to succeed" an~ 11most studious." 
1,He went to Lexmgton on 4-H Club 
I trips and competed in cattle judging 
; at the state fair. There were five in 
,., ~is graduating class. ·"' , .. - .. · : 
r· .,;. Wethington's high· school year-, 
I-•·' 
vJef ~ia.5,to I\ 
l Con+.) 
-\ ~-,",•·t'.-i":;-.-,·:•·;,: .•':, . ' 
.. · book reported that he was never 
seen without waves in his hair and' 
'; ·prophesied that he would become a 
? .. priest. His',pet peeve was. being_ 
·. teased,. and· his, ambition was a 
;' college education. , , ·\ : · , .. 
. ;., · Wethington and classmate Dale 
;: ,-'Wolford, later .Casey County school, 
; , •. superintendent, attended Brescia 
i;College in Owensboro ,on'·scholar-' 
/.· ships; "We thought. flrescia.'was a·. 
·. big world for· two country ·boys," ' 
•:· .. Wolford said. . · . · ,,, : · , 
,<, -•• , " I •• I ' , f ./'Our parents and 'priest took us 1 
., out there and dumped us out. But 
; " we _survived.'' 1\· • 
-: · · Wethington rariked third in a 
:, class of 30 and was "rather, retP 
, cent" said Brescia's archivist, Sister, 
_:· Hilda Mudd. , , · ' 
' . ·,. He transferred, to Eastern after 
,: two years and graduated in 1956. : 1 
·, In 1964, the year that UK estab'. 
iished the community college sys-
tem, Wethington was working to-
ward a doctorate at UK's College of 
< ·Education.•. ' , 
• : . ·· · Anned ,- , with his ' doctorate, 
_: . .Wet!tl11gton began ~orking his way I 
, .. _up ·m the. commumty college sys- , 
:i\ tem. J:Ie· became the UK. vice presi- / 
·, dent m charge of the system in .: 
1 1981 .. . ' r'. -.. • . . . ; ,. 
: -..· •, 
r·,::/.· -,.. - •. q,,. • ~. -- ., - ,, <r-~ 
1' : ·• A finalist at Eastern .. •, 
1'· ' ,_. --------- ·' 
/; ' In 19!!4, Wethington·was nomi:.: 
:·: nated for president of Eastern and ' 
! , agreed to be considered. But former : 
, ·-Auburn University President Hanly· 
Funderburk was chosen. ' 
Wethington remained in the , 
' running until the 158 applicants . 
: had been narrowed to three who . 
!' were asked to the campus for inter- . 
\ views. Wethington was not invited, 
,,: said Bonnie Gray, a philosophy_, 
· professor who was a member of the . 
·search committee. She said Eastern 
,'was looking for someone with a , 
. succesful record in private fund-
i· rai!llng and also wanted to bring in · 
t someone from out of state. , 
The co-chairman of the search·, 
committee was Jack Keith, Weth- ·· 
ington's old friend from Maysville.· 1 
. His version of events is different , 
·· He said Wethington called him and · 
dropped out when he was still in 
,· the running. · 
'. '• Wethington said recently that if , 
he was disappointed about not get-
ting the Eastern job, he did not 
1 remember it now. 
Behind Roselle 
Until Singletary announced his 
. retirement, Wethington was rela-
tively unknown to UK's main cam- , 
.. · pus. But his profile rose . as he 1 
became a contender. 
Several sources close to, the 
search gave the following version of 
what happened. They declined to be 
identified because they did not 
want to appear critical of Wething-
ton and because the process was. 
confidential. , 
Wethington , had supporters i 
around the state and did well in 
interviews with the search commit-; 
tee. , , 
Robert McCowan, the search' 
committee's chairman and chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, 
strongly supported Roselle, espe-
cially after he outshone other candi-
■--■-iiiiiim .. ____ ... _______ ~------
~"!J. 
·~'.Charles Turner Wethington Jr. •.,. ___________________ _ 
·.'t :_'. -~i~:--:·t ~. - . '. ' ' 
i ·.:-: .. ·• . ,::- Education '· · •, · 
; _:; · .. St Bernard High School; 1952. 
' ·:., ·. • Brescia College, 1952-54. · . · 1 
1 _';: · Eastern Kentucky State Col-
i ,]ege, bacheloi-. ofarts, English and 
f ;·history, 1956. :> . .- · ' 
( '~·.·, . .University of Kentucky, mas-
; ter of arts, 1962; doctor of philoso-
' phy"l965. . 
i ':"~-- . .. '·. · Teaching 
' . Liberty High School, 1956-57. 
, " San Juan, .Calif:, public, schools, 
I '1962-64. ·· ; .'· ,., · 
i ·,, {\ •·,' :" ·.· Air Force 
[ ·. ·, Studied' Russian at Syracuse 
University, 1958-59, then served 
two years in Japan and Far East 
decoding Soviet communications. 
University of Kentucky 
Director, Lexington Technical 
Institute, forerunner to Lexington 
Community College, 1967. 
Director, Maysville Communi-
ty College, 1967-71. 
Assistant vice president, com-
munity college system, 1971-81. 
Vice president and chancellor 
for community colleges, 1981-89. 
Interim president, December 
1989-present 
Personal: 
Born Jan. 2, 1936. 
Married to Judy Woodrow, a 
fonner teacher and school librari-
an who owns Lutes Antiques in 
Chevy Che.<(>. Two children. 
' . 
· 'dates in interviews.' , • · The board had insisted that the ·• 
' committee present two candidates 
for consideration. . , ,,: -
As the search drew to a close, 
two top out-of.state contenders 
dropped out. There's some dispute , 
about the reasons. Search commit-
, tee members Wilbur Frye and 
Frank Ramsey said it was because 
their names leaked out to the news 
media, making them fear for their 
current jobs. Others said it had ! 
become clear to the other candi-
dates - including some whose 
names never leaked out - that , 
Roselle would' be UK's choice. 
, ; . ' Timothy Cantrell, a community 
. college professor, was the only 
search committee member who held 
out for Wethington. ' • 
On March 3, 1987, McCowan· 
gave the board two names -
Wethingto'n and Roselle - and 
reported that the coinmittee recom-
. mended Roselle. 
In a private trustees meeting .. 
· before the official \'.Ote, former Gov. .. 
A.B. "Happy" Chandler, an honor-
ary trustee, spoke at length in favor , 
of Wethington. Chandler, who had 
. endorsed Wilkinson for governor a 
year earlier, was one of the few 
Kentucky politicians who gave his 
longshot candidacy a chance. Later, , 
one of Wilkinson's first official acts 
· as governor was to restore Chan-
. dler's vote as a trustee. 
In the public meeting McCowan 
· praised'Wethington as a gentleman, ., 
scholar and great Kentuckian. 
,W ethil)gton ~id he was hon- " 
ored bl\t disappointed, then pledged 
to< support ·RoseUe. 
. · In the sum!T)er of 1989, howev-· 
er; Wethington launched a grass-· .. 
roots push that embarrassed Ro-
selle and forceil .the other university ,, 
presidents to agree to a funding , 
formula. that helJ)C{l community col-· . '. 
!eges and UK tlje most. Almost 
everyone now agrees the change 
improved the formula by eliminat-
f !ng inequities that had been frozen ,, 
· mto the old one. 
But Wethington launched his , 
push - with Wilkinson's blessings , , 
- after the presidents had agreed 
on another method. ·. 
Since becoming interim presi-
dent, Wethington has maintained a 
fairly lo:,v profile on campus. I 
He had a much higher profile in " 
the legislature 3nd helped deliver ; 
some goodies, including $14 million 
toward a new research building for 
the medical school and pay raises ~ 
for ·the UK ·Extension agents in . : 
· every county. Just last week, he 
accomplished one of Roselle's goals . 
when he recommended a 10 percent :• 
average pay .l'!lise for UK faculty ' 
and staff .. , 
Wethington said , recently that 
the community·colleges were open-· 
ing up ' higher : ,education to all 
', Kentuckians. · "I', h~ve · that same 
kind of vision fodhe University of .. 
Kentucky." 
With its· medical school, re-
searchers;, comm~riity colleges and 
agriculture services, UK can play a 
vital part in the state, he said. 
"We've got an.'.opportunity in 
Kentucky, for an-institution to have, 
I believe, the greatest impact on a 
slate. of any place ] 'know." 
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Corrections & clarifications 
Because of errors by The AssocJ. age of 14 percent 
MSU ARCHIVES 
sity said. ' 
ated Pres.5, a story Sunday about Also, Keith Kappes, vice president 
raises for Morehead State Universi- for university advancement. wlll re-
ty faculty and staff contained sever- cehze a 19.68 percent raise, as the 
al errors. Under a new budget story said, but the story also should 
adopted by the board of regents, thtl) have said this renects a change In 
staff salaries will Increase between his job title, from executive assistant 
Judith Yancy, director of media 
relations, said silt faculty members 
also would receive raises of 20 per-
cent 
u percent and 9.47 percent. with for university advancement to vice 
an average raise of 6 percent Fae- president, and assump~on of new 
uJty raises will range from 11.27 duUes, including ov~rs1ght of the 
percent to 20 percent, with an aver• Department of Athletics, the univer• 
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ffuition study called 
a veil for increases . 
Before the adoption of the cur-
rent policy for the 1981 school ~ear. 
tuition rates could fluctuate wildly 
year to year. For example, steady 
tuition rates between 1975 and 1977 
were followed by an annual in-
crease of 14.2 percent at UK and the 
University of Louisville in 1978. AS$0Ciated Press 
FRANKFORT - A study of 
Kentucky college tuition policy is 
really ·an ill-disguised effort to set 
the stage for significant increases, a 
student leader said yesterday. · 
Jim Hill, the student representa-
tive on the Council on Higher Edu-
cation, said tuition rates should be 
designed to help attract students, 
not to see how much money can be 
generated for the individual 
schools. 
Hill, who recently graduated 
from the University of Kentucky 
law school, said the current policy 
meets that standard. The current 
policy is based on tuition costs at 
benchmark institutions in other 
states and personal income levels in 
Kentucky. 
"I've never seen anything the 
council has done that has worked 
as well as this," Hill said. 
But Gary Cox, executive direc-
tor of the council, said there was no 
ulterior motive in the study of the 
nearly 10-year-old policy. 
"There's not some effort here to 
raise everybody's tuition," he said. 
Tuitions at the eight state uni-
versities and the University of Ken-
tucky community college system 
depend on several factors, including 
residency, graduate or undergradu-
ate status and the school itself. 
All tuition rates are set by the 
council. The institutions can add 
various fees, but not change the 
tuition rates. 
The basic question involved in 
the tuition discussion is this: Should 
the state continue the current policy 
that is based in some respects on 
the ability to pay or switch to one 
that ties tuition to the cost of 
providing an education? 
During the 1990 school year, 
tuition and fees made up 13 percent 
of all revenue taken in by the state's 
universities. Tuition contributed to 
revenue from a low of 9.7 percent at 
UK to a high of 25.3 percent at 
Northern Kentucky University. 
But Hill said the issue should 
not be money, but making higher 
education more accessible to· more 
people. 
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The study group plans to report 
its recommendations to the full 
council in March 1991. Tuition rates 
for the next two school years have 
been set. 
Student leader wary of stml y on tuition 
By MARK R. CHEU.GREN 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A study of 
Kentucky college tultion policy is 
really an ilJ-disgulsed effort to set 
the stage for sJgnilicant Increases, a 
student leader charged yesterday. 
Jim mu. the student representa-
tive on the Council on Higher Edu-
cation. sald tuition rates should be 
designed to help attract students, 
not to see how much money can be 
generated for Individual schools. 
- Hlll,- who recently graduated from 
the University of Kentucky law 
school, said the current policy 
meets that standard. That policy is 
based primarily on tultlon costs at 
benchmark Institutions In other 
states and personaJ Income levels in 
Kentuek:y. 
"Ive never seen anythlng the 
council bas done that bas worked as 
well," Hill said. 
nearly a decade old. 
"There's not some effort here to 
raise everybody's tuition," Cox said. 
Tuition at Kentucky's eight state 
universities and the University· of 
Kentucky community college system 
depends on several factors. lnclud. 
Ing residency, graduate or under-
graduate status and the school itself. 
All tultlon rates are set b)' the 
council. The institutions can add 
fees but cannot change the tultion 
rates. 
Before the current policy was 
adopted for the 1981 school year, tu-
ition rates couJd fluctuate wlJdly 
from year to year. For example, 
steady rates in 197!-77 were fol-
lowed by an Increase of H .2 percent 
at UK and the University ot Louis-
ville In 1978. 
The basic question l!:: Should the 
state continue the current policy, 
which Is partially based on ability to 
But council executive director A · f h Ott· f ~ ~ · R · 
Gary Cox said there was no ulterior - service o t e ice o r\,ed1a elat1ons-
mot1ve In studying a policy tbat is 
pay, or switch to one that ties tultlon 
to the cost of providing an educa•' 
tlon? 
During the 1990 school year, tu-
ition and fees made up 13 percent of 
all revenue taken ln by Kentucky's 
public universities. The percentage 
ranged from 9.7 percent at UK to 
25.3 percent at Northern Kentucky 
University. 
But HUI saJd the Issue should not 
be money, but making blgber educa-
tion more acc~lble. 
. "The bottom line shouldn't have 
to do with what we can generate in 
tenns of dollars," HID said. 
"The biggest impediment to peo-
ple going to school Is access," HUJ 
continued. "We've got the facili ties; 
we've got to keep the tultton low." 
The study group Is to report Its 
recommendations to the full council 
In March 1991. Tuition rates for the 
next two school years have already 
been set 
---- --·---~ - · · . · :4,., . - . · ~ ·,.,.,,,,_ l 
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SCfiOlCli- .a Treasure 
,;'':Y .Aw-~rd ::presentation launches 
::•;\~ .. :.:3rd ''Appalachian Celebration 
;_, ·;,., '. ', •• ' . ,·, • ,, • " l. ' ( • '. • • • , 
By KENNETH A. HART 
' : · ·· • Independent News Writer 
:, ' ' MOREHEAD - . Appalachian 
·· scholar Loyal Jones received one of 
. Morehead _State University's most 
; prestigious awards Sunday night, 
,but he wasn't about to boast. 
i" : "I had an uncle once who w1s 
given an award for his humility," 
. he joked. "They took it away when 
· they heard him bragging about it." 
-··· Jones, who is-noted for his work-
:. as an author, storyteller and hum-
;_orist, received Morehead State's 
·third annual Appalachian Treasure 
1 Award during ceremonies to mark 
;Jhe opening of the university's 
.• week-/ong, Appalachian Celebra-
~ tion. · · 
' · The award is intended to recog-
. nize a person who has dedicated his 
'talents to promoting and preserv-
.· ing Appalachian culture. Past re-
;' cipients are Knott County author 
'. James Still and folk musician Jean 
: Richie .. 
;., · With the sounds of fiddles, banjos 
:·and mandolins filling the air, 
: Morehead State President C. Ne!-
' son Grote presented Jones a hand-
·' crafted rocking chair, which he 
,.said symbolizes . an Appalachian 
,.treasure. 
· The chair was made especially 
for the awards ceremony by Leroy 
:Lewis of Elliott County, Grote said. 
Jones, director of the Ap-
palachian Center at Berea College 
since 1970, said he was pleased and 
honored by the award and praised 
.Morehead State for its efforts to 
promote Appalachian culture. 
,, . · "Morehead, more than any· col-
Independent - Kevin L. Goldy 
Gene Young and other 
members of the White Horse 
String Band serenaded, 
Jones. 
lege I know, is a college of the 
people," he said. "There is usually 
a vast chasm between the college 
and the folk, but I think you've 
bridged that." · ·. · 
. Jones, a North Carolina native, 
has had a number of books and 
articles on Appalachian . history 
published and has produced several 
albums of traditional folk music. 
He said his current· research in-
terests include Appalachian reli-
gion and music, along with the ,in-
fluence that the Welsh people have 
had on the region. 
One of the trademarks of Jones' 
work has been a light-hearted ap-
proach to Appalachian history and 
culture. His stories often in-
corporate humorous anecdotes that 
he picks up during his travels . 
Jones said he felt that humor is a 
valid tool for chronicling history. , 
"I've always found that a little 
humor lightens things antl makes 
folks more receptive to the serious 
stuff," he said. 
After the presentation, the White 
Horse String Band of Morehead 
serenaded Jones with "Speed the 
Plow." Group member Ron Dobler, 
an English professor at Morehead 
State, said that particlar tune was 
chosen because of Jones' interest in 
farming and gardening. 
Sunday's ceremonies also 
marked the opening of "Where the 
Mountain Laurels Bloom," a col-
lection of photographs by the late 
· William Richardson "Pictureman" 
Mullins'-'••·. '. . 
'.' · Mulli~s. \ 'naiive of Georges 
Fork, Va., was a Depression-era 
photographeqvho chronicled life in 
Appalachia'! through the lens of a 
tintype camera. 
. The photos will be on display at 
· Morehe11,d :State's Claypool-Young 
Art Building through early August, 
said Adrian Swain, curator of the 
university's F:olk Art Museum. 
The . Appalachian Celebration, 
sponsored by Morehead's Office of 
Regional Development Services, 
runs through Saturday at the uni-
versity .. Highlights will include 
workshops, concerts and exhibits 
highlighting the cutural heritage of 
Appalachia. 
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Scholar wins aws.urd ffflm Morehead 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Appalachian scholar and humorist Loyal 
. Jones has received the third annual Appalachian Treasure Award 
_from Morehead State University. . . . · . 
The award recognizes people who use their talents to promote 
and preserve Appalachian culture. Past recipients are Knott Coun•. 
ty author James Still and folk musician Jean Richie. · 
Jones has been director or the Appalachian Center·:at :Berea 
• College since 1970. , . · · • · . 
• 1 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. TUESDAY; JUNE 2~.1,990 ' 
' ' ' '1 ', 
Scholar, humorist Loyal Jones hor.iored -
MOREHEAD - Appalachian scholfr and humorist'-I..oyal Jones 
has been awarded the third annual Appalachian Treasure' A)Vard 
from Morehead State University, , : . : :., 
The award recognizes people who have dedicated their -lafents .io 
promoting and preserving Appalachian culture, Past recipients: are 
Knott County author James Still and folk musician Jean Richie.- ·, 
Jones. has been director of the Appalachjan, Cen°tet at 'Ber.6 
College smce 1970, . · · • , 
' . . 
' . 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL •• TUESDAY;''.JUl~E'26; 1990 ---------lEx~coach: Hall nominated ·to. UK-·board . 
i~~-~~s/. : · · .. ·. · , ' · · Lexington horseman. last year -~ . a second three-year 
r,.: .'- ··· . .-_- .. : . , . _ _- Whitaker said those two 'have term on the alumni board. 
;'.'· FLORENCE, Ky.·- Former Uni• been re-nominated; · ·, Hall · reached at his home Sunday 
-'Verslty of Kentucky basketball The association will mall ballots : night, said he considered the noml-
•coach- ·Joe •B •. Hall Is on a list of later this summer: Alumni wlll vote· nation an honor. · 
.,nominees to become an alumni rep- on a slate of slx candidates tor each "It the alumni choose me to serve 
resentatlve on the school's board of of the two seats, and Gov. Wallace and the governor appoints me, I'd 
._trustees.· • Wllkinson wlll choose among the top be happy to serve," he said, 
: "Joe loves this' university," sat'd three vote-getters on each slate. 
Stat la I th t th Of Hall Is a nominee tor Tackelt's Bob Whitaker, associate director ot e w requ res a ree 
the national University of Kentucky · the school's 20 trustees be Kentucky seat. Other nominees are Kay Bell, 
Alumni Association. : 
1 
• • , , alumni. The trustees are business, a Georgetown civic leader; Bill 
.. , . . political and civic leaders appointed Francis, a Prestonsburg attorney; 
i · An· association committee noml- by the governor, three faculty mem- Gene Spragens, a Lebanon bank ex-
,. nated Hall and 11 others tor two bers elected by their pL-ers, and the ecutlve; and Preston Art, a Walton 
alumni board seats lhnt wi!! become · president of the Student Govern- businessman. 
vacant at the end or the year. The ment Association. · The nominees for Bates' seat are: 
_nominations came _.during a work•• Hall compiled a 297-100 record Marianne Smith Edge, an Owens-
shop last weekend in this !llorthe!Th). and one national' championship In boro . dietary consultant; Marian 
Ken~cky city. · • · 13 years with the Wildcats. He re- Sims, a Lexington teacher; Dao Gip• 
. · About 96,000 UK.alumni will vote tired lo 1985 and Is now a bank ex- son, an Ashland engineer; Lynwood 
. for candidates to fill the seats being ecutlve and a basketball comm en ta- Schrader, a Lexington utility execu-
vacated by Fayette District Judge tor tor ABC-TV. live; and Jim Stuckert, a Louisville 
Julia, K. Tackett and Ted B. Bates, a The former coach was elected stock broker. 
'LEXINGTON HERALt'HEADER. LEXINGTON, KY .. TUESDAY, JUNE 26, 1990 
JoeiB/:, Hall □-orninated for trustee .. 
,~IUK:;a'itrTlijUS, ,not foi-mer coach 
'By Jamie Lucke,,_; ,,;,, •;, . .r,: Bruce Davis, the alumni associ-
Hetald•Leader education writer ·· , · 'I ation's outgoing president, said the 
Alumni leaders said yesterday , basketball problems were part of 
that they nominated Joe R Hall for : UK's past. He said Hall should not 
University of Kentucky trustee be- , be penalized on the basis of what he, 
cause he had worked for the alumni I called "speculation and innuendo." 
. association, not because he was the The alumni association's board, 
Wildcats.former basketball coach. ·; of directors approved the nominal-. 
· , Hall, a UK graduate and coach , ing committee's 12 recommenda-
from 1972 ·to, 1985, is one of 12 1 tions at a meeting in Florence ·1ast 
nominees for two UK governing I "'.eeke~d with little discussion, /)a-
. board terms that expire Dec. 31. 1 VIS ;:aid,. 
UK alumni. will receive ballots i I think the board a~ a whole 
and vote for trustees later this year. i · felt all t~e r~~endations "'~e : 
· The final decision rests with Gov.' , ~cellent, said DaV1s, the executive . 
, Wallace 'Wilkinson, who must i d_rr~or of the, Kentucky Bar:Asso- , 
choose from the top three finishers. cmlion. . . 
. in each race. . -. · · · ___ Hal), a v,~ president at Ce11tral. 
· Also nominated were incumbent Bank in Lexington and an , ABC 
. trustees Julia · Tackett, a Fayette , sports commentator, was elected to 1 • 
County district 'judge, and Lexing- a sec'?nd th:ee-Y'7"' term on. the I 
·. ton horseman Ted Bates. alumm assooallon s board of drrec- 1 
'., 'The National Collegiate Athletic tors last year. . ·I . 
! Association launched an investiga- Jack , G~thrie, another board 
tion of UK 'in 1985 after former member, said Hall had shown a. 
players told the Herald-Leader that · ~trong inte,rest i(! al~i affairs, ' 
they received cash and other gifts We weren t nominating a basket-, 
when Hall was coach. ~II coach. We were nomina!ing a 
The NCAA found no violations ·n.,ce, person . who has contrib~t"?, 
but reprimanded the school in 1988 s1gmfi_cant\y to the umvers1ty, 
for not cooperating with the investi- Guthne said. . 
gation. .. , • .... .. Hall was nominated for the s~t 
Under Hall's successor, Eddie held by Tackett The other nomt• 
Sutton, UK was severely penalized nees for that .~t are: Ka>: Bell, a. 
for NCAA violations. Sutton was Georgetown CIVIC leader; Bill Fran-
forced to resign. · . ' . ., 
cis, a Prestonsburg attorney; Gene 
Spragens, a Lebanon banker; and 
Preston Art, a Walton businessman. 
In addition to Bates, the nomi-
nees for the other seat were: Mari-
anne Smith Edge, an Owensboro 
dietary consultant; l\farian Sims, a 
Lexington teacher; Dan Gipson, an 
;Ashland engineer; Lynwood 
,Schrader, a Lexington utilities exec-
utive;· arid Jim. Stuckert, a stock 
broker from Prospect. 
'State. !ijw i:eserves three of the 
20 seats · j:m 'the UK board for 
alm;nni members, chosen through -
alumru ballot and gubernatorial ap-
oointment.1 · , •. 
. Hall, coniacted at his ·home 
Sunday' night, said he considered 
, ,the noniination an honor . 
"If . the alumni choose me to 
serve · and \Ile governor -appoints 
me,, I'd be h.fppy to serve," he said. 
I•!' 
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Couple marks anniversary MSU ARCHIVt:S Western plans this summer to re-
rvute some underground utility Unes 
'.m:tmd ,b'! building's nlte. on Re-
g-:!~1..; Dnve east of tne football sta• 
d!um. Mer-edith said he expecci con-
strucUon on the building to start I.bis 
fall end be f1nislled lo 18 months. 
by giving WKU record gif 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - A Henderson 
businessman who met his wile while both 
attended Western Kentucky University has 
given his alma mater Its largest~ver dona-
tion ln hOnor or his 50th wedding anniversa-
ry:· 
~ In return, Western bas agreed to name Its 
new student health and activities center the 
Raymond B. Preston Health and Activities 
Center. 
Westem's president, Dr. Thomas Mer-
edltb, announced Preston's gltt yesterday at 
a press conference that Preston, his wife, 
Hattie Paff Preston, and their son Kent. a 
~ern sophomore, attended. Meredith_ 
said Preston's g1tt qulct..ly brought the uni-
versity to its initial $1.4 million fund-raising 
goal for the stude.nt activities center. The 
state is funding the balance for the $10 mil· 
lion project 
"We can now move forward with con-
struction of the bulldlng." Meredith said. 
At Preston's request, Western Is not di• 
vulging the amount of his gift. But Meredlth 
said it Is the single largest private donation 
received by Western ID Its 84-year history. 
That would mean Preston's gift exceeds a 
$300,000 bequest trom the estate of Virginia 
Wood Davis, a 1943 English major who gave 
her money to Westem's Journalism pro-
gram, and a $400,000 cornmltment 
to the activities center trom West• 
em's . Associated Student Govern• 
ment 
The student government associ-
ation voted this spring to add $5 to 
each student's semester fees over 
the next four years to collect a stu-
dent-body contribution toward the 
building. 
Preston, who graduated from 
Western ln 1940 with a bachelor's 
degree In chemistry, Is the founder 
and president of PB & S Chemical 
Co., a Henderson-based chemical• 
distribution company. · 
"I met Hattie lo a psychology 
clas.5 at Western, and 50 years ago 
on June 8 we were married," Pres-
ton said at the press conference. "I 
feel very strongly about this pro-
gram. and I !eel very strongly about 
what Western has done for me. It 
seems only fitting. on our 50th wed-
ding anniversary, that we do this." 
Preston also Is one of six mem• 
bers of a steering committee that 
guides Western's development of-
fice, said the otrlce's director, Hal 
Jeffcoat. Jeffcoat said that when 
Meredith came to Western In 1988, 
one of the new president's first 
moves was to reactivate the steering 
committee to boost Westem's pri-
vate fund-raising efforts. 
In an - Interview after the press 
conference, Preston said Meredlth 
and Paul Cook. Westem's executive 
vice president for administrative af. 
fairs, approached him about contrib-
uting to the bulldlng before the ottl• 
clal fund-raising campaign began 
last year. 
"They're very persuasive," Pres-
ton said. "You can see when be 
(Meredith) talks about it he really 
believes In IL" 
Preston said he thought over the 
request !or a while before agreeing 
to It. 
"This was not a snap Judgment, It 
was something we had to think 
about." Preston said. "Obviously, In 
the twilight years you start thlnklng 
about some tblng, that maybe you 
hadn't thought about before. That 
unllmited amount of time you had 
when you were a kid, you !mow It 
becomes very finite. Th.ls we 
thought might could be a lasting 
contribution and somethlne worth• 
while." 
The 2-story building will Include 
_ six basketball and nine racquetball 
courl'\ welght-tralnlng and aeroi>lc-
dance rooms, a 1 /9-mUe Jogging 
track and a 25-meter swimml"lg 
pool. It will also Include a laborato-
ry to measure cardiovascular m-
ness. 
Western hasn't quite flnlsbed rais-
i ng mont?y for the buildJng. Jeffcoat 
sald the university needs to raise an-
other S250,000 to buy and maintain 
new equlpment Western bas ap-
proached several potential donors 
about that need and offered to name 
various rooms Inside the building 
tor those making significant contri-
butions, he said. The university is 
now aw!llting their response. 
"We have major equipment needs 
because we're doing this the first• 
class way," Meredith said. "1 don't 
want to be dragging 25-year-old 
equipment out of Didd,Ie (Arena) 
and putting It Into a brand-new, 
state-of-the-art bull di ng." 
• 
During a special meeting or West• 
em's board of regents, which fol-
lowed yesterday's press conference, 
new regent Robert Chambless or 
Munfordville was sworn In by Judge 
Char ier. H. Reynolds. Also, the re-
gent.s elected Pat$y Judd, publisbn 
of the Cl!mberland (:.(lunty News, In 
BurlH!$\'i 'le, as llie bol'rd's vice 
chairmat:. Chambless replaced ~!-
g"n! Rcr.nle Garh o1 Frank!ln, 
wllo'>e term znded tn!s r.prlng.. Clarie 
W~S \ 'ICC: ctia!r.nan. 
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WKU gets record cash contribution 
BOWLING GREEN - Western Kentucky Uni\'t'Nity accepted its 
largest-ever cash contribution yesterda}' from the family of chemical 
magnate Raymond B. Preston, school officials announced. 
The amount of the donation from the Preston Family Foundal.Jon 
of Henderson was not disclosed at the donor's request but was 
thought to total several hundred thousand dollars. 
The gift cleared the way ior construction of a $10 million Health 
and Activities Center. After the anno::m.ement, the university's board 
of regents voted to name the Ct!nt~ the "Raymond B. Preston Health 
and ActiVlties Center." 
Preston, a 1940 Wt-:U graduate, is founder, chief executive officer 
ancl president of PB&S Chemical C.o. one of the largest chemical 
distributors in the nation. ' 
-A service of the Office of 1r r. i,1 Relations-
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. Hughes Aircraft plant to be first tenanf :-~ 
of; UK's Coldstream Research Campus -: -~ 
By TOM LOFI'US 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Tbe first tenant of 
the' UnmrsUy of Kentucky's Coldstream 
R.eiearch Qllnpus wU1 be a-Hughes Aircraft 
'Company ' plant that makes cathode-ray 
tubes. 
Hughes officials joined Gov. Wallace 
Willdnson, acting UK President Charles 
Wethington and Lexington Mayor Scotty 
Baesler at the Capitol yesterday to an-
nounce that Hughes will bulld a 130,000-
squ~root manufacturing plant on a 20-
acre tract at Coldstream Farm. 
UK has used the farm on the north end of 
Lexington tor agricultural research for 30 
years. Last year the university decided to 
eventually move Its agricultural research 
tu.nctlons and convert Coldstream lnto a 
park for high-technology research and man-
ufacturing. 
The Hughes plant will employ 200 to 25-0 
people. Construction will begin next month, 
and the plant Is expected to open in a year. 
"The partnership with Hughes, the Uni• 
versity or Kentucky and the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky marks our first step toward 
maldng Coldstream Farm a research and 
technology center that can compete with 
anyone," Wllkioson said. 
Wethlngton and Hughes officials said the 
taclllty will offer the university such oppor-
tunlUes as faculty research grants, student 
Internships and employment opportunities 
tor graduates. 
J. A. Hollingsworth, a senior vice presl-
detlt ot Hughes Aircraft, said the company 
was attracted to Coldstream for two rea-
sons: Kentucky's "favorable outlook that 
welcomes business," and the persistence or 
Lee Todd Jr., a former UK electrical engi-
neering professor and co-founder ot Projec-
tron, a Hughes subsidiary. 
Hughes will combine operaUons of Pro-
jectron and tbree other divisions Into the 
Lexington plant, wblcb w111 make cathode-
ray and projecUon tubes for devices used in 
shipboard radar, helmet-mounted dlspla}'St 
cockpit Instruments and night simulators. 
Todd said if Hughes' research Into high-
definition television proves successful, tubes 
for those televls1ons would be produced at 
the plant • 
At yesterday's announcement WJJldnson 
signed a 7!>-year lease with Hughes, under 
whlch the company will pay $11,000 pef 
month. The agreement calls for payments to 
Increase based on lntlaUon and other ta~ 
tors ~ 
S~te Economic Development Secretary 
Gene Royalty said that the state has agreed 
to a $1.7 million Incentive package with 
Hughes. That money, Royalty said, will be 
used for worker training. an access road 
and a low-interest loan tor equipment The 
state has also offered an $11 million low-
Interest loan from Its Japanese bond Issue 
fund, but Hughes bas not yet decided whetlr 
er to accept It, Royalty said. 
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler 
said the city w111 buUd sewer lines 
for the plant tor no more · than 
$100,000. 
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will not affect the conUnulng agri• 
cultural research at Coldstream be-
cause It wm use only 20 of the 
farm's 975 acres. 
NCAA panel supports cutting 
time a~hletes spend on sports The university ls considering buy-Ing Pin Oak Farm in Woodford 
County for agricultural research. 
State funding for purchasing a farm 
will not be available until Jan. I. 
Associated Press 
CffiCAGO - College athletes 
will ~veto spend no more than 20 
h~'a week on sports, an average 
re&'iction of about one-third, under 
legislation the NCAA Presidents 
Commission will sponsor at the 
1991 convention. 
The time-reduction addresses a 
common complaint voiced by ath-
letes in a survey two years ago, and 
is based on recommendations by a 
group of conference commissioners. 
~lso following a recommenda-
tion by the commissioners, the pres-
idents agreed to sponsor scholar-
ship cuts in a move to reduce 
spiraling costs. 
In addition, the commission will 
sponsor a measure to increase the 
number of games in a basketball 
season from 25 to 'n and specify 
that athletes during their season 
must get at least one day a week 
off. The maximum number of con-
tests or dates of competition would 
be reduced in most other sports, 
however. 
Only eight hours per week will 
be allowed for sports during an 
athlete's off-season. 
The measu:es will be put into 
legislative form by the Collegiate 
Commissioners Conference later 
this week. The commission and the 
NCAA Council have until Aug. 15 
to submit legislation for the January 
1991 convention. 
The scholarship reduction pro-
posals would not take effect until 
A1,1,g. 1, 1992. • 
1 
In football, schools could still 
give a maximum 25 grants per 
year, but no more than 44 in a two-
year period. Also, the overall foot-
ball scholarship limit would be 
reduced from the present 95 to 92 in 
1992, 88 in 1993 and 85 in 1994. 
In basketball, schools will be 
limited to only four scholarships in 
any one year, but no more than 
seven in any two-year span. 
Hughes Alrcra!t. a company start-
ed by Howard Hughes, designs and 
produces electronic systems for 
military, commercial and scientific 
use. It employs about 67,000 people 
and bas worldwide sales of more 
than $7 billion per year. 
The new plant will cost from $12 
mUlion to $15 mlllion and will be 
built by Gray Construction of Lex-
ington. 
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UK graduate wins prestigious award 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - University ot Kentucky graduate Mark E 
Davis has won this year's prestigious $500,000 Alan T. Waterma~ 
Award from the National Science FoundaUon. 
Tbe award is gJven to young researchers for outstanding 
achievement In science, mathematics or engineering. 
"What makes it so special Is that I'm the first engineer to win 
It," said Davis, 34, noting that the award bas traditionally gone to 
scientists. 
The cash prize ls for three years or scientific research at an 
Institution of the recipient's choice. 
Davis, a professor of chemical engineering at Virginia Polytecb• 
nlc Institute and State UoJverslty, earned all his university degrees 
from UK. He was nomlnated for the award by a committee of 12 
scientists. 
• 
The Daily Independent, ·Ashland, Ky., Monday, June 25, 1990--
,Univ~rsity class studies 
i · By TONY ROGERS with it, and I want to work with the 
• issues of -aging 
Associated Press Writer elderly." 
BOSTON - In the University of Bass said the 10-year"'ld pro-
Massachusetts gerontology pro- gram at the university's Boston 
gram, where most students are campus is specifically geared to-
over 60, classes tend to· be noisy,-· ward older students. It examines 
even rowdy. the economic, social and political 
: "There's often a lot of dis-_ issues that affect older people. 
· agreement, a lot of interaction," Graduates receive a certificate in 
said Scott Bass, director of the gerontological studies. They can 
program. continue school, work for human 
"You can try to lecture, and talk service agencies or elderly ad-
about theories, but these students vocacy groups or volunteer to help 
have actually been a part of these . older people. 
things, and they have something to The 45 graduates of the c_lass of 
" "d B 40 1990 included retired social work-say, sa1 ass, . 
i Students say the two-semester ers, a nurse, a priest and business 
I program spares them struggling· people. Graduates ranged in age 
: with the endless fine tuning of golf from 33 to 83, but most were over 
f or tennis or the boredom of re- 64. 
1 
peated visits to ·the beach. More "Oh, I'm excited. I've enjoyed 
i important, they say, is that it arn1S every minute of the program and 
· them with the knowledge to help I' d t d t " 'd 
i
! society's vulnerable older citizens. , now m rea Y O gra ua e, sai 
· "I never thought of retiring to 
,
1 
Florida," said.,,student Betty Fran-
' cis. "I just want to keep busy. If I 
I believe in something I like to work 
Mary Nowell, 70. 
A chance meeting with a frail 
elderly woman eight years ago 
prompted Nowell to study the 
problems of the aging. In the fall tenn students examine 
Walking in the city's Dorchester the aging process from several 
section, she saw a woman in her angles - physical, emotional, _ 
80s struggling to carry:a sack of . econofnic anf political -:- and each,. 
groceries. Nowell · h·elped the - student spends time with an.elderly_ · 
woman to her home, a- squalid, tiny invalid. · · · · · _ · ' 
apartment. The woman had little In the spring; the class works ' 
money, no family and was plagued together on a research project. . · 
by ill health. · · The students, many who haven't 
"It was just like a hole in ·the been to school in nearly 50 years, 
wall, very bad ·conditions," Nowell are often shy and nervous in the 
recalled. "I was shocked. She had fall. 
nobody." "Little things college students 
What shook Nowell most was that take for granted, like filling in 
the woman, who since has died, computerized registration forms, 
was intelligent and educated. can be intimidating for older peo-
"She was a brilliant woman I . pie," Bass said. 
didn't know what had happened' to . ~ut students quicklr develop an 
her " Nowell said. "But it wasn't arumated rapport with teachers, 
for 'me to know why or how. It can in_jecting theoretical disc~ssions 
happen to anyone. I just knew she with generous doses of real life . 
. needed help." "When we talk about state and 
federal programs for the elderly, 
many of our students were around 
when they were conceived, and 
they have a lot to say," Bass said. 
"Their input is very rewarding for 
everyone." 
After she retired from her book-
keeping job last year, Nowell en-
rolled at U of Mass. She hopes to 
eventually get her bachelor's de-
gree . 
